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Chapter I. INTRODUCTION

1. The Linearization Problem

Let G be a reductive complex algebraic group acting algebraically on complex
affine /i-space A"=:X. The Linearization Problem asks whether every such action is
algebraically equivalent to a linear action, i.e., whether there is a G-equivariant
isomorphism (p: X ^> V where V is a G-module. Another way to state this problem is
the following: Is every reductive subgroup of the affine Cremona group Aut(A")
conjugate to a subgroup of GL^? A detailed report on this question can be found in
[Kri], where we also describe connections with other classical problems such as the
Fixed Point Problem, the Cancellation Problem and the Equivariant Serre Problem.

There are a number of positive results, all of which require some kind of
"smallness". Linearization always holds in dimension n=l (see [Ka]), and it holds for
n^4 in case G is semisimple ([KP], [Pa]). However, the question remains open in
dimension n=3 for G finite and for G one-dimensional (cf. [Kr3], [KoRl], [KoR2]).

Another approach is to require that the quotient space X//G (see §4) be of small
dimension. This constraint works well in the analogous situation of a smooth action
of a compact Lie group K on R". If the orbit space R"/K has dimension ^2, then the
action is linearizable ([Br, IV. 8.5]). In the algebraic case, it is a corollary of Luna's
slice theorem that linearization holds whenever dim X//G=0, i.e., whenever the only
G-invariant functions on X are constant.

Our present work arose out of the attempt to prove linearizability in the case
that dim X//G= 1. In 1981, Luna outlined an attack on this problem which has been
our guide. Surprisingly (to us), our work has led to the discovery of counterexamples
([Sch5]). We also have many criteria for linearizability to hold. See the next section
for a more precise accounting of our results.

We wish to thank D. Luna for generously sharing his ideas and notes on the
linearization problem. We thank J.-P. Serre for crucial help with Galois and group
cohomology. Finally, we thank F. Knop for helpful conversations.

2. Main results

(2.1) We consider the following situation: We have an action of the reductive
complex algebraic group G on a smooth affine variety X, where X is acyclic (i.e., has
the Z-homology of a point). Denote by n^:X->X//G the quotient map (see §4). We
assume that the quotient X//G has dimension 1. Note that these hypotheses generalize
slightly those in section 1, where we assumed that X=A". In the following, parentheti-
cal references (e.g. (II. 0.1)) indicate the location where a result (e.g. Theorem 1) is
proved.
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Theorem 1 (11.0.1). — We have X//G ̂  A, the of fine line, and exactly one of the
following occurs'.

(1) The action is fix-pointed, i.e., every closed orbit is a fixed point.
(2) There is a unique fixed point XQCX.
In the fix-pointed case it is known that we have linearizability (see Corollary

11.0.3), so we concentrate on the second possibility. If one allows holomorphic
equivalence, then even these actions are always linearizable:

Theorem 2 (VI. 2.11 (4)). — There is a holomorphic G-equivariant isomorphism of
X onto a G-module V.

M. Jiang (Thesis, Brandeis, 1992) has extended Theorem 2 to the more natural
case where the G-action on X is holomorphic.

(2.2) We assume for now that X°=[XQ]. Let V denote the G-module given by the
canonical action of G on the tangent space T^ X. It is easy to see that dim V//G = 1
and that V°={0} . Let 7 iy :V^A be the quotient mapping, where we arrange that
Tiy (0)= 0- Of course, Tiy ls a homogeneous polynomial function on V, and we denote
its degree by d.

Our idea now is to classify all X which give rise to the same G-module V. Let
e^v, A denote the set of isomorphism classes of smooth acyclic affine G-varieties X
with fixed quotient mapping n^: X -> A ̂  X//G such that

(1) X°= { XQ } is a single fixed point,
(2) T^ X is G-isomorphic with V,
(3) Tix^-OeA.

(If (p is an allowable isomorphism of G-varieties X, X7 satisfying our conditions, then
cp induces the identity on A.) The isomorphism class containing X is denoted { X } .
Let ̂ y be defined in the same way as ̂ y. A? ^cepi that we do not fix an isomorphism
of X//G with A. Clearly, Ji^ is the orbit space of eJ^v,A by an action of C*, and ^y
is trivial (i.e. a point) if and only if ^y, A ls trivial.

(2.3) Let F be a G-variety and Y a variety with trivial G-action. A G-fiber bundle
(over Y) with fiber F is a G-equivariant morphism P: g -> Y such that every fiber
is G-isomorphic to F and P is locally trivial in the etale topology. This means
that there is an etale surjective map T| : Y -> Y and a G-equivariant isomorphism
g - Y ^ Y X y S ' ^ Y x F over Y (see IV. 1.3-1.5 for a more detailed discussion of this
notion).

If U is an open subset of A, let Vy and X^j denote Tiy 1 (U) and n^1 (U), respec-
tively. Let A denote A\{ 0}, and set V: = V^, X: = X^.

Theorem 3. - Let [ X } e ̂ y. A-
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(1) (IV. 0.2) The morphisms X-^A and V->A are G-fiber bundles with fiber
¥:=nyl(l). The bundles are isomorphic, hence there is a G-isomorphism
(p : X ̂  V which induces the identity on A.

(2) (VI. 2.11 (3)) There is an open set U S A, OeU such that Xy and Vu are
G-isomorphic over U.

Thus X is obtained from V and V^ identified by a G-isomorphism (pu ozw
U:=U\{0}.

(3) (VI. 2.13) There is a bijection J^^^^D/F where F denotes the dth roots of
unity (rf=deg7iy) and D is a T-module.

We give e^v,A ^e structure of af fine variety coming from the bijection above.

(4) (VI. 2.12) There is an affine G-variety <§ and an equivariant smooth sur-
jective morphism [i: S -> A x ̂  ^ where G acts trivially on AX ̂ y ^ mth

the following property: Let { Y } e ^ y ^ and set X:=[i~1 (A x {Y}). Then
{ Y } = { X } andn^=pr^[i:X^A.

An intriguing question is the following: Is every element in ^y ^ represented by
a variety which is isomorphic to A"? All the examples we give are of this type.

(2.4) To describe the moduli space <^v,A we need fo determine the F-module D.
This is done in Chapter VI. For the present, we restrict ourselves to describing criteria
for D to be trivial.

Let A (V) denote set of all the polynomial vector fields on V, and let A^ (V) denote
the elements of A (V) annihilating the generator t (= Tiy) of the G-invariant polynomials
^(V)0 (see VI. 1 for this and the following). The degree of an element of A(V) is its
degree as a derivation of the graded algebra (9 (V). Now A (V)0 is a Lie algebra over
^(A)=^(V)0, and A^V)0 is a subalgebra. Moreover, A(V)0 and \W are free
graded (9 (A)-modules. Set F^Tiy^l) and let L denote the (linear algebraic) group
Aut (F)° of G-equivariant automorphisms of F. Then I: = Lie (L) is the restriction of
A^ (V)0 to F. Let V denote the inverse image in I of the semisimple part of the reductive
Lie algebra Lie(L/Rad^(L)).

Theorem 4 (VI. 2.4 (2)). - Let f denote the set of restrictions to F of the
homogeneous elements o/A^V)0 of degree at most d(=degt). Then D (hence Ji^^ is
trivial if and only if i +1' = I.

We are able to apply Theorem 4 to several classes of representations.

Theorem 5 (VI .3.2). - The moduli space ^y ^ is trivial if

(1) V is a semifree G-module,
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(2) G is a torus,
(3) dimV00^,
(4) dimV^3,
(5) G° is a simple group, or
(6) V is self dual as G°-module.

(A G-module V is semifree if the only closed G-orbits in V are fixed points or have
trivial stabilizer).

(2.5) Our examples of non-trivial moduli spaces arise from G-vector bundles (see
VII .1.1 for definitions). Consider G-vector bundles whose base is a G-module P with
one-dimensional quotient. The fiber at OeP is a G-module, and we let Vec^P.Q)
denote the collection of G-vector bundles over P whose fiber at 0 e P is isomorphic to
the G-module Q. Let VEC^ (P, Q) denote the set of G-isomorphism classes in
Vec^ (P, Q); the class of E e Vec^ (P, Q) is denoted by [E]. The trivial class is represented
by the product P x Q, which we denote by ©p. If G= [e] is trivial, then the solution
of the Serre Problem by Quillen and Suslin shows that every element of Vec (A7', C^)
is trivial, so that every element EeVec^P,?) can be considered as a G-action on
some X=A".

Let EeVeCo(P,Q). Let C* act via scalar multiplication on the fibers ofE. Then
we obtain an action of G : = G X C* on E^A". It is easy to see that E//G^P//G^A.
The following result allows us to relate the linearization problem to moduli of
G-vector bundles.

Proposition 6 (cf. VII. 1.2, 1. 3). - Let E, E' eVec^ (P, Q) and let G be as above.
Then

(1) ([Kr2]) The vector bundle E is non-trivial if and only if the G-action on E^A"
is not linearizable.

(2) ([BH2]) 7 / 'E®©peVecG(P,Q©P) is non-trivial, then the G-action on E is
not linearizable.

(3) ([MP]) Suppose that H is a subgroup of G such that (P © Q)" = P. Then E
and E7 are isomorphic as G-varieties if and only if E is isomorphic to a pull-
back ( p ^ E ' for some G-automorphism (p of P.

(2.6) It turns out that VECo(P,Q) has a pleasant structure.

Theorem 7 (VII .3.4). — The moduli space VEC^ (P, Q) has a natural structure of
vector group. Moreover, there is a G-vector bundle |LL : SS -> P x VECo (P, Q)
such thai [i ~1 (P x [E]) ̂  E for all E e Vec^ (P, Q).
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Theorem 8 (VII .4.8). - Let Q, Qi and Q^ te G-modules, and let H be a principal
isotropy group ofP (see II. 1.2).

(1) The map VEC^ (P, Q) ̂  VEC^ (P, Q © Q) ^rfrng ̂  cto^ [E] e VEC^ (P, Q)
into [E ® ©QJ ^ bijective.

(2) Z^ [EJ, [EJeVECo(P,Q). Then their sum [EJ+EE^]-:^] ^ VEC^P.Q)
is uniquely determined by the condition: E^ @ E^^E^ © ©QeVec^P.Q © Q).

(3) Whitney sum induces an epimorphism of vector groups

WS: VECo (P, Qi) x VECo (P, Q,) -> VECc, (P, Qi © Q,).

(4) //Hon^Q^Q^^O}, ^^ WS is bijective.

(2.7) Let V : = P ® Q ^ © Q with the G-action of 2.5. We want to compare
VECo (P, Q) with ^y A. As before, let F denote the group of dih roots of unity,
where d is the degree of Tip. Let [E] e VEC^ (P, Q) and let { E } denote E considered as
an element of ^y. A- Note that { E } = { y* E }, y e F, where y* E denotes the pull-back
of E by Y : P ̂  P. Thus we have a natural map ^: VEC^ (P, Q)/F -^ ̂ y ^.

Theorem 9 (VII. 3.7). - Suppose that ^p^ is trivial (i.e., there are no non-
linear izable actions modelled on P). Then

5i:VECG(P,Q)/r^^v^

is a bijection.

(2.8) Let Fp denote Up1^) and let M denote the (linear algebraic) group
N10^^(0))° (see VII. 2.3). The vector group VECo(P,Q) can be computed
from the Lie and Artin algebra m:=Lie(M) :=Mor(Fp,EndQ)G. Let m7 be defined
as in the case of I in 2.4, and let f denote the restriction to Fp of the elements of
Mo^P.EndQ)0 which are homogeneous of degree at most ^(=deg7Cp).

Theorem 10 (VII. 3.4(1)). - The moduli space VECc(P,Q) is trivial if and only
ifl+m^m.

It is quite easy to come up with examples where VEC^ (P, Q) is non-trivial. Using
Proposition 6 we then obtain examples of non-linearizable actions of G on A" and of
non-linearizable actions of G x C* on A" with one-dimensional quotient.

Theorem 11 (VII. 5.9, 5.4, 5.7). - (1) Let G be a simple classical group, a spin
group, G^, E^ or E^. Then G has a non-linearizable faithful action on A" for some n.

(2) There are non-linearizable actions of 0^ on A4, of SL^ on A7 and of 803
on A10.
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(2.9) Remarks. — (1) With our methods we obtain explicit families of non-trivial
G-vector bundles which give rise to non-linearizable actions on affme space (VII. 5).
But only with the later work of Masuda and Petrie (see Proposition 6 (3)) was it
realized that these families of G-vector bundles contain families of non-equivalent
G-actions on affme space (VII .5.4, 5.7 (2)).

(2) Knop [Kn] has shown that for every semisimple G there exist non-trivial
G-vector bundles E with base Lie (G) such that the G-actions on E are not linearizable.
Again, one can show that these vector bundles lead to families of non-equivalent
G-actions, provided that G has a non-trivial center (VII .5.8).

(3) Masuda, Moser-Jauslin and Petrie ([MP], [MMP]) have constructed families
of non-trivial G-vector bundles and families of non-linearizable G-actions. They have
shown that some of our examples of 0^ x C*-actions on A4 remain non-linearizable
when restricted to certain finite subgroups of 0^ x C*, providing the first examples of
non-linearizable actions of finite groups.

(4) There are no known examples of non-trivial G-vector bundles or non-lineariza-
ble G-actions on affme space for commutative groups G (cf. [Kr3], [KoRl], [KoR2]).

3. Methods

We discuss some of the ideas and methods we use.

(3.1) In Chapter II we establish the topological part of our results, following an
outline of Luna. The fact that X//G ̂  A is quite easy. A careful study of the Leray
spectral sequence of n^: X -> X//G, using properties of Luna's stratification of X//G
(see 11.1), gives Theorem 1. If X°^A, we have linearizability, so we assume that
X^^o} where n^ (xo) = 0 e A. Then the Luna strata of X//G ̂  A are A and { 0 } . As
before, let V denote the G-module T^ X. Then n^: X -> A and Tiy '- V -> A are
G-fiber bundles (see 2.3) with fiber F = n^ 1 (1).

The next task is to establish that the two G-fiber bundles X and V are isomorphic.
We show that the G-automorphisms of F form a linear algebraic group, denoted L,
so that X and V correspond as usual to principal L-bundles Px and Py over A,
respectively (see IV. 1.1-1.4). Let us denote by H^(Y,L) the set of isomorphism
classes of principal L-bundles over the variety Y.

Theorem 12 (IV. 5.4). — For any linear algebraic group M the canonical map

H,\(A,M)^H,\(A,M/M°)

is a bijection.
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It is not difficult to see that this result implies Theorem 3(1). Note that the
principal L/L°-bundles over A are the same in the topological and algebraic categories.
In fact, they are just the finite covers with Galois group L/L°. It follows from Luna's
slice theorem that there is a neighborhood U of 0 G A (classical topology) such that
X^ and Vu are analytically G-isomorphic over U. Then Px and Py are isomorphic
over U, hence they are topologically isomorphic over A. Thus the principal L/L°-
bundles Px/L° and Py/L0 are isomorphic (algebraically!), and so P^^Py by
Theorem 12.

(3.2) To continue our discussion, we need to consider a small menagerie of spaces.
Identify (9 (A) with C [t\. Then (9 (A) = C [t, t~1] and set A: = Spec C [^]. The schematic
intersection A C} A is A: = Spec C ((Q). Set

V: = V x ^ A = Spec {(9 (V)®, ̂  (9 (A)),

and define X, V and X similarly.
If Y is an A-scheme, let 91 (Y) denote the group of G-automorphisms of Y x ^ V

which induce the identity on the quotient Y. Then 91 is a group valued functor, and
we show that it is represented by a group scheme (also denoted 91) over A. For now
it is most important to note that 91 (A) =J[ G-automorphisms of V inducing the identity
on A}, and similarly for 91 (A) and 91 (A). Equivalently, the opposite group to 91 (A)
is the group of G- and (9 (A)-automorphisms of (9 (V), etc.

Let {X}e<^v ,A (see 2.2). The slice theorem gives a G-isomorphism ( p : X ^ > V
which induces the identity on A (see 11.0.4). By Theorem 3(1) we have a G-isomor-
phism (p :X^>V which induces the identity on A. The composition (p:=(p(p"'1 lies in
91 (A). Now (p is only determined up to composition with an element ae9I(A), and
similarly for (p. Thus the double coset of (p in

D91:= 91 (A)\9I (A)/9I (A)

is well-defined, and we denote it by [(p(X)]. In this way, we obtain a map

[^]:^v^D9I, {X}^(X)].

(3.3) We eventually are able to show that [(p] is an isomorphism (VI. 2.13), and to
identify D91 with a quotient D/F (VI. 2.7). Simultaneously, we obtain that there is
an isomorphism (pu: X,j ^> Vu over a neighborhood U 9 0 (VI .2.11), and we can then
construct the moduli space (VI. 2.12). Here are some of the main steps.

Let B denote Spec C [s], where t=sd. Then we have a canonical morphism B -> A,
z \—> zd, which identifies A with B/F, where F = {dih roots of unity} acts by scalar
multiplication on B. The group F also acts on F by scalar multiplication, commuting
with the action of G. Thus F is a subgroup of the (linear algebraic) group
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L(=Aut(F)0). LetF act on B x F by Y(z,^0=(zy- l ,Y^ Y^F, zeB, veF. Denote
the corresponding quotient by B^F. Then we have a G-equi variant morphism

p^^F-^V, [z,v]}-^zv,

over A = B/F, and clearly p induces an isomorphism over A.
Note that L is a F-group, i.e., it is a linear algebraic group together with

a homomorphism T:F-^Aut(L). Here T(y)/ is just Y / y ~ 1 , Y6!^ ZeL. Let L(B)
denote the group of morphisms from B to L. Then F acts on L(B) by
y (p(&) = T(Y)(p(6Y)=Y(p(&Y)Y - S Y^r , (peL(B), 6eB. We let I^B^ denote the set of
fixed points of the F-action. One defines groups L (B)^ etc. similarly. The morphism p
above induces a bijection p^ oflUB^ onto Sl(A), and its inverse, denoted c^, induces
bijections

a, : 91 (A) ̂  L (B)^ a, : 21 (A) ̂  L (B)^

and an inclusion (III .4.6)

a^SICO^fiO^.

Thus we obtain an isomorphism

W D9I - L (B^L (B^/a^ SI (A).

(3.4) We say that the F-group L has the decomposition property if

L(BY=L (6)^(6)^

and we similarly say that 31 has the decomposition property if

91 (A) =91 (A) 91 (A).

Note that 91 has the decomposition property if and only if the double coset space
D91 is trivial.

Theorem 13 (V.2.6). — Let M be a T-group. Then M has the decomposition
property.

Using (^) and the fact that MB^ 0 I^B^I^B^ we obtain

D9I^ I^B^L (6)^0^91 (A).

Clearly, the key to determining D91 is to understand the image of 91 (A) in L (B)1^.

(3.5) We now study the double coset spaces above using the "Lie algebras" of the
corresponding groups. Clearly Lie(L(B))=I(B), where I==Lie(L), I (B) = Mor (B, I),
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and the r-action is induced from that on L and B. There is an exponential map, induced
from the exponential map of I. Let I(B),., r^O, denote the algebra ofmorphisms which
vanish to order r at OeB (so elements of I(B)i send OeB to Oel; see V .0 .6 and
V.3.1). Define L(B)^ similarly. Then exp induces isomorphisms of I(B)^ with L(B)^
r^l , andofUB^withI^B^r^l (V.3.2).

In the case of the group 91 (A), the Lie algebra is 3£ (A): == A^ (V) ®^)^(A), the
algebra of G-derivations of ^(V) which annihilate ^(^^(A) (see 2.4). Let m
denote the ideal in (9 (V) of functions vanishing at the origin. We give (9 (V) the ro-
adie filtration and 3£ (A) the induced filtration, so that 3£ (A)^ consists of the elements
sending mj to m^ for ally. We filter 91 (A) similarly. In particular, 91 (A) ̂  consists of
automorphisms fixing the origin of V. We show that there is a natural exponential
map X (A), ̂  91 (A),, r ̂  1 (VI. 1.6).

(3.6) We now study the morphism a^ : 91 (A)^. —> L (B)^ via the corresponding mor-
phism of Lie algebras a : X (A), -. I (B)^ (see VI. 1.14):

yi(A)r———^L(B^
A. A.

exp exp

X(A),———. IW
a#

Theorem 14. - (1) (VI. 1.13 (2), VI. 1.14 (2)) There is an integer r^ ̂  1 such that
a : 3£ (A\ ̂  I (SS)^ is bijectivefor r ̂  r^. Thus a^ : 91 (A)^ ̂  L (B)^ ^ <7 bijectionfor r^r^.

(2) (V. 3.5) L^ M be a T-group such thai Rad (M°) = Rad, (M°). Then

M (B)[ = M (B)[ M (B)^ /or all r ̂  1.

The property in part (2) above we call the approximation property for M. Note
that if L has the approximation property, then 91 has the decomposition property,
since L(B)^ c <j^9l(A), for r^r^ and L(B)^ ^ L(B)^. In particular, D9I and ^y^
are trivial in this case.

(3.7) Write the identity component L° of L as Z • L7 where Z is the central torus in
a Levi factor L of L and L' is generated by the semisimple part of L and the unipotent
radical of L. We may arrange that Z, etc. are F-stable. Now L' has the approximation
property by Theorem 14(2), hence D9I is the image of the vector group
D':=Z(B)[/Z(B)^. It follows that D9I is isomorphic to D/r, where D is a quotient
vector group of D' with linear r-action (VI .2.7).

Let zeZ(B)^ and r^O. One can show that, modulo Z(B)^, z can be represented
by a rational morphism from B to Z (VI. 2.10(1)). It then follows from the results
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above that every double coset [oc] e D9I can be represented by a rational section of 21.
But such a rational section is a G-automorphism (pu of V^j over U = U\{ 0} for some
neighborhood U of OeA (which gives Theorem 3(2)). Using (pu we glue V and \\j to
obtain a G-variety X such that [(p (X)] = [a]. Thus the map [(p]: e^y, A ̂  D^I ls surjec-
tive. It is easy to show that it is also injective, so we have that

^ ^D9i^D/r.

4. Conventions and notation

Our base field is the field C of complex numbers. Let G be a reductive algebraic
group acting on an affine variety X. We denote by (9 (X) the C-algebra of regular
functions on X and by (9 (X)° the subalgebra of G-invariants. A celebrated theorem
of Hilbert shows that (9 (X)° is finitely generated (see [Kr, II. 3.2]). Let X//G denote
the corresponding affine variety, and let n^: X -> X//G denote the morphism
corresponding to the inclusion (9 (X)° c (9 (X).

Proposition (see [Kr, 11.3.2]). — Let G, X, etc. be as above. Then

(1) Tix is surjective.
(2) 7i;x separates disjoint closed G-stable subsets o/X.
(3) Every orbit contains a unique closed orbit in its closure, and n^ sets up a

bijection between the closed orbits o/X and the points O/X//G.

If W is a module for the algebraic group M, we will use the notation (W, M) (in
place of just W) when it is necessary to emphasize the group involved. We use ^ to
denote { dth roots of unity } c= C* = GL^ (C).
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Chapter II. EXISTENCE OF FIXED POINTS

0. Resume

(0.1) Let G be a reductive group acting on a smooth affine variety X. Assume that
X is acyclic, i.e., that X has the Z-homology of a point, and that the quotient X//G is
one-dimensional. The aim of this chapter is to prove the following result:

Theorem. — The quotient X//G is isomorphic to A, and exactly one of the following
occurs'.

(1) X°^A, the quotient map n:=n^:X->A is a G-fiber bundle (see 1.2.3), and
every fiber contains a fixed point.

(2) There is exactly one fixed point X()GX, and the induced map 7 i :X->A is a
G-fiber bundle, where X: = X\7r~1 (n (^o)) and A: = A\{ n (x^)}.

(0.2) Remark. — It is shown in [KPR, Theorem 0.1 B] that for every acyclic
(resp. contractible) G-variety Z, the quotient Z//G is again acyclic (resp. contractible)
(cf. [Sch4, 5.7]). In our case the quotient X//G is normal and one-dimensional, hence
smooth, and so X//G ̂  A, since A is the only acyclic smooth curve ([KPR,
Lemma 5.6]).

If X^A", then there is a more direct argument (Luna): In this case X//G is a
unirational curve, hence rational (Liiroth), and it admits no non-constant invertible
functions. It follows that X//G ̂  A.

(0.3) Corollary. — (1) The fixed point set X° is either a single point or is isomorphic
to A.

(2) IfXG^A, then X is G-isomorphic to C x W where W is a G-module and C
the trivial G-module.

Proof. - Part (1) is clear from the theorem. If X°^A then the quotient map
7ix: X -> A has the structure of a G-vector bundle (see 3.3 below), and this bundle is
trivial by [Kr2, 2.1 Corollary]. •

Another proof of part (2) will be given in IV. 3.9.

(0.4) Let us consider the case of an isolated fixed point XQ e X, and let n^: X -> A
be the quotient map, where n^ (xo) == 0. Denote by V the G-module T^ X, the tangent
space at XQ. It follows from the slice theorem that V//G is one-dimensional, and
so the quotient map Tiy: V -> A is given by a homogeneous polynomial /. Define
A := Spec CM, and denote by X and V the fiber products X X ^ A and V X ^ A ,
respectively (see 1.3.2).
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Proposition. — There is an etale neighborhood U —> A ofOeA and a G-equivariant
isomorphism ( p u : X x ^ U ^ V x ^ U which induces the identity on U. In particular, the
general fibers of n^ and TCy are isomorphic, and we get a G-equivariant isomorphism
(p: X ^> V over A.

Proof. — It follows from the slice theorem that there exists a G-equivariant
morphism T| : X -> V which induces an isomorphism T| : X ^>V, hence an automorphism
T| : A ̂  A of the quotient. Clearly, T| is given by multiplication with a unit
eeCity nC[<|. There is an /eCM such that/^^"1, where d=degt. It follows
that the isomorphism (p: = (/° n^)9 T| : X ̂  V has the required property. In addition,
since/is algebraic over C [t], we can find an affine etale neighborhood U -> A of OeA
such that /e^(U)* and such that TI^X^-^VU is an isomorphism, where
X u : = X x ^ U , etc. It follows that the induced map (pu^C/^x^^i^Xu -^Vu ls an

isomorphism over U. •

(0.5) In order to establish assertions (1) and (2) of Theorem 0.1 we use the Leray
spectral sequence of the quotient map n:=n^:^ -^X//G (§3). It turns out that the
higher direct images R^jc^k, where k is the constant sheaf with fiber a field k, are
locally constant on the strata of the Luna stratification (1.4). The acyclicity of these
sheaves on special open sets (2.1) enables us to calculate their cohomology by using
a Leray covering of the quotient (4.1). It follows that the Leray spectral sequence
of 7i collapses, and we can then establish the theorem.

1. Stratification and direct images

(1.1) Let Z be a smooth affine G-variety with quotient map n^: Z -> Z//G. If z e Z
is a point whose orbit Gz is closed, then the stabilizer H = G^ is a reductive subgroup
of G (Theorem of Matsushima, cf [Lu, 1.2]). It follows that there is an H-stable
complement of the tangent space T^(Gz) in T^(Z):

T,(Z)=T,(Gz)©N,.

N^ is the normal space at z, and the representation of the stabilizer H on N^ is called
the slice representation at z.

We denote by G ̂ "N^ the associated bundle of the principal H-bundle G —> G/H:
It is the quotient of G x N ^ by the free action of H given by h(g,v):=(gh~l,hv),
h e H, g e G, v e N^. The image of an element (g, v) e G x N^ in G ̂ H N^ will be denoted
by [g, v]. Clearly, G ̂ "N^ is the normal bundle of the closed orbit Gz.

As a consequence of the slice theorem ([Lu, III], see [Sl]) there exist
neighborhoods U of n-^ (z) e Z//G and V of TI^ (0) e N^//H (classical topology) and a
G-equivariant analytic isomorphism
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G^^U^Tr^OJ).

Moreover, we have the following:

(1.2) Proposition (Luna). - There is a finite stratification Z//G=UY, into locally
closed sub-varieties Y^ with the following properties:

(1) The isotropy groups of points z, of the closed orbits over Y, are all conjugate to
a fixed reductive subgroup H, ^ G, and the corresponding slice representations
N^ are all equivalent to a fixed representation N .̂ o/H^.

(2) The quotient map Ki:n^1 (Y;) ->Y, is a G-fiber bundle {see 1.2.3) with fiber
G^191 (N,), where 91 (N^) is the null cone of the representation N^ o/Hp i.e.,
9l(N,):={^eN,|H^90}.

(3) If Yj ^ Y;, then H^ is conjugate to a subgroup of H,. (In this case we will
always arrange that Hy c H^.)

The stratification above is called the Luna stratification of Z//G. If Z//G is
connected (hence irreducible), then the open stratum is called the principal stratum,
and the corresponding isotropy groups are called principal isotropy groups.

(1.3) Let k be any field and denote by ^q the q\h direct image of the constant
sheaf k: = k x Z under the quotient map n: Z -> Z//G:

^q:=RqK^.

This is a sheaf of ^-vector spaces on Z//G: it is the associated sheaf to the presheaf

U^H^TC-^U),^)

where H^ denotes ordinary (singular) cohomology (see [Go, 11.4.17]). We call ^q the
Leray sheaf of the quotient map n: Z -> Z//G. It figures in the Leray spectral sequence

W (Z //G, J )̂ => IP + ̂  (Z, ̂ )

Of 71.

Proposition. - Z^^eY, w/^n? Y ^ ^ stratum of Z / / G . Then there is a fundamental
system of neighborhoods [ U,} ofy^ in Z//G such that for every y^Y 0 U, the inclusion
j y : 0 y ^ n ~ 1 (H) induces an isomorphism j^ : H* (n~1 (U;), ̂ ) ̂  H* (Oy, /r), H^r<? Oy is
the closed orbit in the fiber n'1^). Moreover, the inverse ofj^ is induced by a G-
retraction p y : n~1 (U,) -> Oy.
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(1.4) Corollary. — The Leray sheaves ^q ofn are locally constant on the strata of
Z//G with stalks ^y^H^Oy^k).

In fact, for every U^ as above and every stratum Y, the sheaf ^q [y n u ls constant.

Proof of Proposition 1.3. — Let z^eOy^ let H:=G and let N be
the slice representation of H at ZQ. Denote by W an H-stable complement of
N" in N and consider the G-variety Z:=(G^H'W)xy. Its quotient map is
7c=7l / xid:Z->Z/ /G = W//HxY, where 7^ / :G^HW-^W//H is given by
Kf[g^]=Kw(w)' I1 follows from the slice theorem (see 1.1) that there are
neighborhoods U of y^ in Z//G and U of i^o : = (7r/(0)^o) m ^//G and an analytic
G-isomorphism n~1 (U) ̂ n~1 (V). In addition, the stratum in Z//G containing ^o is
{ K (0)} x Y. As a consequence, we may reduce to the case Y = {n^ (0)} <= W//H.

Using the scalar action of R4^ on W, it is easy to see that there is a funda-
mental system of neighborhoods {B j of 71^(0) eW//H such that each TT^^B,) <= W
is a starlike H-stable neighborhood of 0. Hence the inclusion
G/H ̂ C^^O^G^" n^1 (B,) induces an isomorphism in cohomology, whose
inverse map is induced by the bundle projection G ̂ "Tr^1 (B,) -> G/H. •

(1.5) Remarks. — (1) Assume that U is a simply connected neighborhood of a point
Y Q e Z / / G such that U\{^o} 1s contained in the principal stratum. Then we have a
canonical isomorphism

ao:^(U)^^.

(2) Let U and Yo^V be as above and choose xcU\{^o}. Denote by 0^ and
0 the closed orbits in the fibers of x and yo e Z//G, respectively. It follows from
Proposition 1.3 that the composition

^: W (C^, k) = ̂  ̂  ̂  (U) ̂  ̂  = W (0,, k)

is induced by a G-equivariant map

0,-0^.

The kernel of p^ does not depend on the choice of xe U\^{^o ̂  Itx/ e U\^o }? then
there is a path C in U\{^o} from x to x . Now TT'^Q-^C is a trivial G-fiber
bundle, hence we have a G-equivariant homotopy of the inclusions of Ti"1^) and
n~1 ( x ) into n~1 (U). Thus Ker^-Ker^.
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2. Acyclicity

The following was first proved by C. Berger:

(2.1) Proposition. - Let ^ be a sheaf of k-vector spaces on A which is locally constant
on A: = A\{ 0 }. Then ^ is acyclic, i.e.,

H°(A^)=^o and H^(A,jF)=0 for q>Q.

Proof. - Define U , : = { z e A | |z |<r}. It suffices to show that the canonical
maps p,: H4 (A, ̂ ) -^ H4 (U,, ̂ ) are isomorphisms for all r>0 and all ^. Then

H^A^)^limW(U,,^)^W({0},^)=<[ ^° for ^=0?

^ [ 0 for q>0,

where the second isomorphism follows from continuity (see [Go, II, Theorem 4.11.1]).
Now define U,:=U,\{0} and choose O<£<T. From Mayer-Vietoris we obtain

the following commutative diagram with exact rows:

. . .H^A.JT) -^ H^A^eH^U^) -^H^U,,^). . .
| Pr | Pr®id ||

T I I

. . . H9 (U,, ̂ ) -^ H" (U,, ̂ ) C H« (U,, ̂ ) ̂  H« (U,, JQ . . .

Hence it suffices to prove that p,: H" (A, ̂ ) -^ H9 (U,, ̂ ) is an isomorphism for
all r>0 and all q. Define

Vi:={zeA|z^O, Tt/4<argz<77i/4} and V;,:=-Vi.

Since Vi, ¥3 and both components of Vi C\\^ are contractible, the open covering
^'•={^1^2} is a Leray cover for J^. Similarly ^ :={VinU, ,V2nU,} is a
Leray cover for U,. Hence we have a commutative diagram

W(A,^) ^ H''(V,^)
i"- i^

H^U^^^H^^^)

where p, is induced from the canonical map

p,:c(-r,^)^e(^,^)

between the corresponding Gech complexes. But clearly p,. is an isomorphism. •
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(2.2) Remark. - It is easy to describe the sheaves of /r-vector spaces on A which
are locally constant on A. They are given by the following data:

The fibers ^Q, 3F ̂  a linear map a r^o-^^^ and an automor-
phism P: ̂ \ ̂  ̂ \ which is the identity on a(^%)'

The map a comes from the canonical isomorphism SF (A) ^> ̂ ^ and P from the
monodromy.

3. The Leray spectral sequence of quotient maps

(3.1) In the general setting of 1.1 consider the Leray spectral sequence of the quotient
map 7i :Z-^ Z//G (1.3):

W (Z //G, ̂ T) => W + q (Z, k).

We first assume that there is only one stratum. Then the sheaves ^q:=Rqn^k
are locally constant with fibers H9 (G/H, k) (Corollary 1.4), where H is a principal
isotropy group. IfZ//G is contractible, then IP (Z//G, ̂ =0 for p>0 and the spectral
sequence degenerates:

W (Z, k) ̂  H° (Z //G, ̂ ) = ̂ q (Z //G) ̂  H4 (G/H, k).

If, in addition, Z is acyclic, then

tF(G/H,^H^(Z,/r)^{ ° lf q>Q,
[ k if q=Q.

By Remark 3.4 below this implies that H = G. Hence we have a fixed point in every
fiber. This proves the following result, which generalizes the first part of Theorem 0.1.

(3.2) Proposition. — Let Z be a smooth acyclic G-variety with contractible quotient
Z//G. If there is only one stratum in the Luna stratification, then the action is fix-
pointed (i.e., the closed orbits are fixed points).

This proposition applies in particular when Z is contractible (see 0.2).

(3.3) Corollary ([BH1, 10.3], [Kr3, 6.3, 6.5]; see [Kri, 5.5]). - Under the assump-
tions of the proposition above the variety Z is a G-vector bundle over Z//G, i.e.,
n: Z -> Z//G has the structure of a vector bundle such that G acts linearly on each fiber.

(3.4) The following lemma is well known ([KPR, 2.3]).
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Lemma. — Let G be a linear algebraic group and H c= G a closed subgroup. Let
K c= G be a maximal compact subgroup such that K ' : = K H H is a maximal compact
subgroup ofH. Then the inclusion K/K' ^ G/H is a homotopy equivalence.

(3.5) Remark. — As a consequence of the lemma we see that for reductive groups
H c= G we always have

H4 (G/H, k) = 0 for q > d: = dim G/H,

since din^ K/K' = d. Assume that G (hence K) is connected. Then H^ (K/K', Z/2) = Z/2,
and Hd(K/K\k)=k for all fields k if K/K' is orientable (Poincare duality).

4. Proof of Theorem 0.1

(4.1) Let G, X, etc. be as in 0.1. We first assume that G is connected. The principal
stratum is of the form A\{^i, . . . ,^.} with r^O. The case r=0 has been handled in
3.2, so we assume r>0.

We cover A with open parallel strips Sp i= 1,2, . . . ,r, with the following proper-
ties:

r

(1) A= US.and^.eS,,
1=1

(2) Si 0 S^.+i is a non-empty open strip containing no y?
(3) S,nS,=0for|7-; |>l.

(By a "strip" we mean an open subset of A = R x R which is isometric to
R x I = { (x,y) | y e I}, where I is an open interval in R.)

For every strip S^ the restrictions J^|s. are acyclic by 2.1. This allows us to
calculate the cohomology of ^q as the Cech cohomology with respect to the coveringy=w:

H^A.^^FPG^,^).

The (alternating) Cech complex has the following form:

r r-l

W 0 -^ ® H° (S,, ̂ q) ̂  ® H° (S, 0 S,+1 ̂ q) -^ 0

This shows that H^ (A, ̂ q) = 0 for p ̂  2, hence the Leray spectral sequence for the
quotient map n'. X —> A collapses. As a consequence, we get

H.(A,^)-|* f°r/'=.''=o•
0 otherwise,
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which implies that the map (p^ of (^) is an isomorphism for q>0.

(4.2) Let H c= G be the principal isotropy group and denote by 0, the closed orbit
in the fiber n~1 0,), f = l , . . . , r . B y l . 4 and 1.5(1) we can rewrite the sequence (^)
in the form

<~'(^) 0 ̂  ® W (0,, k) -^ © W (G/H, k) -^ 0
i=l i=l

where the components of the maps (p^ are induced by G-equivariant maps G/H -> 0,
(see 1.5 (2)).

(4.3) By assumption we have dim G/H > 0, else H = G and there is only one stratum.

Lemma. — dim 0^<dim G/H for all i.

Proof. - Assume that dim 0, = dim G/H for some /. Then, in a neighborhood of
O^G/H,, the G-variety X has the form G^W, where W is a representation of H,
with the following properties: W//H^A and the principal isotropy group H c= H, is
of finite index. It follows that the identity component H° and H° coincide and that
W//H°^A. Now W//H,=(W//H°)/(H,/H0) and H,/H° acts on W//H°^A with principal
isotropy group H/H°. But the principal isotropy group is the noneffective part for a
finite group action, and any finite group acting effectively on A is cyclic. Thus H is
normal in H, with cyclic quotient, i.e., G/H —> 0, is a cyclic covering.

Let K c= G be a maximal compact subgroup such that K7 : = K 0 H and
K^: = K H H^ are maximal compact subgroups of H, H, respectively. Then
K/K7 -> K/K; is a non-trivial cyclic covering of compact manifolds with covering group
K^/K7 = H^./H, and we obtain an exact sequence of homotopy groups

n, (K/K7) -^ TT, (K/K,) ̂  Tio (K,/K7) - K,/K7 ̂  1

Now we set k=Z/p where p divides the order of H,/H. Then, using the canonical
isomorphism Hom(7ii (-),Z/^)^H1 (-,Z//?), we see that the induced map

H1 (K/K, Z / p ) -^ H1 (K/K7, Z / p )

has a non-trivial kernel. This implies that the map (pi in (^) has a non-trivial kernel,
too (3.4 and 1.5 (2)), contracting the fact that (p^ is an isomorphism for q > 0
(4.1). •

(4.4) Now we can finish the proof of the theorem in case G is connected. Choosing
q=d(=dimG/H>0) and ^=Z/2 in the sequence (^) we get H^O^Z^)^ by the
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lemma above and 3.5. Since (p^ is an isomorphism we must have r= 1. Consequently,
Hq(0^k)=0 for q>0 and all fields k, and

H° (0^) ̂  H° (^ J^°) = H° (A, k) = YL

This implies that 0^ is a fixed point (3.5), and the claim follows.

(4.5) If G is not connected, we apply the above results to G°. We find that X//G° ̂  A
and that either

(1°) TT : X -^ A is a G°-fiber bundle and every fiber contains a fixed point,
or

(2°) G° has an isolated fixed point XQ eX and n: X -> A is a G°-fiber bundle.
In both case G/G° acts on the quotient X//G°^A via a finite cyclic subgroup G of
Aut(A).

In case (2°), G fixes XQ and G acts freely on A, and we are in case (2) of 0.1. In
case (1°), if G is trivial we are clearly in case (1). If not, then G has a unique fixed
point in A (which we can assume to be 0), G acts freely on A, and we are in
case (2). •
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Chapter III. AUTOMORPHISM GROUP SCHEMES

0. Resume

Let V be a representation of G with quotient map n: V —> A given by a homoge-
neous polynomial t of degree d. In this chapter we study the group functor which
associates to every open subset U <= A the group of all G-equivariant automorphisms
(p: n~1 (U) ̂  n~1 (U) which induce the identity on U. We show that this functor is
represented by an affine algebraic group scheme 9Iut^ over A (2.2).

The general fiber of 2lut^ is the group L: = Aut (F)° of G-equivariant automor-
phisms of the fiber F^TI'^I) which is a linear algebraic group (2.5). In section 3
we analyze the structure of L. In section 4 we show that 9Iut^ is isotrivial over A.
This means that 2lut^ |̂  pulls back to the trivial group scheme A x L under a covering
A-^A, z^—>zd(4.2). We introduce a group scheme fig over A (which depends only
upon d and L) which is "simpler" than 9Iut^ and agrees with it over A. The interplay
between fig and 9lut^ is a fundamental theme in our work.

1. Affine group schemes

(1.1) Let Y be a variety. In this paragraph we recall the definition of a group scheme
over Y and of the corresponding group functor. A standard reference is [DG]. We
are mainly interested in the case where the base Y is the affine line A.

Definition. — An (affine algebraic) group scheme over Y is a variety © together
with an affine morphism n^: ® -> Y and the structure of an algebraic group on each
fiber ®y:=7i;(51 (y). The group structure depends algebraically on yeY, i.e., the two
maps

[i:Qx^Q^(S,(g,h)^gh~\ and s:Y->©,yh-^,

are algebraic morphisms, where €y is the neutral element in the group n~1 (y).
The definition of a group homomorphism p: S) -> ® between two group schemes

over Y is clear: It is a morphism which induces the identity on Y such that for every
yeY the map p y : S)y —> ®y is a homomorphism of algebraic groups.

Since every affine algebraic group scheme over Speck, where k is a field of
characteristic zero, is reduced (Theorem of Carrier, cf. [DG, II, §6.1.1]), it follows
that all fibers of n are reduced and smooth. So the fibers are linear algebraic groups.
In particular, if ® is connected and Y a smooth curve, then n is a smooth morphism.

Clearly, for every morphism Z -> Y the fiber product Z x y ® is a group scheme
over Z. We denote it by ®z.
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(1.2) Examples. - (a) The easiest examples are trivial group schemes ® = Y x G,
where G is an (affine) algebraic group and n: Y x G -> Y the projection.

(&) A modification of the first example gives the following twisted group schemes:
Let r be a finite group which acts freely on the affme variety Y on the right, and
denote by Y/r the quotient. Assume in addition that F acts on G by group automor-
phisms. Then F acts on Y x G on the right by (y,g)^->(yy,y~1 g), yeF, yeY, geG.
The quotient Y^G is a group scheme over Y/r whose fiver over every point is
isomorphic to G. This group scheme is said to be isotrimal, since it becomes trivial
under the etale cover Y -> Y/r.

(c) Let (/, x) be coordinates on C2, and let ©„ be the open subvariety of C2 where
1+^x^0, n^\. Let 7i: Qn~>A be fhe projection of (t,x) to t, and define a group
scheme structure on ©„ by setting

(t, s). (t, x ) = (t, x + x + f xx ).

Over A, the map sending (t,x) to (/, 1 +^x) gives an isomorphism of ©J^ onto the
trivial group scheme AxC*. In particular, the fibers Ti"1^) for t^O are isomorphic
to C*. On the other hand, the fiber over OeA is just the additive group C+ .

(1.3) Let ® be a group scheme over Y. For any open set U c: Y the sections

® ( U ) : = { a : U^®|7 i (a< jO)=^fora l l^eU}

form a group in an obvious way: (o-?i)(^):=a(^)?i(^). More generally, we obtain a
group functor, also denoted by (5, which associates to every morphism (p: Z -> Y the
group

®(Z):={a: Z -^® |7 ioCT=cp} .

Clearly, ® (Z) is just the set of sections of the group scheme ©z over Z. It is well
known that the functor Z\->(S(Z) completely determines the group scheme ©. It is
even sufficient to restrict to Z affine.

(1.4) Examples. - For the examples in 1.2 above we have the following descriptions
of the corresponding group functors:

(a) If © is the trivial group scheme Y x G and (p : Z -> Y any morphism, then

®(Z)=G(Z):=Mor(Z,G).

(b) Let ® be the twisted group scheme Y^G of 1.2(b). For any morphism
(p: Z -> Y/F we denote by Zr the fiber product Z x ̂ Y. Then F acts (freely, on the
right) on Zp with quotient Z. This induces a left action of F on G (Z^) by group
homomorphisms, defined by (ycr) (z): = y (a (z y)). Then
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(Y^^G)(Z)=G(Z^)^.

(c) Consider the group schemes ©„ over A defined in 1.2 (c), and let
Spec R -> A = Spec C [t] be a morphism, i.e., let R be a C [^-algebra. Denote by reR
the image of t e C [t]. Then ©„ (R): = ©„ (Spec R) is the group of C [^-homomorphisms
from fi )(®n)=C[^x]l+^^ to R. Any such homomorphism sends x to some 5'eR such
that l-^-^s lies in the group of units R* of R (since 1 + f x is a unit in (9 (©„)). Thus
there is an isomorphism of ©„ (R) with

{ ^ e R | l + r ^ e R * } c= R,

where the group structure is given by s . s ' = s + s ' - ^ - ^ s s ' . I f r=0 , then ®^(R)^(R, +).
If re R*, then there is an isomorphism T : ©„ (R) -> R* sending s into 1 + r" s.^

As an example we calculate ©»(A) and ®^(A) as subgroups of ®^(A), where
A:=SpecC((^)). Applying the isomorphism T (with R=0(A)) we find that

T(®„(A))=^(A)*=C[^r l ]*={^|ceC^^GZ}.

T((^(A))={l+^| /zeC[^]},
T(®^(A))=^(A)*=C((O)*.

(1.5) We now describe another important example of a group scheme, the automor-
phism group scheme of a G-vector bundle i^ over Y (with trivial G-action on Y).
Here G-vector bundle means that IT is a vector bundle over Y together with a
G-action which is linear on each fiber, i.e., every geG induces an automorphism of
the vector bundle IT (cf. [Kr2,§l]). Assume that ^=^®W where V is a vector
bundle (with trivial G-action) and W a G-module. We consider the group functor
which associates to a morphism (p: Z->Y the group GL((p*^Q° of G-equi variant
automorphisms of the G-vector bundle (p* i^. (As usual, cp* H^ denotes the pull back
of^F; it inherits a natural G-vector bundle structure.) We claim that this functor
represents a group scheme over Y.

Let ^ be the principal GL^-bundle associated to ^, n: = rk Y^, and let
L: = GL (C" ® W)0 be the group of G-linear automorphisms of the fiber of i^. There
is a canonical injective homomorphism ^: GL^ -> L. We define a group scheme £^
over Y as the associated bundle

p . = ^ ^ G L ^ T
"^•"w • ^ ' s—'

where GL^ acts on L by conjugation via the homomorphism [i.

(1.6) Lemma. — For any morphism (p : Z —> Y H^ Aaz^

^(Z^GI^q)*^)0
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This is obvious for a trivial vector bundle -T, and the general case follows easily. We
leave it as an exercise (cf. [DG, II, § 1.2.4]).

2. The automorphism group scheme of a quotient

(2.1) Let G be a reductive group and X an affme G-variety. Assume that the
quotient map n: X -> X//G is flat. Given a morphism Z -> X//G we denote by X^ the
fiber product Zx^^X. Then G acts on X^, and the projection n^:X^->Z is the
quotient map. Define the group

Aut (Xz/Z)0: = { ( p : Xz ^> Xz | (p is G-equivariant, n^ o (p = n^}.

Clearly, this group depends functorially on Z.

(2.2) Proposition. - The group functor Z ̂ -> Aut (X^/Z)0 is represented by an affine
algebraic group scheme 9lut^ over X//G.

Proof. - Let A: = (9 (X)0. The coordinate ring (9 (X) is a direct sum of isotypic
components ^(X)^ which are all finitely generated A-modules. Hence, by flatness,
(9 (X) and all the (9 (X)^ are projective over A. Moreover, there is a finitely generated
A-submodule P g (9 (X) which generates (9 (X) as an algebra and is a (finite) direct
sum of isotypic components ®^(X)^.. There is an exact sequence

0^a-^SA(P)^^(X)^0

of A-modules, where S^(P) is the symmetric algebra of P and all maps are
G-equivariant. Since (9 (X) is projective over A, for every A-algebra R, we obtain an
exact sequence

O^R(g^a^SR(PR)^(XspeeR)^0

where

PR:=R(X^Pc,R®^(X)=^(XspecR).

Every G-automorphism of S^^ ̂  over Spec R induces an R-linear and G-equivariant
automorphism of PR = ©, R ® (9 (X)^, and is clearly determined by this automorphism.
Hence we get, in a functorial way, an inclusion

!„: Aut (Xspee R/Spec R)° c, GL,, (P^)0 = n GLp (R ®A ̂  (X),,)0.
i

By [Kr2, 2.1 Proposition I], every ^(X)^ determines a vector bundle of the form
^ ® Wp where W, is an irreductible G-module of type co,. Thus Lemma 1.6 implies
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that Rh-^GL^PR)0 is represented by an affme group scheme fip over Spec A=X//G.
The image of the homomorphism ip is exactly the set of those R-G-automorphisms
of PR which stabilize the ideal R®^ a in the symmetric algebra S^Pp). This clearly
defines a closed subgroup scheme

Slut0 ^ £px - ^p

overX//G. •

(2.3) We describe in more detail the case of a representation V with a one-dimensio-
nal quotient V//G^A. Here A==0(y)G=C[t], where ^eC?(V) is homogeneous. Since
<5(V) is a free graded A-module (see [Sch2]) we can find a G-stable homogeneous
subspace S ̂  (0 (V) such that multiplication induces an isomorphism

W A(g)^S^^(V).

Let V\, V^, . . . ,V^ be the non-equivalent irreducible subrepresentations ofV. Denote
by Sf the sum of all subspaces of S which are isomorphic to V*, i= 1,2, . . .,r. Then
each S; is finite dimensional and

A®cS,^AS,c^(V)

where AS; is the isotypic component of ^(V) of type V*. Let S° be the linear part of
S,: S°=S,nV*. Then S°:=®S°=V*. We choose a homogeneous G-stable comple-
ment S; of S° in S,.

Let R be an A-algebra and let aeAutp.^R^A^V))0, the group of G-equiva-
riant R-algebra automorphisms of R®^^(V). Note that AutR.alg(R®A^(v))G is the
opposite group to Aut (VspeeR/SpecR)0. Since R(x)^(V)^R®cS by (^), the
automorphism a preserves every ROO^S,. If we choose an isomorphism S^^.V*. then
^R^S, corresponds to a matrix a,(a)eGL^.(R). Now V* generates the R-algebra
R ®A ̂  (V) and so the homomorphism a \—> a (a): = Y[ a; (a) is injective.

(2.4) Clearly, the R-matrices CT,(oc) are not arbitrary: First of all, they are invertible.
From the decomposition S; = S° ® S[ we obtain a block decomposition

^ ( ^i CA

'̂-IB, D,}

Since the elements of @, S[ are polynomials in V*= ®,S°, the matrices C, and D, are
polynomials in the entries of the matrices Ap Bp j= 1, . . .,r, with coefficients in A
(and are independent of a).
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Finally, a is the identity map on R = R ® 1 c R®A^(V). In particular, it pre-
serves the element T: = the image of t in R. Now t is a polynomial function on V with
coefficients in C, and so a (7) is a polynomial in the coordinates of V and the entries
of the matrices c^ (a), i= 1, . . ., r. This polynomial has to equal T.

/A C \In sum, the matrices a, (a) = ( l l ) have to satisfy the following three condi-
\B^ D;/

tions:

(i) The c^(a) are invertible R-matrices.
(ii) There are polynomials with coefficients in A, independent of a, which express

the matrices C; and D, in terms of the matrices Aj and Bp 7= 1, . . ., r.
(hi) There is a polynomial, independent of a, in the coordinates of V and the

entries of the matrices Ap Bp C; and D; which is equal to T.

Conversely, it is not hard to see that every element

nP.enGL,(R), ^(Ai ci)
i i \Di ^i/

which satisfies the three conditions (i), (ii) and (hi) above, comes from
/A A^^-aig (ROOA^W)0- I11 fact, the matrices l ) determine a G-equivariant C-linear
\Bf/

map V*-^®;R®AS^R(>OA^ (V), hence a G-equivariant C-algebra homomorphism

P7 : ^(V)-^R®A^(V).

Condition (ii) makes sure that (y|^: S, -> R®^8? ^ = L . . . , r , is given by the
matrix P,. Condition (iii) implies that y is A-linear, hence it induces a G-equivariant
R-algebra homomorphism

P: R®A^(V)^R®A^(V).

This is an automorphism because of condition (i).
Geometrically, we see that

Slut^AxnGL,,
i

is the closed subvariety defined by the conditions (ii) and (iii).

(2.5) A special case of Proposition 2.2 is the following. We say that an affine
G-variety Z is without invariants if (5(7)°= C.
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Corollary. — Let Z be an affine G-variety without invariants. Then the group
Aut(Z)° ofG-equivariant automorphisms ofZ is a linear algebraic group. In particular,
in the situation of 2.2 we have (9Iut^)y = Aut (F)° where y e X//G and F: = n^1 (y).

(2.6) Remark. - Let V be as in 2.3 and let yeA^//G. Then the isomor-
phism (^) of 2.3 shows that the restriction C?(V) -^ G(n~1 (y)) induces a G-equi-
variant isomorphism S ̂  (9 (n~1 (y)).

If the fiber n ~ l ( y ) is an orbit ^G/H, then we obtain, by Frobenius reciprocity,
that

multMS-din^M*)"

for every simple G-module M. In general, the fiber n~1 (y) for y^O is of the form
G ̂ "W where W is an H-module without invariants (see II. 1.1), and we get

multM S = dim (G (W) ® M*)"

(cf. [Schi, Proposition 4.6]).

(2.7) Example. - Let V=C2 and G be the subgroup of SL^ generated by

K ) |XeC* ^ and ( ). Let { x , y } be the standard dual basis of V-C2,
0 A / J \1 0 /

and let s ' . ^ x y e G ^ V ) . Then A=^(V)° is generated by t=s2. Now V is a simple
G-module, and there are 2 (=dimV) copies ofV* in S (see Remark 2.6). One is
V*=span{x,^} and the other is span{^x, s y ] ^ S^V*). There is a G-isomorphism
between these two, which sends x to sx and y to —sy.

Let a e Autp.aig (R ®A ̂  (V))°. Then

a(a)=^ ^^(R)\6 d )

where
(1) oc (x) = ax + fcyx, a(^)=^—6^;
(2) a (5'x) = ex + dsx, Qi(—sy)=cy—dsy.

Since ^x=x2^ and -sy= -xy1, we can use (1) to compute the coefficients occuring
in (2), and we obtain

(3) c=(a2-b27)bT,d=(a2-b2T)a.
The condition 2.4 (ii) of the general case reduces to (3) in this example, 2.4 (hi)
reduces to

(4) (a2-b2T)2T=T,
and 2.4(i) to
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(5) detf" ^(^-^^eR*.
\b d )

Hence we get the following description of the group scheme 9Iut^.

Wu^={^^b)\(a2-b2t)2t=t,a2-b2t^O}^A3

with multiplication

(t, a, b). (t, a\ b') = (t, aa1 + (a2 - b2 t) bb' t, ba + (a2 - b2t) ab')

and unit e: t\->(t, 1,0). The fibers over ̂ 0 are all isomorphic to G: By (3) and (4),

(^<)^G,:4f; 8^)|a2-^-:5=±ll.
I \b 6a ) J

Choose [i such that n2 = X, and set S: = { 1 ^ ). Then SG^ S ~1 = G.
V -^V

It is not true that 9Iut^ [^ is a trivial group scheme. It becomes trivial after the
base change A-^A, zh-^z2, hence it is a "twisted form" of A x G (see Example
1.2(b)).

The fiber over 0 is isomorphic to C* ix C:

(^<)o={(^|^0}^{f^ °)eGL,(C)l
I \b a3) J

where the isomorphism is given in the obvious way. In particular, this fiber is of
dimension 2.

The variety 9Iut^ has three irreducible components:

Qo:={^^b)\a2-b2t=l},
(Sf:={^a,b)\a2-b2t=-l},

(5o:=(9I<)o.

The component ®° is a subgroup scheme whose general fiber is C* and whose zero-
fiber is C+. The union ®° U ®'=®° U a®0 is also a subgroup scheme, where a is
the section a(0=(^0). It has two connected components. The general fiber is G
and the zero fiber is a semidirect product Z/2 x C+ .

(2.8) Example. - We identify 0^ with C* X Z/2. Let V, denote the irreducible two-
dimensional O^-module with weights j and -j relative to the action of C*, j^ 1. The
generator of Z/2 interchanges the two weight spaces. Let G=02><C* and define
W,:=V,.OOCi, where C^ is the representation of C* with weight 1. Consider the
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representation V = V i ® W ^ of G and denote by {u,v,x,y} the dual basis of V
corresponding to the weights 1, - 1, n, -n of C* c= O^.

The invariant ring A is generated by t=uv. The multiplicity of Vf in S is one,
that of W^ is 2 (see 2.6), and the copies of these representations in S are given by
span { u, v }, span { x,y } and span { u2 " y ^ v 2 n x }, respectively. If R is an A-algebra and
aeAutR^R^W))0, then a (a) is the pair

(^(a ')\ r.^.c.rfeR,
\ \b a)7

where

Now condition (iii) of 2.4 imposes r2T=T, and condition (ii) forces c=T2nb and
d=r2na. From condition (i) we obtain reR* and r2na2-Pnb2eR*. Hence we get
the following description of Slut^:

9lut^={(^ r, ^ &)|r^0, r2t=t, r2^2 - I 2 " b2 ̂ 0} c= A4

with multiplication

(t, r, a, b).(t, r , a\ b')=(t, rr\ aa^t2nbbf, afb+r2nabf)

and unit 8: t\->(t, 1,1,0). It follows that Slut^ is a trivial group scheme with fiber
Z/2 x (C*)2 and that the zero fiber is isomorphic to a semidirect product of C* with
C* x C'^. We leave it as an exercise to work out the details.

3. Structure of Aut(F)°

(3.1) Let V, t=n: V -> A, F and L=Aut(F)° be as in section 0. Note that L is a
linear algebraic group, and L=(9lut^)i, the fiber of our group scheme at 1
(Corollary 2.5). Let F: = ̂ , the group of rf-th roots of unity, acting as scalars on V.
Then F preserves F, so there is a canonical inclusion F ̂  L.

Choose vQeF such that Gz;o is closed, and set H:=G^. Let N be the slice
representation of H (II. 1.1), i.e., let N be an H-stable complement in V to the tangent
space T^(G^o). Then N has an H-stable decomposition N = C © W , where W is an
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H-representation without invariants. We have an isomorphism G^W^F defined
^ [^H;]l-^(H;+^o)• I11 other words, the choice of N (hence W) determines a
G-vector bundle structure on F.

Let L^ c= L denote the subgroup of G-vector bundle automorphisms of
F=G^ H W. Any reL preserves the closed orbit GZ\), which is the zero section
Z c= G^W, and its differential dr induces a G-automorphism of the normal bundle
jV (Z) of Z in F. But J^ (Z) is canonically G-isomorphic to F, so there is a homomor-
phism s: L -> L ,̂ which we can assume to be the identity on L^.

Let L denote AuHGz^^AuHG/^^N^HVH. Since L preserves the closed
orbit Gz;o, there is a natural homomorphism P: L -> L.

(3.2) Now consider the following commutative diagram:

1 1
i i

U, -UL

(^ Aut(W)11^ L -^L^l

l ^GL(W) H ^L ,b^L^ l
i i
1 1

Here 6 is defined similarly to s, using differentials. We put UL : = Ker e and Ui: = Ker 8.
The other homomorphisms in (^) are clear from what we said above, given our
identification F=G ̂ "W. The vertical sequences are exact by construction, and clearly
GL(W)H=Kerp /.

(3.3) Proposition. - (1) The groups L^ and GL(W)H are reductive, and GL(W)" is
a product of GL^ ' s .

(2) U^Rad^AuUW)"), U^Rad^L), ^Aut(W)" is connected.
(3) The lower horizontal sequence in the diagram (^) is exact. In particular, ? and

P7 are both surjective.
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p _
(4) The homomorphisms F ̂  L and L->L induce isomorphisms

r/P ̂  L/L° ̂  L/L°

w/^r:=Ker(F^L/L0).

Proof. - It follows from Schur's lemma that GL(W)" is a product of GL^s. We
now show that P(L°b)=L°. Since L° and GL(W)" are reductive, this implies that L^
and L^b are reductive.

Let AeCentG(H). Then h acts on F (from the right) by [g, ̂ ]h=[gh,w],
where geG and weW. Thus Cento(H) maps to L^, and its image in L is
CentG(H)H/H ^ L°. Thus P^L^L0, and (1) is proved.

Let M be a Levi factor of Aut(W)11, i.e., a reductive subgroup such that
AutCW^M.Rad^AuHW)"), and let K denote MHKer5. Then K is a reductive
group, K fixes OeW and acts trivially on the tangent space T()(W). This implies
by Luna's slice theorem that K acts trivially on W. Thus M HKer 5 = { < ? } . Since
8 is surjective and GL(W)11 reductive, Ker5 ^ Rad^(Aut(W)11). Hence
KerS^Rad^AuHW)"). The proof that Ker£=Rad^(L) is similar. Finally, Aut(W)"
is connected, since U^ and GL(W)" are, and the proof of (2) is complete.

By the Luna-Richardson theorme [LR], the inclusion V11 c^ V induces an isomor-
phism (9 (V)0 ̂  (9 (V^. Since dim V^/L = 1, we get dim V^/L0 = 1 and
(9 (V11)1'0 = C [to] for some homogeneous to of degree do. By construction, the generic
L-orbit in V" is closed and isomorphic to L. It follows that L/Lo acts faithfully on
C[to\ and is therefore cyclic. Thus d=degt=do. \ L/L° |. Now F acts on V by scalar
multiplication and clearly to (y Vo) = ̂ ° ^o (^o) ̂  Y^r . Thus C^o^C^o]^0, hence
P(T).L°=L. It follows that P and P7 are surjective, which proves (3). Since
L/L° ̂  L^/L^ ̂  L/L° we obtain (4). •

(3.4) Remarks. - (1) (Vust) In general, Rad^ (Aut (W)") is not trivial. For
example, consider the representation (W, H) = (A2 C5 @ (C5)*, SLs). Then
S2 (A2 C5) =) A4 C5 = (C5)*, and the mapping

A^eCC^B^.^h-^CO.^+O) A (D)

is in Aut(W)", but not in GL(W)11.
(2) In general, UL^UI, i.e., Aut(W)"^Kerp. Consider (V.G^A^^C^SLe).

Then (W, H) = (2 C3 © 2 C3, SL3 x ^3), and

Aut (W)" = GL (W)" ̂  GL^ x GL^.

Moreover, L°=C*, and one can compute that dim L=13 (see VI. 3.14 Table la).
Thus U^ = {e}, while dim U^ = 4.
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(3.5) We can say a bit more about the structure of L. Let G': = G x r acting on V
in the obvious way. Then G(y)G=GW =C[t]. Thus F^G7^" W, where H^G^
and W is FT-stable and chosen as in 3.1. (From now on we always assume W to be
H'-stable.) Note that [H':H]=d, and H' is generated by H and elements (^Y~1),
yeF, where ^eNc(H) and a^Vo=yvo. We may assume that a^-i=a^~1. Now H is
obviously normal in H\ It follows that F ^ L^. In fact, the isomorphism
(p: G ̂ H W ^> F sends [g, w] to g (v^ + w), hence

Y[^^]=(p - l(Y(p[g,w])=(p - l(Yg(z;o+w))
= (p~1 (ga^ vo+ga^ a^ 1 y w)
= [ga^ a^ 1 Y w]

where w^a^yw is the action of (̂ ~ ̂ 7)6 FT on weW. Thus F acts via G-vector
bundle automorphisms. This proves part (1) of the following proposition; part (2) is
obvious from 3.3.

Proposition. — (1) F ̂  L^.

(2) L = L^b X UL is a semidirect product of Y-groups.

(3) L^b = L K GL^ (W) ^ ^ semidirect product of Y-groups, where L c= L^ ^
generated by L° a^rf F, a^rf ?' induces an isomorphism L ^> L.

Prw/ o/ (3). - From the proof of 3.3 we know that the elements of L° act on
G^W^F by [g,w]ao=[gao,w]. Then y'^oY sends [g,w] to [ga^a^a^T^w] where
^ao^"16^0. Thus F normalizes the image L° c L^ of L°, and (3) follows easily.
Note that y e F acts on GL (W)" via conjugation by (Oy~ \ 7) e H'. •

(3.6) Remark (Luna). — The connected component L° of L is a special group
(IV. 2.6).

4. The group scheme £3

We now define a group scheme fig associated to L which coincides with Slut^
over A, but which is much easier to deal with. In chapter V we will establish the
decomposition property (see 1.3.4) for fig. The sticky point will then be to compare
the points over A, i.e., 9lut^ (A) = Aut (V/A)° and S^(A). We will see in 4.6 that
AutCW-c.fi^A).

(4.1) Let B denote Spec C[s], and represent A as Spec C[t] where t=sd. Then we
have a canonical morphism B-^A, z\->zd, which identifies A with B/F, where
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r: = p^ (1.4) acts by scalar multiplication on B. As before, we denote by F the fiber
n~1 (1). Let r act on B x F (on the right) by (z, v) y = (z y, y"1 ̂ ). There is a canonical
r-G-equivariant isomorphism

(^) p : B x F ^ B x ^ V , (z, zQ ̂  [z, zz;]

over B, which induces a G-isomorphism

(^B^F^V, [z.z^zz;

overA=B/F(cf. 1.3.3).

(4.2) Proposition. — The morphism p induces a T-equivariant isomorphism of group
schemes

(1) Slut^v^BxL

over B, and p induces an isomorphism

(2) Slut^SIut^A^B^L

over A.

Proo/. - The isomorphism (1) is clear from (^). By definition of the group
scheme 9Iut^ we have in a canonical way

Bx^9Iut^=9Iut^v

Hence, by the isomorphism (1),

^ut^ut^v/F^B^L

(cf. Example 1.2 (b)). •

(4.3) Remark. - The F-action on the sections (p : B -> L has the following descrip-
tion:

(p i—> ^(f): = Y • ((p o y) • Y -1

(see 1.4(b)).

(4.4) Define a group functor fig over A by

£3 (Y): = L (B x ^ Yf for a morphism Y -^ A.
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Then fi£:=££|A equals B^L (see 1.4(&)). One can show that £3 ls represented by
an affine group scheme over A. In fact, fig is the set of F-fixed points of the so-called
Well restriction, denoted by n^8 x L)- (see [DG' ̂  § 1-6.6].)

Proposition 4.2 (2) can now be rephrased in the following way:

(4.5) Corollary. — There is a canonical isomorphism

a: Slut^fi^

of group schemes over A. In particular, we have an induced isomorphism
a^ : Aut (V/A)0 ̂  L (B^ where a^ (Aut (V/A)0) = L (B)^

Later on it will be important to compare the points over A. The next proposition
is a first step in this direction. Let 21 denote the closure of Slut^ in 9lut^. This is a
(closed) subgroup scheme ofSlut^ such that 911^ = 9Iut^ and 91 (A) = Aut (V/A)°.

(4.6) Proposition. — The isomorphism a: Slut^ ̂  S^ of 4.5 extends to a homomor-
phism of group schemes

a:9l^fiB.

In particular, a^ induces an injection Aut^/A)0 c^ L(B)^.

Proof. — Clearly, a: 91 —> flg is given as a rational map defined on Sl |^. If a
were not regular then it would have poles on a non-empty open subset of the zero
fiber 2lo. For every point ae2lo there is a section \|/ £ 21 (A) == Aut (V/A)0 such that
\|/ (0) = a. Hence, it suffices to prove that the isomorphism Aut (V/A)0 ̂  L (B)1^ induces
an inclusion Aut (V/A)° c, L (B)^

For this consider the diagram

V^———B^F-^———BxF

i i i^
A A ^——— B

Every scheme in this diagram has a natural C*-action coming from the scalar multi-
plication on V, in such a way that all morphisms are C*-equivariant (the action on
B x F is trivial on F and by scalar multiplication on B). As a consequence, we obtain
C*-actions on the automorphism groups Aut (V/A), L (B), L (B)1^:

Y|,_,\ | ,:=^-IOY];O^ ^eC*, \|/eAut(V/A), etc.
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Similarly^ we have C*-actions on Aut(V/A), L(B), L^B)^ For a given
^eAut(^V/A)G=L(B)^ we say that lim \|/ exists if the corresponding morphism

x ->• o
C* x V -> V, (X, z;) ̂  \|/ (z;), extends to a morphism C x V -> V. It is easy to see that

L (B) = {v|/ e L (B) | lim \|/ exists }.
K -^ 0

(In fact, considering \|/eL(B) as a morphism v|/:B->L we have x\|/=v|/o^ which
implies the claim.) Therefore, we have to show that lim ^v|/ exists for every
^eAutCV/A)0. ^°

Consider the automorphism (\|/)* of the coordinate ring (9 (V). We have

(^)* (x,) = X* v|/* (^-1 x,) = ̂  (X-1 • ̂ * (x,))

=^ - l•(\|/*^)(^Xl,?lX2, . . .,?IXJ.

Since v|/* (x^) belongs to the maximal ideal m of OeV and since all weights of C* on m
are > 1, we see that C\)/)* (x,) is a polynomial in 'k. Hence lim ^v|/ exists. •

). -^ o

(4.7) Remarks. - (1) A less direct proof of 4.6 can be obtained from our results in
Chapter VI (see VI. 1.17).

p
(2) Suppose that Z -> A is a flat A-scheme (for example, Z is irreducible and p is

dominant). Then Z: = p ~ 1 (A) is dense in Z and any element of Slut^ (Z) is determined
by its restriction to Z. Hence 9Iut^(Z)=9I(Z).
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Chapter IV. FIBER BUNDLES AND COHOMOLOGY

0. Resume

(0.1) Let X be a smooth affine acyclic G-variety with fixed point set X° = [ XQ } and
quotient map n^:X->A where n^(xo)=0. Denote by V the G-module T^X and fix
a homogeneous quotient map TCy: V -> A. Let X: = X\n^1 (0) and V: = V\7iv 1 (0) be
the complements of the zero fiber, and let F: =7Tv1 (1) be the general fiber.

(0.2) Theorem. — There exists a G-equivariant isomorphism (p : X ̂  V over A:

X ———— V
r>j

"X "V

A ———— A

Proof(ct. discussion following Theorem 12 of 1.3.1). — We will reduce the proof
to a statement about cohomology sets. The two quotients X -> A and V -> A are
G-fiber bundles with fiber F (II. 0.1 and 11.0.4). They correspond to principal
L-bundles over A where L is the G-automorphism group Aut (F)° of F (see 1.4
and 1.5(d)). We have to show that the two classes [X] and [V] in H^(A,L), the
set of isomorphism classes of principal L-bundles over A, are equal. Since X
and V are isomorphic over A (II. 0.4) the bundles become isomorphic over
A: = A 0 A = Spec C ((/)). Consider the following diagram:

H,\ (A, L) ———. H,\ (A, L/L°)
I I

H,\ (A, L) ———> H,\ (A, L/L°)

The right vertical map is bijective, because L/L° is finite and A and A have the same
(algebraic) fundamental group (i.e., they have corresponding etale coverings; see 4.4).
So the proof is reduced to showing that the canonical map H^ (A, L) -> H^ (A, L/L°)
is injective. In 5.4 we show that the map is, in fact, bijective. •

(0.3) There is a more general approach to the results of this chapter using locally
constant group schemes over A, i.e., group schemes over A which become trivial under
an etale base change Y-^A. For example, the automorphism group scheme
21: = 2lut^ 1^ is locally constant, and even isotrivial (III .4.2). This is a general fact:

Proposition. — Every locally constant group scheme over A is isotrivial.
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(0.4) For any locally constant group scheme ® over A one has the notion of a
principal (5-bundle generalizing Definition 1.1 below (cf. [DG], III, §4]; we denote by
H^ (A, ®) the set of isomorphism classes of these bundles.

In this setting the two quotients X -> A and V -> A correspond to principal
21-bundles, and the second represents the trivial element of H^ (A, 21). Define 21° <=: 21
to be the connected component containing the unit section. It is a locally constant
normal subgroup scheme with connected fiber, and the quotient 91/21° exists and is a
finite isotrivial group scheme over A. One can prove the following result which
immediately implies Theorem 0.2.

Theorem. — Let ® be a locally constant group scheme over A. Then the canonical
map H,\ (A, ©) -^ H,\ (A, ©/®°) is bijective.

1. Fiber bundles

Let M be an algebraic group and Y a variety.

(1.1) Definition. — A principal M-bundle over Y is a variety ^ with a (right)
M-action together with a morphism n^: ̂  -> Y such that there is a surjective etale
map T| : Y -> Y and an M-equivariant isomorphism Y X y ^ P ^ Y x M over Y, where
M acts on the second factor by right multiplication. The bundle ^ is called trivial if
it is isomorphic to Y x M, and isotrivial if it can be trivialized by a finite covering
T| : Y -> Y (i.e. by a finite etale surjective morphism).

We denote by H^ (Y, M) the set of isomorphism classes of principal M-bundles,
and by H^(Y,M) the subset represented by the isotrivial bundles. They are pointed
sets where the distinguished element ^ is the isomorphism class of the trivial
M-bundle.

(1.2) The sets H^ (Y, M) have a number of well-known functorial properties
(cf. [DG, III, §4]). For any morphism a :Z-^Y there is a canonical map
a* : H,\ (Y, M) -^ H,\ (Z, M) given by the pull-back ^ ̂  a* QP): = Z x y ̂ . If N <= M is
a closed subgroup we get an exact sequence (of pointed sets)

1 ̂  N (Y) ̂  M (Y) -> (M/N) (Y) -^ H,\ (Y, N) -^ H,\ (Y, M)

where the image of ^ is given by those principal M-bundles ^ for which the quotient
^P/N has a section. If N is a normal subgroup then the exact sequence can be extended
by one term:

1 -^ N (Y) -^ M (Y) -^ (M/N) (Y)
-̂  H,\ (Y, N) -. H,\ (Y, M) -^ H,\ (Y, M/N)
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(1.3) Let E be a variety. A fiber bundle over Y with fiber E is a morphism P: g —> Y
such that there is an etale surjective map T| : Y —> Y and an isomorphism
^Y : = Y x Y g^ Y x E over Y.

If the automorphism group of E is an algebraic group M then there is a well-
known equivalence between the fiber bundles over Y with fiber E and the principal
M-bundles over Y: If ^ is a principal M-bundle then ^ ̂ E:=(^ x E)/M is a fiber
bundle over Y with fiber E. Conversely, if ^ is a fiber bundle over Y with fiber E,
then the functor 3so (Y x E, 3?) which associates to each morphism U -> Y the set of
isomorphisms U x E ^> g'u over U, is represented by a principal M-bundle over Y. In
particular, H^ (Y, M) describes the isomorphism classes of fiber bundles over Y with
fiber E.

(1.4) In most applications, the variety E has some additional structure, e.g., E is a
group or a vector space, or there is a group G acting on E. One then wants to study
the fiber bundles ^ with this additional structure, e.g., locally trivial group schemes,
vector bundles, or G-fiber bundles (cf. 1.2.3). The same approach as above gives an
equivalence with the principal M-bundles over Y, where now M is the group of those
automorphisms of E which preserve the additional structure.

(1.5) Examples. — (a) Usually, vector bundles are defined to be locally trivial in
the Zariski-topology. But every principal GL^-bundle is automatically locally trivial
in the Zariski-topology (see 2.3). Hence the set of isomorphism classes of vector
bundles of rank n over Y is given by H^(Y, GL^).

(b) If T is a torus, T^(C*y, then H,\ (Y, T) ̂  Pic (Yy, where.Pic (Y) denotes the
group of isomorphism classes of line bundles on Y.

(d) Let X, V, F, etc. be as in 0.1. Then X -^ A and V -> A are G-fiber bundles
with fiber F (II. 0.1 and II. 0.4), and the automorphism group L: = Aut (F)0 is a linear
algebraic group (III .2.5). Hence, the two G-fiber bundles correspond to principal L-
bundles over A and determine elements [X], [V] e H^ (A, L). We have
[X] = [V] if and only if X and V are G-isomorphic over A.

2. Special groups

In this section we collect results about special groups. The references are [Se3]
and some unpublished notes of Luna. Let us first recall the definition from which the
importance of this notion for our work is clear.

(2.1) Definition. — A linear algebraic group M is called special if every principal
M-bundle is locally trivial in the Zariski-topology.
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Clearly, special groups are connected. The main result of this section is
Corollary 2.6, stating that L° is special where L is as in 1.5 (d). The only part of
this section needed later on is Proposition 2.3.

(2.2) Remark. — Consider an exact sequence

1 -> M' -> M -> M" -. 1

of algebraic groups. If M' and M" are special, then so is M. (This is an easy
consequence of the second exact sequence in 1.2.)

The following result can be found in ([Se3]). It can also be deduced from
Lemma 2.4 below.

(2.3) Proposition. - (1) The groups GL^ SL^ and Sp^ are special.
(2) Every connected solvable group is special.

Remark. - Grothendieck [Gr] has shown that SL^ and Sp^ are the only simple
groups which are special.

The following result is due to Luna (unpublished).

(2.4) Lemma. — Let M. be a reductive group and W an M-module. Assume that W
contains a closed orbit M VQ with trivial stabilizer, and that there is an M-equivariant
retraction p:\J —>MVQ where U is an open M-stable neighborhood ofMvQ. Then M is
special.

Proof. — Let n: ̂  -> Y be a principal M-bundle and consider a fiber P: == n~1 (y^).
We may assume that Y and ^ are affme. Choose an M-equivariant isomorphism
oc: P ̂  M VQ. Then a extends to an M-equivariant morphism a: ̂  -> W because W is
a vector space and M is reductive. It follows that Ur^a '^U) is an M-stable open
neighborhood of P and that p:=^~1 ° p°^:V->P is an M-equivariant retraction. If
S is a fiber of p, then the map M x S -> U, (m, s) \—> ms, is an M-equivariant isomor-
phism. Hence the bundle ̂  is trivial over the neighborhood 7t(U) of y^. •

In the rest of this section V denotes any G-module with one-dimensional quotient.
Let F and L be defined as in 0.1 and 0.2.

(2.5) Proposition (Luna). — Assume that G is connected and acts semi-freely on V.
Then G is special.
(Recall that "semifree" means that every closed orbit different from { 0 } has a trivial
stabilizer.)
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Proof. — The quotient map n: V -> A is homogeneous of degree d. Choose VQ e F.
Clearly, {?ieC* |?LF=F}=|^, the group of rf-th roots of unity. Since g^—>gvo is an
isomorphism G ̂  F, there is a unique homomorphism p:[i^->G such that
y-z \ )=p(Y)^o for all ye^. Since G is connected, p extends to a homomorphism
p:C*^G. It follows that the map (g, ̂ ^ t ' ^ g p W 1 Vo) induces a G-equivariant
isomorphism GX(C*/^)^V. Hence there is a G-equivariant retraction V-^F^G,
and the claim follows from 2.4. •

(2.6) Corollary (Luna). — L° is special.

Proof. — Let H be the principal isotropy group of V. Using 2.2,2.3 and III. 3.3
we reduce to proving that (NQ (H)/H)° is special. But this follows from 2.5, since
(No (H)/H)° acts semifreely on V" with a one-dimensional quotient (cf. [LR]). •

3. Bundles over curves

Let M denote a linear algebraic group. First we recall some well-known facts
about fiber bundles over curves, and then we establish that H^ (A, M) = H^ (A, M),
the main result of this section. In addition, we show that H^(A,M) is trivial for
every M.

(3.0) Let Y be a variety. We denote by H^r (Y, M) the subset of H^ (Y, M) consisting
of those principal M-bundles which are locally trivial in the Zariski-topology.

(3.1) Theorem. — Let C be a smooth curve. Assume that M is connected, and let B
be a Borel subgroup ofM.. Then

(1) H,\ (C, B) -̂  H,\ (C, M) is surjective.
(2) If C is affine and rational then H^ (C, M) is trivial.

The proof will be given in 3.7. We first draw some consequences.

(3.2) Corollary. — Let C and M be as above. Then
(1) H,\(C,M)=HL(C,M).
(2) If C is affine and rational and M is a closed subgroup of the linear algebraic

group N, then N (C) —> (N/M) (C) is surjective.

Proof. - Since B is special (2.3), H,\ (C, B) = H^, (C, B) and so 3.1(1) implies
the first claim. Part (2) follows from 3.1 (2) and the exact sequence of H^
(see 1.2). •
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(3.3) Theorem. - Every element of H^(A,M) becomes trivial on an \M/M°\-fold
cover of A. In particular, H^\ (A, M) = H^ (A, M).

Proof. - Every element of H^\ (A, M/M°) is represented by a (not necessarily
connected) Galois covering of A with group M/M°. All such covers become trivial
when lifted to the /2-fold cover of A, where n: = \ M/M° |. Given [P] e H^\ (A, M), consi-
der its /2-fold lift P. Then the class [P] has trivial image in H,\(A,M/M°). Hence [P]
comes from an element of H^\ (A, M°), and H,\ (A, M°) is trivial by 3.1 (2). •

Our proof of Theorem 3.1 will use the following results:

(3.4) Proposition. — Let Z be an affine variety, U a unipotent algebraic group, and
T a torus of rank r. Then

(1) H,\(Z,U)={^}.
(2) H,\(Z,T)^Pic(Zy.

Proof. - Since U is unipotent there is a surjective homomorphism to the
additive group C+. Using the exact sequence of H;^ and induction on dimU we
reduce to proving that H,\ (Z, C+) = { ^ }. But C+ is special (2.3), hence
HUZ,C+)=H^(Z,C+)=H1(Z,0^=0. This establishes (1), and (2) follows from
the isomorphisms

H,\ (z, T) ̂  H,\ (z, (c*n ̂  HL (z, (c*y) ̂  HL (z, c*y = (Pic zy
(see 1.5 (b)). •

The exact sequence ofH^(Z, — ) now gives:

(3.5) Corollary. - Suppose that Pic Z = 0 and that B is a connected solvable group.
77^H,\(Z,B) is trivial.

(3.6) Corollary. - Suppose that U is a normal unipotent subgroup of M. Then
M -> M/U is a trivial V-bundle, hence it has a section.

(3.7) Proof of (3.1). - We may assume that C is irreductible. Let [P] e H,\ (C, M).
The field JT of rational functions on C is a (Ci)-field and so H^(SpecJf,M) is trivial
([Sel, 11.3.3 and III. 2.2]). In other words, P has a rational section, i.e., there is a
section a: C' -> P where C' is the complement of a finite set in C.

Now a induces a section T : C -> P/B which extends to a global section on C,
because the projection p: P/B -^ C is proper and C is smooth. (In fact, consider the
closure D of the image of T in P/B. Then p induces an isomorphism D ̂  C.) Thus
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[P] lies in the image of the map H,\(C,B) -^ H,\(C,M). Hence we obtain (1), and (2)
follows from (1) and 3.5. •

(3.8) Remark. - Since H,\ (A, M/M°) is trivial we have H,\ (A, M) = [ ̂  } for any M.
As a consequence, we obtain the following version of Corollary II. 0.3 (2).

(3.9) Proposition. — Consider an action of G on a smooth affine variety X. Assume
that X//G^A and that the fixed point set is one-dimensional. Then X is G-isomorphic
to C x W where W is a G-module and C denotes the trivial G-module.

Proof. - The slice theorem implies that the quotient K : X -> A is a G-fiber bundle
whose fiber F has the structure of a G-module W (see II. 1.2). These bundles are
classified by the set H^ (A, Aut (F)°) which is trivial by the remark above. •

The following decomposition result will be useful in sections 5-6.

(3.10) Proposition. - Let X^SpecC^) or let X c A be a non-empty open subset. If
B c M is a Borel subgroup, then M (X) = M (A) • B (X).

Proof. - Let a G M (X). Since M/B is complete, the composition
p°a :X->M-^M/B extends to a morphism T:A^M/B. By 3.2(2), T lifts to a
morphism a: A -> M. Clearly, a -1 • a e B (X), hence a e M (A) • B (X). •

4. Non-abelian cohomology

We first identify H^(A,M) with certain (non-abelian) cohomology sets arising
from actions of cyclic groups. Then we use Galois cohomology and group cohomology
to establish that H,\(A, M) ̂  H,\(A, M/M°). As we have already seen, this will finish
our proof of Theorem 0.2.

(4.1) Let Y be an irreducible affine variety, and let F be a finite group acting freely
on Y on the right. We denote by H^F.Y.M) the subset of those elements of
H^ (Y/r, M) which become trivial when lifted to Y.

Let [PjeH^F.Y.M). Then P, being trivial on Y, is isomorphic to the quotient
(Y x M)/F, where ye F acts by

(y,m)v=(yy,h^y)~lm)

for a suitable /^eM(Y). One easily verifies that

W h^=h,(yh^ Y,/^r,
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where F acts on M(Y) by (y/) (y): =f(y y), yer,/eM(Y), ^eY. The condition (^)
defines the set Z1 (F, M (Y)) of l-cocycles ofY with values in M (Y).

(4.2) Let { h\} be a 1-cocycle arising from [P'] e H1 (F, Y, M). Then one easily shows:

(^) [P] = [P7] if and only if there is an /e M (Y) such that
/^/-^(Y^forallyer,

i.e., if and only if { / ^} and [h\] give the same element of the cohomology set
H^N^Y)) (cf [Sel,1.5)]. Moreover, given {^}eZ 1 (F,M(Y)) one easily
constructs a principal M-bundle P over Y/F whose associated cohomology class [P]
is the one defined by {/^}. Thus we have the following result:

(4.3) Proposition. - The association P\—>{h^] of 4.1 gives a bijection

H^r^M^H^r^Y)).
(4.4) Remark. - Suppose that M is finite. Then M(Y)=M and
H^r^Y^H^M). Clearly Z^M) consists of group homomorphisms
a: r -^ M, and [a] = [a7] in H1 (F, M) if and only if a' =/a/~1 for some /e M. Now
let r==|Li^ act on Y=B by multiplication with quotient A as in III. 4.1. If | M | divides
n, then H1 (F, M) is isomorphic to M modulo conjugation. By 3.3 and 4.3 we get

H,\ (A, M) = H^ (A, M) = H1 (F, B, M) ̂  H1 (F, M (B))
= H1 (F, M) ̂  { conjugacy classes in M }.

By Galois theory, we also have H^ (A, M) ̂  {conjugacy classes inM}, and so
H,\(A,M)^H,\(A,M).

5. The twist construction

(5.1) We use the notation of 4.1. Suppose that { / ^} is in Z(T,M(Y)). Then one
can define a new action of Y on M (Y) as follows:

m(y)''=h,(y)(yf)(y)h^y)-\ /eM(Y)^eY.

One easily verifies that ^V^T/). Let ^M(Y) denote M(Y) with the new action ofF,
so we have a new cohomology set H1 (r,^M(Y)). A straightforward verification gives
the following:

(5.2) Proposition. - Let h={h^}, ^M(Y), etc. be as above. Let {^}eZ(r,M(Y))
and define h^: = h\ h^ 1. Then

(1) {/^eH^MCY)).
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(2) { ^ } is the trivial element in H^r.^Y)) if and only if {h^]={h,} in
H^MCY)).

(5.3) Consider the exact sequence

H,\ (A, M°) ̂  H,\ (A, M) -^ H,\ (A, M/M°)

of pointed sets. As advertised, we will prove the following result:

(5.4) Theorem. - H,\(A,M) ̂  H,\(A,M/M°).

Note that we have already shown in 3.1 (2) that H^ (A, M°) is trivial, but this is
not sufficient to establish 5.4. We need to use the twist construction applied to the
following situation (see 4.4): Y = [̂  acts on Y = B by multiplication with quotient A
(cf. III. 4.1).

(5.5) Proof of (5.4). - Let zeH,\(A,M/M°). Choose n such that |M/M°| divides n.
Then z=[cy], where a:r-^M/M° is a homomorphism (see 4.4). Choosing n big
enough one can always find a homomorphism cj: F -> M lifting a. (In fact, one easily
sees that every connected component of an algebraic group contains elements of
finite order). Clearly, a defines an element {a(Y)}eH 1 (r,M(B)) whose image in
H1 (F, M/M°) is [a]. In particular, H,\ (A, M) -^ H,\ (A, M/M°) is surjective.

Let [P]eH,\(A,M) have image [a] in H,\(A,M/M°), and let { ^ } be the cocycle
in Z (F, M (B)) corresponding to [P] (see 3.3). We need to show that { ̂  } = { a (y) }
in H1 (F, M (B)). Clearly, the cocycle ̂  (y): = h^ (y) a (y)"1 has values in M°. Therefore,
by 5.2, it suffices to prove the following result:

(5.6) Proposition. - H1 (F, ̂ M° (B)) = { ^ }.

Proof. - By [Sel, III. 2.2] we obtain this result if we replace (,M°(B) by
JM0 (Spec CQO). Thus there is a rational function /: B -^ M° with h,=f^fY\ yeF.
From [St2, Theorem 7.5] we obtain a F-stable Borel subgroup B of M° and a
r-stable torus T c B (see V. 2.5). By 3.10 we can find Je M° (B) c M° (B) such that
J~1/ takes values in B. Hence

rlhy(y7)=(J'lf)(y(^lf)rl

takes values in B, and we can reduce to proving 5.6 with M° replaced by B.
Let U denote the unipotent radical of B. Then U is F-stable, hence so is its center

Z (U). We claim that H1 (F, ̂ U (B)) = { ^ }. By 3.6 we have an exact sequence

1 - Z (U) (B) ̂  U (B) ̂  (U/Z (U)) (B) ̂  1
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which gives rise to a corresponding exact sequence for H*(r^-) (see [Sel, 1.5.5]).
By induction on dimension, we reduce to the case that U is abelian. Then U (B) is a
direct sum of copies of (9 (B), and multiplication with | F | is invertible in (9 (B). Hence
H1 (F, ,U (B)) = { ̂  } ([Se2, p. 138]). Applying H- (F,, -) to

1^U(B)^B(B)^T(B)^1

we see that 5.6 follows from the next proposition. •

(5.7) Proposition. - H1 (F,J\B))= { ^ }.

Proof (Serre). - Let r=rankT, so that T^C*' and Aut(T)^GL,(Z). Let
T:r->Aut(T) be the mapping sending y into conjugation by 0(7). Let E denote
C* (B) with the usual F-action (coming from the action on B), and let E^ denote
EOOzZ r where F acts on Z' viar. Then E,^T(B) as F-module.

For the F-modules E and E^ we have the ordinary (reduced) cohomology groups
H^r.E) and H^F.E,), feZ, where H1 (F,E,)=H1 (r,E,) ([Se2, p. 131]). A r-module
M is called cohomology trivial if H1 (A, M) = 0 for all ; and all subgroups A of F. Now
any subgroup A of F is cyclic, and one can compute by hand ([Se2, p. 141]) that
{lo(A,E)=Hl(^,E)=0. The H^A.E) only depend upon the parity o f f , hence E is
cohomologically trivial. Since Zr is torsion free this implies that E^E®^7 ' is

cohomologically trivial, too ([Se2, p. 152]). Thus H1 (F, ^T (B)) = { ^ }. •

(5.8) Remark. - In 5.6 the action of T on M°(B) is induced by a homomorphism
a: F -> M (and the natural action of F= ̂  on B). It is easy to see that 5.6 holds for
a general F-group structure on M°, rather than only for those induced (via conjugation)
by homomorphisms a: Y -> M.

6. Group cohomology over the line

We carry out some cohomology calculations over B similar to those in section 5.
They will be used in the proof of the decomposition property for linear algebraic
groups (see Theorem V. 2.6).

(6.1) Consider an action of r=^ on M given by a group homomorphism
a: r -> Aut M. Then F acts on M (B) = Mor (B, M) by group automorphisms:

m\—>ym:=o(y)omorY, Y^r , meM(B).

As before the corresponding r-groups will be denoted by ^M and ^M (B), respectively.
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We want to calculate the group cohomology H^r.JV^B)) of (,M(B). The
evaluation map e: m }—> m (0) induces a split exact sequence of F-groups

1^M(B)^,M(B)^M-^1

where ^M(B)i =Ker<?, and the section ^:^M-^^M(B) of e sends h to the constant
map B -> M with image h.

(6.2) Lemma. — The following are equivalent:
(1) H1 (F^M(B)i) is trivial/or every a.
(2) The canonical map H1 (F, ^M (B)) -. H1 (F, ̂ M) is bijective for alla.

Proof. - We have the usual exact sequence of pointed sets (see [Sel, 1.5.5],
cf. 12):

. . . -^ ,M (B^ ^ ̂  -. H1 (F, ,M (Bh) -^

-^(^^(B^-^H^r^M).

The existence of a F-equivariant section s: ̂ M -> ^M (B) (6.1) implies that a is surjec-
tive. If P is bijective, then H1 (r^M(B)i) is trivial and so (2) implies (1).

For the other implication we use the twist construction. Let {^}, [ h ' } be two
cocycles in Z^r^l^B)). Then {^(0)}eZ1 (F,,M). Define T(y)eAutM by
^Y)^)^/^)^)^)/^)"1. One easily checks that T : r -^AutM is a group
homomorphism. Put h^(z) :=^(z)^(0)~1 and /^(z) :=^(z)^(0)~1. Then we have
{^},{^}eZ(r, ,M(B)).

Assume now that the images of { ^ } and {h\} in Z1 (F, ̂ M) are equivalent. Then
the images of { h ^ } and {h\} in Z1 (F, ^M) are equivalent, where, by construction,
{ /^} defines the trivial element in H^F^M). Since H^r^lV^B)!) is trivial the
cocycles { / ^} and [h\} are equivalent in Z^r.JVHB)). By 5.2 this implies that
[h,}={hf,}mHl(r^M(B)). •

(6.3) Proposition. — Let M be a Y-group. Then
(1) H^r.^B^^m^/.
(2) The canonical map H1 (F, ^M (B)) -> H1 (F, ̂ M) ^ bijective.

Proof. — (a) We first consider the case where M is connected and solvable. Let
T c M be a maximal torus. Then the evaluation map T(B) ->T is an isomorphism.
Hence M(B)i=U(B)i where U is the unipotent radical of M. If U is commutative
then U(B) and U(B)i both have the structure of a vector space over C and so
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^(^^(B)!)^. The long exact sequence for H'(F^-) then gives <1), and (2)
follows by 6.2.

(b) Using 6.2 we can assume that M is connected (since M(B)i=M°(B)i). Let
B c: M be a F-stable Borel subgroup ([St2, Theorem 7.5]). We have the following
commutative diagram

H^r^MCB^^-H^r^M)

H^r^BCB^^H^r^B)

where ̂  is bijective by (a) and s^ is injective (since it has a left inverse). It suffices to
show that j is surjective, since this clearly implies that s^ is surjective also.

Let {h^}eZl(^^M(B)). We know that { ^ } is a coboundary in Z^F.JVHB))
since H1 (F, ̂ M (B)) is trivial (5.6). It follows that there is a morphism/: B -^ M such
that ^(z)=/(z)~1 •y(z) for zeB. As in the proof of 5.6, Proposition 3.10 implies
that h^(z) is equivalent to a cocycle with values in B. Hence j is surjective. •

(6.4) Remark. - Recall that B = Spec C M and B = Spec C ((s)). Using the techniques
above we can show the following:

^(1) Let M be a linear algebraic group and B a Borel subgroup of M. Then
M(B)=M(B).B(B).

(2) For every a.-F-^AutM, the cohomology H^r^lVnB)!) is trivial, and the
map H1 (F, ,M (B)) -^ H1 (F, ,M) is bijective.

Part (1) is a variant of 3.10. For (2) one needs the following two facts: (a) C((^))
is a (Ci)-field, hence H^F^M^B)) is trivial and H1 (T,,B(B)) ̂  H1 (T^M°(B)) is
surjective. (b) For a torus T=(C*y the group T(B) i^( l+^CMV is divisible and
torsion free, and so H1 (F^T(B)i) is trivial.
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Chapter V. DECOMPOSITION AND APPROXIMATION

0. Resume

(0.1) We begin with some general remarks on the contents of Chapters V and VI:
Let V be a G-module such that V//G^A and VG=(0). Let 9I:=9Iut^ be the automor-
phism group scheme ofV (III. 2.2-4), and let ^y ^ denote the set of isomorphism
classes of smooth acyclic affine G-varieties X "modelled" on V (see 1.2.2). The
isomorphism class containing X is denoted {X} . Our main goal is to compute "V,A-

(0.2) Let {X}e^v,A- Then there are G-isomorphisms (p :X->V and (p :X-^V
over A and A, respectively (IV. 0.2 and II. 0.4). As we saw in 1.3.2, the double coset
of (p= qxp"1 in D9l:=3I(A)\S((A)/9I(A) is well-defined, and we denote it by [(p(X)].
Thus we obtain a map

[<P]:^V,A-^D^ {X}^[(p(X)].

(0.3) ^In section 1 we show that [cp] is injective. Define A:=SpecC[Oo (localization
at 0), A: = Spec C (Q and D 21: = 21 (A)\9l (A)/9I (A). Since 91 (A) U 91 (A) = 91 (A), there
is a natural inclusion D 91 ^ D 91. Moreover, it is easy to establish that every class in
D 91 arises from an element of ^y, A (see Theorem VI. 2.12 and its proof). In VI. 2.11
we show that D9l=D9I, hence [cp] is a bijection:

^v,A^D9I=D9I.

(0.4) Since [(p] is injective, ^v,A is trivial if every element (pe9l(A) can be written
as a product (p=(p(p where (pe9I(A), (pe9l(A). We formalize this property in the
following:

Definition. - Let £ be a group scheme over A. We say that £ has the decompo-
sition property^ the double coset space D £: = (£ (A)\(£ (A)/(£ (A) is trivial, or equi-
valently, if £ (A) = £ (A) • £ (A).

(0.5) Let r, B, B, etc. be as in III. 4.1, and consider the group scheme fig constructed
from the F-group L-AuHF)0 (III. 4.4). In section 2 we show that fig always has the
decomposition property. In fact, in 2.6 we show that for any F-group M we have:

W M(B)^=M(B)^•M(B)^.

We call (^) the decomposition property for the Y-group M. The decomposition property
for fig is, of course, just the case M = L. We already have an isomorphism c^ of
91 (A) with L(B)^ (III. 4.5) which induces an isomorphism 9^)^(6^ and an
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inclusion o-^:9l(A) c> I^B/^ (III. 4.6). We need to know about the cokernel of the
inclusion.

(0.6) Notation. — Let M be a r-group, and by abuse of notation, let I denote
the constant map to the identity I of M. Let r^O and define
M (B), : = { ^ i e M ( B ) | H = I + 0 (^)}. Equivalently,

M (B), = Ker { M (B) = M (C M) ̂  M (C M/if)},

where n denotes the maximal ideal of C^sJ. Note that M(B)o=M(B). We set
M (B)^ = M (Bf 0 M (B),, and similarly for M (B),, M (B)^, M (B),, etc.

(0.7) Clearly M1^ c M (B^ c M (B)^ and M (B^ = M1^ • M (B)^. Thus M has the
decomposition property if and only if

(^ ̂ ) M (fy = M (B^ • M (B)^.

(0.8) Let a^:9I (A) c^ L(B)^ be as above. In Chapter VI we show that there is an
r^\ such that L(B)^ ^ a^ (91 (A)). If r^= 1, then the decomposition property for L
and 0.7 give that

L(B)^=L(B)^•aJ9I(A)).

Applying (o^)"1 we see that 91 has the decomposition property, i.e., D9I is trivial.
Suppose that r^ > 1. Our argument shows that one still has D 91 = { ^ } if one can

replace L(S)\ by L(B)^ in(^) (with L in place of M).

(0.9) Definition. — Let M be a F-group. We say that M has the approximation
property if

M (B)\ = M (K)\ • M (B)^ for all r ̂  1.

Since M (B)\ c M (B)^ the approximation property for M implies that we can replace
M(B)^ with M(B)^ in (^) for any r^l . In particular, the approximation property
for L implies the decomposition property for 91.

In section 2 of this chapter we prove the approximation property for unipotent
F-groups, and in section 3 we establish the approximation property for semisimple
r-groups. Thus, the possible failure of the approximation property and decomposition
property is due to the toral part of the radical of L.
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1. Injectivity of [<p]

(1.1) We consider (9 (A), (9 (A) and (9 (A) as subalgebras of (9 (A) in the canonical
way, and this gives rise to inclusions (9 (X) c (Q (X), etc. Since (9 (A) = (9 (A) 0 0 (A),
we have an exact sequence of (9 (A)-modules

(^c^) o -^ (9 (A) -^ ̂  (A) © (9 (A) -^ C? (A).

(1.2) L^mm .̂ - We have (9 (X) = (9 (X) 0 ̂  (X).

Proof. - Since TT :X-^A is flat, we obtain the desired result by tensoring (^^c)
with G(X) over (9 (A). •

(1.3) Theorem. - The map [cp]: ̂ y, A -^ D 91 = 91 (A)\9I (A)/9I (A) ^ injectwe.

Proof. - Let (p = (p(p -1 e 21 (A) correspond to X as in 0.2, and let q/ = q/ ((p') -1

similarly correspond to X'. Suppose that (p^aq/oc, where ae9I(A) and ae9l(A). Let
^-((pr^'^X-^X' andvJ/:^^)-1^:^-^^. Then v)/ and \J/ restrict to the
same isomorphism of X and X'. It follows from 1.2 (applied to both X and X') that
\|/ and \J) induce a G-isomorphism of X and X'. •

(1.4) Example. - Let V, G, a, a (a), etc. be as in Example III. 2.7. We show that
the automorphism group scheme 21 has the decomposition property: Let ae9I(A)
with

a(a)=^ ^)eGL2(c?)))•

Then III. 2.7 (4) implies that a2 - b21 = ± 1 since (9 (A) is a field. If a contains negative
powers of t, then so must a2-b\t, and similarly for b. Hence a, b e d ) (A), and c,
deG(A) by 111.2.7(3). Thus 31 (A) =21 (A), and the decomposition property holds.
Similar reasoning shows that 91 (A) = F = the group of 4 th roots of unity.

(1.5) Examples. - Consider the group schemes ©„ of III.1.2(c) and III.1.4(c).
Every element a of C ((/))* = T (©„ (A)) has a unique decomposition 6c = a (1 +1 p) where
a e C [/, r1]* = T (©„ (A)) and p e (9 (A). Since T (©„ (A)) = 1 + ̂  C M, we see that

D®^(i+^CM)/(i+^c[^e1-1.
Thus ©„ has the decomposition property if and only if n = 1.

We now present some comments on the structure of D9I.
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(1.6) Notation. - Let £ be a group scheme over A which is isotrivial over A
(IV. 1.1). We denote by (£° the closure in £ of the connected component of the
identity of £ \^. The identity element of the fiber of £ at 0 lies in (£°, and since £° -> A
must be flat, (£° is a group scheme all of whose fibers have the same dimension.

(1.7) Remark. - In Example III. 2.7, the fibers of 91 do not all have the same
dimension. The fibers over A are all isomorphic to the original one-dimensional
group G, while the fiber at 0 is a semidirect product C* (x C.

(1.8) Lemma. — Let £ be isotrivial over A. Consider the exact sequence of group
schemes over A

I -^IA^IA-^-L

where 7) is the cokernel of i. Then (£ (A) maps onto T) (A), and T) (A) = I) (A).

Proof. - Since £ is isotrivial, we have Cl^B^M, d^B^M0, and
D^B^M/M0 , where M is an algebraic group and F=^ acts as usual on B and on
M via a homomorphism T: r -^AutM. Then (£ (A) ̂  ^ M (B)^ where F acts by
h^—>yh:=1:(y)oho^ for yeF, /ZE^M(B), and similarly for £°(A) and 3) (A) (see
III.1.2(b) and 1.4(b); cf.IV.6.1). By IV.3.1(2), H,\(B,M°)={ ^}, so we get an
exact sequence of r-groups

1 -^ ,M° (B) -^ ,M (B) ̂  ,(M/M°) (B) ̂  1.

Since H1 (r,^M°(B))={ ^} (see IV. 5.6 and 5.8), the sequence remains exact when
we take the fixed points of F. Thus (£ (A) maps onto D (A). Clearly 35 (A) = T) (A). •

(1.9) Theorem. — (1) Suppose that (£ is isotrivial over A. Then the inclusion (£° c (£
induces a surjection DC0 —^ D£.

(2) The action of Y on V gives a homomorphism Y —> 91 (A) such that
r 91° (A) = 91 (A). Hence Y 91° (A) = 91 (A) and Y 91° (A) = 91 (A). Consequently,

D9l=D9I°/r,

where r acts on D91 zro conjugation on 91 (A). In particular, 91 has the decomposition
property (y^0 does.

Proof. - Let (£ be as in (1). Then £ (A) C° (A) = £ (A) by 1.8, so D^°->D& is
surjective.

When £=91, the group scheme I) of 1.8 becomes B^L/L0 since 91 ̂ B^L.
Let r' denote Ker (F -^ L/L°). By III. 3.3, B ̂ r L/L° ̂ B ̂ r F/F ̂ A x r/P since F is
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abelian^ Clearly the composition Y -^ 91 (A) -> D (A) ̂  2) (A) ̂  F/P is surjective. Hence
r • 91° (A) = 21 (A), and (2) follows. •

(1.10) Corollary. - Suppose that L is finite. Then 9 I ° ^ A x { ^ } , and 91 /^ r/^
decomposition property.

2. The decomposition property

We will show that any r-group M has the decomposition property, and that
unipotent r-groups have the approximation property.

(2.1) Remarks. - (1) M° (B)i ̂  M (B)i and M° (B)^ = M (B)^ r ̂  1.
(2) M° is a r-group, and it is obvious that the approximation property for M is

equivalent to that for M°.
(3)^ The decomposition property is obvious for finite F-groups, since sections over

A and A coincide (cf. 1.8).
The following lemma shows that the decomposition property for M° implies the

decomposition property for M.

(2.2) Lemma. — Let

l ^P -^Q-^R-^ 1

be an exact sequence of Y-groups. Assume that there is a Y-equivariant section a: R —> Q
ofj, considered only as a morphism of varieties, or that P=Q°. If P and R have the
decomposition property (resp. approximation property), then so does Q.

Proof. — Assume that the section a exists. Let aeCKB)^ Then a gives rise to
7(0)^(6)^ and we may write j (a) =^ where (SeR^fi^ and peR(B)^. Replacing a
by ad^^aaO)"1 we may reduce to the case that 7(60)= I. But then aeinn, and P
has the decomposition property, hence so does Q. The proof in the case of the
approximation property is analogous. If P=Q°, then 7'(a)=y'(a) for some a by
Lemma 1.8, and we can continue as above. •

(2.3) Proposition. — Let M be a unipotent Y-group. Then M has the approximation
property and decomposition property.

Proof. — Identify Y X M with an algebraic subgroup of some GLp such that M
is a subgroup of the upper triangular matrices. Let m denote the Lie algebra of M, a
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subalgebra of gip. The exponential map gives an isomorphism exp: m ̂  M of varieties
with r-action, where F acts linearly on m. The exact sequence

0 -> [m, m] -> m -> m/[m, m] -> 0

has a r-equivariant splitting which, via the exponential map, gives rise to a r-splitting
for the exact sequence

1 -^ [M, M] -^ M -^ M/[M, M] -. 1.

Using Lemma 2.2 and induction on dim M, we can reduce to the case where M is
abelian. Then M^ (0, +) for some q, and F acts linearly on C9. Now

C((s))=c[s,s-l]+sCls^
hence there is a surjection

(C [s, s-1] ®c <^) + Cy C M ®c <^) -^ C ((^)) ®c <^

where C [ ,̂ ̂ -1] ®c C9 ̂  M (B), etc. Since M (B), etc. are direct sums of finite dimension-
al r-representations, M(B)+M(B)i=M(B) implies that M (B^ + M (B)^ = M (B)^
Hence M has the decomposition property. The approximation property similarly
follows from the fact that

Cls]=C[s]+srCls]

foral l r^l .

(2.4) Proposition. - Let M be a T-group with M° a torus. Then M has the decomposi-
tion property; in fact, the multiplication mapping

MCB^xl^B^N^B^

is a bijection.

Proof. - Since M (B)/M° (B) = M (B)/M° (B), we may reduce to the case that
M is connected. Now every element of C(0))* can be written uniquely in the
form aa where 6cGC[^~1]* and a e l + ^ C H . Thus the multiplication map
M (B) x M (B)i -> M (B) is a bijection, and the proposition follows. •

We now need the following structure result.

(2.5) Proposition [St2]. - Let M be a connected Y-group, and let R denote the
unipotent radical of M. Then M=M^ K R where M.^ is a connected reductive
r-subgroup ofM. There is a r'-invariant Borel subgroup B=T jx U of M^, where U
is the unipotent radical ofB and T is a Y-stable maximal torus.
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(2.6) Theorem. — Any Y-group M has the decomposition property, i.e.,

M(B)^=M(B)^•M(B)^

Proof. - By 2.2, we may assume that M is connected. First we assume
that F={ l J . Let Bo=B ix R (see 2.5). Then Bo is a Borel subgroup of M, and
M(B)-Bo(B)=M(B) by IV. 6.4(1). By 2.2, 2. 3 and 2.4, Bo has the decomposition
property, hence so does M.

We now consider the case where F is non-trivial. Let aelV^B)^ Then a=6ca
where 6ceM(B) and aeM(B)i. Note that for any yeF, y\->^~1 (y^)=(ySi)~l^ is a
1-cocycle with values in M(B) nM(B)i=M(B)i. By Proposition IV. 6.3(1), this
cocycle is trivial, hence we can modify a and a by an element of M(B)i so that they
become r-invariant. Thus M has the decomposition property. •

(2.7) Example. - Let (V,G)=(^C",SL^). Then (V,G) is semifree. Here the
group scheme 91° (see_L6) is easy to describe: Consider the representation
(W, M) = (C" (x) C", SL^ x S4) where (C", SIJ_is another copy of (C, SL^). Then W^V
as a representation of SL^. The action of SL^ commutes with that of SL^, and we
have an inclusion A x SL^ c, ̂  where A x SL^SI |̂  and A x SL^ is closed in 91. Thus
21° ̂ A x SL^. From 2.6, with F = { 1 } , we see that 91° has the decomposition property.
Hence, by 1.9, so does 91, and ^y A = { ^ } ' In fact, 91 (A) =91° (A) so that
D9I=D2l°={^}.

(2.8) Remark. — We will need to use the analogues of the decomposition pro-
perty and approximation property for F-groups with the triple {B.B.B} replaced by
{B.B.B}, where B=SpecC[^]o (localization at 0) and B=SpecC(^) (see 0.3). For
example,/^ any Y-group M we have M(B)^=M(B)^•M(B)[.

The proofs follow exactly the same lines. We need only observe the following:
(1) C^C^-^CMo.
(2) C[4)=CM+^C[4)fora l l r^ l .
(3) C (^)* = C [s, s~1] (1 + s C [s]o), where the decomposition on the right hand side

is unique.

3. The approximation property

(3.1) We need some easy results concerning the exponential map: Let M be a linear
algebraic group and m its Lie algebra. Let M = Spec (C^ ^ where (9^^ is the local
ring of M at the identity e and C^e lts completion, and similarly define m. The
exponential map from m to M is a local analytic isomorphism, and thus it induces an
isomorphism of affine schemes exp: m ̂  M.
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Define m(B),, m(B),, M(B), and M(B), as in 0.6. It is easy to see that the
canonical morphism m-^m induces an isomorphism m(B),^m(B), for r^ l , and
similarly M(B),^M(B), for r^ l . If (pem(B),, then exp°(p:B-^M lies in M(B),. It
is obvious that we have the following result:

(3.2) Proposition. — Let M be as above, r^ 1.
(1) exp: m (B\ -> M (B\ is a bijection.
(2) If M is a r-group, then the exponential map is Y-equivariant, and

exp ̂ (B)^ N1(6)^.

(3.3) Let M be a F-group. We show that M has the approximation property if
Rad(M°)=Rad^(M0), e.g., if M is semisimple.

Recall that L° is special (IV. 2.6), so we really only need to consider the
approximation property for special groups. However, the general case is no harder.

(3.4) Lemma. - Let r> 1 and let K be a finite central Y-subgroup of the Y-group M.
(1) The canonical map M -> M/K induces isomorphisms M (B)^ (M/K) (B)^,

M (6)^ ̂  (M/K) (B)^ and M (B)^ ̂  (M/K) (B)^.
(2) M has the approximation property if and only if M/K does.

Proof. - Applying H^ (B, -) to the exact sequence

1 -^ K ̂  M -. M/K -^ 1

we obtain the exact sequence

1 -^ K^K(B) ̂  M (B) -^ (M/K) (B) ̂  1

since H,\(B,K) is trivial. It follows that M (B),^ (M/K) (B),, and similarly for B
replaced by B and B. (The B case also follows from 3.2). We have proved (1),
and (2) is immediate from (1). •

(3.5) Theorem. - Let M be a T-group such thai Rad(M°)=RadJM°). Then M has
the approximation property.

Proof. - By 2.1 (2), 2.2, 2 .3 and 2.5 we may reduce to the case that M is
connected and semisimple. Let B==T x U be a Borel subgroup of M, where T is a
maximal torus and U a maximal unipotent subgroup of B, all being F-subgroups of
M (see 2.5). It suffices to show:

(^) Given g (s) e M (B)^, r > 0, there is a g (s) e M (B^ such that
g(srlg(s)eM(B)^,.
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Choose an embedding M c GL^ for some n. Then we may consider m as a
subalgebra of gl^. Let g (s) e M (B)^ with g (s) = I + ̂  A + 0 (V +1). Then, for z e C small,
z i - ^ I+zAi sa curve in GL,, which is tangent to M at I, hence Aem. Clearly /"A is
r-invariant. Hence (^) follows from

(^) Let Aem such that s' A ^ r-invariant. Then there is a g(s)eM(B)^ with
g(s)=l-^srA+0(sr+l).

Note that, by Lemma 3.4, properties (^) and (^) are really properties ofm
alone and do not depend upon the various possible M's.

Let Y denote a generator ofF. We consider the action ofF on m: Clearly we
may reduce to the case where m=mi ® . . . ® m^, each m, is simple and isomorphic
to mi, and jm^=m^ . . . , Y m ^ _ i = m ^ , ym^=m^. Thus 1:=^ preserves each m,.
Choose T-stable subalgebras b^, t^ and Ui in m^ where b^=t^@ u^ is a Borel subalge-
bra, ti a maximal toral subalgebra, etc. Set b^y1"1^ etc. Then the b,, t, and u, are
T-stable, b= ® b,, t= © t, and u= ® u, are F-stable, and b, etc. is a Borel subalgebra,
etc. ofm.

Given A as in (^), we may write A = A o + A + + A _ where Ao^t, A + e u and
A_ eu_ (the opposite nilpotent subalgebra). Then ^A+ and s' A_ are r-invariant, so
g (s): = exp (Y A+) exp (^A_) e M (B)^ and g (s) = I + ̂ r (A^ + A_) + 0 (/+1). Hence we
may reduce to the case where A e t.

Let oc^, . . . ,o^ be the simple roots of m;, and let x{,y{,h{ be corresponding
^-triples, 7=1, . . . , / . Then we may arrange that yx{=x{+^ ^y{=y{^^ 7h{=h{+^
for i<n.

(3.6) Lemma. — Let a=o^ be a simple root ofm^, and let m[ be the subalgebra of
mi generated by { ^ x.^y,^ h\k^0] (T=Y"). ^here x=x{, etc. Then m^sl^,
SL, ® ^2-> ^2 ® ̂ 2 ® ̂ 2 or ^S-

Proof. - From T we get an automorphism T of the Dynkin diagram of m^. The
possibilities are:

(1) m^G^, F4, £7, Eg, B^ or C^: Then T is trivial, i.e., ra=a, and we get a
copy ofsl^.

(2) m^ ̂  D4: Then ra = a, or TOO = P and T? = a, or TOO = (3, T? = y, TY = a where a,
P and Y are distinct. So we get one, two or three copies of sl^. (The simple roots
involved are all non-adjacent).

(3) nii^D,,, n^5 or A^.i or E^: Then ra=a, or Po^oc where ra^a and a,
TOO are not adjacent. So we get one or two copies of d^.

(4) m^A^fe: If Ta^oc, then in the case of the middle two simple roots we have
adjacency. Thus we can have m[ =^l^ sl^ or ̂  ® sl^. •
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Let m'i=Y~1 m\. Then m7 : = © m[ is F-stable. If we can prove (^) for m7, then
we can prove it for m, since the toral subalgebras of the various m' span a toral
subalgebra ofm. Thus we may assume that m^sl^ or m^=^, i.e., that M is a
product of SL^'s or SI^'s. We may also easily reduce to the case that F acts faithfully
on M, i.e., d is the order of yeAut(M). Let £, denote the standard primitive d-th root
of unity, and set m=d/n.

Case A. — Suppose that m^ =^. Let [x^y^h,] denote the sl^-triple ofm^ where
7^=^+1, Y^=^+i and Y^^^+i for i<n. Since TeAut(mi) preserves t^ and b^,
T / Z I = / Z I and y/^=/^, while yx^ is a multiple of x^. Let /^, . . . , / ? „ ; x\,...,x^
y\, . . ..^ be a basis of eigenvectors for the action of y on span [h^}, etc. One easily
shows:

(A.I) Each h\ is a sum Y,Cjhj where no Cj is zero, and similarly for the x\ and
y\. The eigenvalues of the h\ are the /7-th roots of unity.

(A. 2) No two x\ have the same eigenvalue (else a linear combination violates
A.I) , and similarly for the y\.

(A. 3) For all / and 7, l^i.j^n, the brackets [h'^x'j}, [h\,y^ and [x\,y^ are non-
zero, and span {[x^^]} = span {h'^}.

(A. 4) We may choose the h\, etc. so that
(a) The eigenvalue of h\ is ^m( i- l\
(b) 2x;=[^,xJ, ; = 1 , . . . , ^ .
(c) -2^=[^ ,y j , f= l , . . . , ^ .

Let m^ denote the y-eigenspace of m with eigenvalue ^-fe. Since 7 acts on ^(B)
sending the generator s to s ° y, the elements of ^ TH^) are r-invariant.

(3.7) Lemma. — Let l^k^n. Then /^em^, where 0<r^d. There are elements
x\ e m^ and y'j e m^ such that h'j, = [x\, y^ where Q<a^r, 0^b<d and a + b = r.

Proof. — Note that r is a multiple ofm. It follows from A. 1, A. 2 and A. 3 that
hk=[x^y'j\ for some / and 7. By A. 4, keeping i^-j constant modn, we can arrange
that x^em^), 0<a^r. Then y'jCm^ where b is as required. •

Proof of (^) in Case A. — Let A, x and y (without primes) be as in 3.7, i.e.,
[s" x, sby]=sr h where s ' ' h, s" x and s1' y are r-invariant, r>0. By construction, a>0. If
&>0, then

exp(sax)exp(sby)exp(-sax)exp(-sby)=l+srh+0(sr+l\
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and (^) is established. (Recall that we are inside a product of SL^s, so that
exp(sax)=l-\-sax\) If 6=0, then we can replace a by a-m and b by 6 +w, as long as
a>m=d/n. Hence the only problem is the case a=r=m, b=0. But then we have:

exp (V x) exp (y) exp (- ̂  x) exp ( - y) = I + s' h + ̂  (yxy) + 0 (Y +1),

where yxy is strictly lower triangular and in m^. Multiplying by exp (-s^xy) we
obtain the required element of M (B)^ •

Case B. - Suppose that m^=^. First consider the case n=\, so that m=^
and T = y has even order d=2m. Let a, (3 and oc+ P be the positive roots. Then ra= P,
Tp=oc and T(oc+P)=oc+P. If x^, j^, /^ and Xp, ^p, Ap are the usual sl^-triples in 513,
then T/^=/?p, TX^ is a multiple of Xp, etc. There are linear combinations /^, x1, x2,
y1, y2 of the elements above which are eigenvectors of T such that we have:

(B. 1) h^ e(m=sl3)(o), h~ em^. The h±, x1 and yj are linear combinations of the
h^ Ap, etc. with non-zero coefficients (e.g. xl=ax^+bx^ where ab^O).

(B. 2) x1 and x2 correspond to distinct eigenvalues of T, and similarly for y1 and
^

(B.3) [/^..x1], [/^y7], [^y7] are non-zero for all /, 7, and we have
span { [x\ y3} ] = span { h + }.

(B.4) 2x l=[/^+ ,x l] , 2.x2=[/r,x lL etc.

We now prove (^) in this case (m=^). Note that h^ presents no problem, as
^^[^a+p^a+p] (W to a constant), and we can use our argument for SL^. As
in 3.7, we can find x'em^, y^em^ such that h~ =[x\yj] and k-\-l=m.

Let x denote x1, y denote y3. Consider

g (s): = exp (^ x) exp (^ y) exp (-skx) exp (- ̂  y).

Ifk, />0, then g(^)=I+^ m A- +0 (sm+l). Suppose that ^=0 (the case 1=0 is similar).
Then we find that g(^)=I+^ m /^ - +^ m A+0(^ m + l ) , where A is a sum of products
xpyxq and;?+^^2. All such matrices are strictly upper triangular, so we may "correct"
g(s) as in the SL^ case. This completes our argument in case ^2= 1.

If n>\, we proceed as in the case of a product of SL^'s: Let x\, x2, y[, y\, h^~
be the eigenvectors for T in m^. Let x ^ = y l ~ l x { , etc. be the corresponding elements
of n\i. There are linear combinations x^\ x^, y^\ ̂ .2), /^.±) of the x^, etc. which are
eigenvectors for y and satisfy analogues of the properties B. 1-B. 4 above. One proceeds
exactly as before. This completes our proof of Theorem 3.5. •
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Chapter VI. THE MODULI SPACE

0. Resume

In section 1 we use a type of exponential map to determine the cokernel
of <7^: 21 (A) c^ L (B^ (see HI. 4.6). In section 2 we are then able to show that
[(p]:^v^-^D^=9l(A)\9I(A)/2l(A) is a bijection (2.13) and that, holomorphically,
21 has the decomposition property (2.11). In other words, for every { X } e ̂ y, A. there

is a G-equivariant complex analytic isomorphism of X with V. Moreover, we show
that DSl^C^/r, where F -> GLp is a representation (2.7), and we construct a universal
family over ^v,A^D9l (2.12). In section 3 we find several sufficient conditions for
D9I to be trivial, and we give examples. Except in section 3, we assume that V°=(0).

1. Exponential maps

(1.1) Let t denote a homogeneous generator of G (V)0 = G (A), d:=degt. Let
A(V) denote the Lie algebra of polynomial vector fields on V. Then
A(V)^Mor(V,V)^Derc(C?(V)), the algebra of C-linear derivations of C?(V). Let
\ (V) denote the set of all elements of A (V) annihilating t. Then \ (V) consists of
the elements of A (V) which are tangent to the fibers of t. We will always identify
A(V) with Derc(^(V)) and A,(V) with Der^)(W)) without explicit mention.
Define A (V): = Der^ ((9 (V)), and define A,(V), A(V), etc. in the obvious way.
Note that A(V)^A(V) OO^v^V), etc. and that the G-invariant vector fields
ACVO^MorCV.V)0 form a free graded ^(A)-module.

(1.2) Lemma. - As (9 (Aymodule, A (V)0 = A, (V)0 ® (9 (A) Ao, where Ao = ̂  x, S / S x ,
is the Euler vector field on V. Hence A^(V)° is a free graded (9 (A)-module.

Proof. - Let AeA^)0. Since V^O), A vanishes at 0 and A(t)=h(t)t for
some polynomial h in one variable. Then A=A'+(l/d)h(t)AQ where
Af:=A-(l/d)h(t)A^M\)G. •

(1.3) From A, (V)0 we construct the Lie algebra scheme of 91° ^ 21 c 91 (see III. 4.5-
4.6 and V . I . 6). Let A^, . . .,A^ be a basis of A^V)0. Then [A,,Aj\=^c^\ for
some c^e^(A). Define 3£ to be AxA^ 1 with projection pr^:=pri to A. Then 3£ is a
scheme over A, and we give the fibers of pr^ the Lie algebra structure:

[(̂ 1. • • •^m).(^l. • • -^m)]^^!. • • •^m).
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where H^ = ̂  c^ (Q ̂  z,. If Z -"> A is flat, then we have (see III. 4.7 (2))
ij

Der, ̂  (^ (Z) ®^ (V))° ̂  (Z) ®, ̂  \ (V)0 = X (Z),

i.e., X(Z) is the set of G-invariant vector fields on V z : = Z x ^ V which preserve
(i.e., are tangent to) the fibers of the quotient map n: Vz -> Z. In particular, we have

A, (V)0 = Der, ̂  ((9 (V))0 = 3£ (A) = (9 (A) ®, ̂  3£ (A),

A, (V)0 = Der, ̂  (0 (V))0 = 3£ (A) = (9 (A) ®, ̂  X (A).

(1.4) We give ^P(V) the m-adic filtration {^(V^m^o, where m denotes the
ideal o fOeV. We give (9 (A) the induced filtration {^(A^^m-7)0}^.

Let X(A),:={AeX(A)|A(^(V)J ^ ^P(V)^, for all s ] , r^O, and similarly define
3£(A),. Let Xi, . . .,^ be coordinates on V and let AeX(A). Then Ae3£(A), if and
only ifA(x;)e^(V),+i for all i. Define 3£(A)^ (the elements of3£ (A) homogeneous of
degree r) to be {AeX(A) |A(x,) is homogeneous of degree r+1 for all i}. Then
X(A),=X(A)^(A)^+...

We will confuse elements of 91 (A) with the automorphisms of (9 (V) that they
induce. Let x^ . . . . x^ be as above, and define 91 (A),: = { a e 91 (A) | a (x,) e x, + ̂  (V),+1
for all z}, r^O. Let GL^V)0 denote the group of all elements of GL(V)0 which
preserver. Then GL^V)0 c 91 (A). Since V^O), all elements of 91 (A) preserve
m c (5(V), and there is a canonical (surjective) morphism 91 (A) -^ GL^ (To (V) = V)^
We have the following:

(1.5) Remarks. - (1) 91 (A) = 91 (A)o and X (A) = X (A)o.
(2) 9l(Ah = {ae9I(A) | a/ax,(oc(x,))(0)=6,,}.
(3) There is a split exact sequence

1 -^ 9I(A)i -^ 91 (A) ̂  GL^V)0 ̂  1.

If Ae3£(A), then we define exp (A): (9 (V) -> ^9 (V) to be the usual series
I+A+(A°A)/2+ . . . . where ° denotes composition of derivations. Similarly, we define
the logarithm of an endomorphism of ^(V). Recall that F denotes the fiber TT"^!)
and L=Aut(F)0 the group of G-automorphisms of F (III.O).

(1.6) Proposition. — (1) The exponential A \—> exp (A) induces a bijection (with inverse
log) from X(A), onto 91 (A), for r^\.

(2) If AeX(A), then exp (A) is an entire complex analytic section of 91, and
exp(A)|p=exp(A|p)eL°.
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Proof. — Let A e X (A),., r ̂  1. Consider an isotypic component
^(V)«o)=^(A)®cS(») of ^(V) (see III.2.3). Here S^kW^ where W^ is irreduc-
ible. Let ^ denote the maximal degree of the elements of S^ c (Q (V). Now A preserves
^(^(^^^(^(^c^^o)). hence the action of A on <P(V)(^ is given by a matrix
(^•)eMfc(^(A)). The action of A^ corresponds to the p-th power (^)) of ( .̂), where
the a^f lie in ^(A)^^o,pr-q+i}- Since r^ l , the series exp((^.)) converges in the
m-adic topology, i.e., exp(A) gives an automorphism of ^(V)^. It follows easily that
exp (A) (h) exists for all h e (9 (V), and that the corresponding automorphism of (9 (V)
is an element of 91 (A\.

Conversely, let aG9I(A),, r^ l . On ^(V)^, a corresponds to a matrix
(^) e GLfe (^9 (A)), and arguments as above show that the series log ((^-)) converges to
an element of M^ (G (A)) which sends (9 (V)^ 0 (9 (V), to ^9 (V)^ U ^ (V),+,. It follows
that A:=log(a) is a derivation of ^(V), and clearly AeX(A),. We have (1).

Let A be as in (2). Then Ae3£(A)o (see 1.5), and by arguments as above, exp (A)
gives an entire analytic G-automorphism ofV preserving t. Moreover, exp(?iA)|FeL
for all ^ E C, hence exp (A) |p = exp (A |p) e L°. •

(1.7) There is a natural F-action on X(A) given by (y A)('u):==yA(y~1 v) for y e F ,
Ae3£(A), z;eV. Thus y acts via multiplication by y"'' on X(A)^). The action extends
in the obvious way to X (A) = 3£ (A) ®<p (A) ̂  (A).

Let I denote Lie(L). We give I the F-action induced from the one on L.

(1.8) Proposition. — (1) I=X(A)|F, and the Y-actions coincide.
(2) If t is a Y-stable subspace of I, then i has a basis {A\, . . . ,Ap} where

A^Ajp ^2rfA^e3£(A) is homogeneous, ;'=1, . . .,/?. Similarly, there are homogeneous
A^ whose restrictions to F project to a basis of I/f.

Proof. — It is clear that Ai-^A|p is a F-equivariant Lie algebra homomorphism
X(A)-^I. Let A'el ^ Derc(^(F)). Then A' is the restriction to F of some element
BeA(V). By averaging over G we may arrange that BeAfV)0 . Then
B = C © h Ao e X (A) ® (9 (A) Ao (see 1.2). By 1.6, 3E (A) |p ^ I, hence we may assume
that A' = h Ao [p. Since Ag (0 = deg / • t and A' (t) is zero, we have h |p = 0. Hence A' = 0,
and (1) holds.

If f is as in (2), then f has a basis A^, . . . ,Ap where the A[ are eigenvectors for
the F-action. Thus A^Bjp. where the F-eigenvectors B^eX(A) have the form
B,=B^+B^+ d )+ . . . +BSr+^) and B^e^A)^. Set

A,:=^BO" )+^ - lBO•+ d )+ . . . +BO"+^).

The argument for I/f is similar. •
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(1.9) Recall the branched cover B of A, where G(B)=C[s], £!(A)=C[t] and sd=t.
The canonical map p: B *1 F ̂  V, [z, v] ̂  zv (see 1.3.3) gives rise to an isomorphism
P*: L (B^ ̂  91 (A) with inverse CT^ (III. 4.5). From III. 4.6 we know that
a.WA))^!^)1'.

^Now p also gives an isomorphism p^, of Der^^B^F^^HB)1) with
3£(A), where

(*) (p^B)( /0°p=B(A°p) , heO(V), B e Der^^ (C> (B ̂ F))0

We denote (p#)~1 by cr^. Note that p^, and o^ are ^(A)-module homomorphisms.

(1.10) Let A I , . . . , A ^ be minimal homogeneous generators of 3£(A), where
A,e3£(A)(^. Write rf,=A:, rf+a, where 0^a,<rf.

(1.11) Lemma. - (1) 77^ A, are o« (9 (A)-module basis ofX(A), the A;:=A,|p are
a basis of I, and the ^ A; are an (0 (A) = (9 (Vf)-module basis of \ (B)1'.

(2) CT^ A, = ̂  d +a' A; = ̂  (^ A;), hence o^ : X (A) ̂  I (Bf is homogeneous of degree
0 and is an injection of free (9 (A)-modules.

(3) CT^, : X (A) ->• I (B)1' w aw injection of free (9 (A)-modules.

Proof. - The only non-obvious part is the formula in (2). Let v<=F, zeB and
let /!£(P(V) be homogeneous of degree r. Then A,(/^)(p[2,•y])=z'•+''••A,(/^)(^)), i.e.,
A,(/^)°p=^+ '^•A;(/^|F). On the other hand, since (/z°p) [z, u] = z''/; (y), we obtain that
(^ A;) (^pHz.^z^ A,(/0(z0, i.e., (^.A;) (/^°p)=^+ f l i A;^). Thus (see (*)
above), p^;?fl•A,'=^-'(••'iA,=r'I••A„ proving (2). •

(1.12) Definition. - Let f be a F-invariant subspace of I. Choose a basis B,' = B, |p
of I/f where B,eX(A)^, ! = l , . . . , ^ r and e :=max{e ,} is minimal. Define
ro( I / f) :=max{0,e-rf}+l. Define ry(T) similarly, where the B,' are now required to
be a basis of 1. If M is a F-subgroup of L with Lie algebra m^l, then we define
FO (L/M): = /-o (I/m) and ry (M): = r^ (m).

(1.13) Proposition. - Let I be a T-stable subspace of I, and let r^s-l.
(1) ro(I/i)=l ifandonly if e^d, i=\, . . .,q.
(2) f (B)^ <= <^ 3£ (A), ;/ W <wfy ;/ r ̂  ro (f).
(3) I (B)^ c f (B)^- +a^X (A\ if and only ifr^r^ (l/i).
(4) ro(I)=max{ro(f),ro(I/f)}.

Proof. - Let Bi, . . ., Bg be as in 1.12, so that the B; project to a basis of I/f.
Let I (B)^ s I (B)1' denote the elements homogeneous of degree r, and similarly for I
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replaced by I/f. Let CeI(B)^. Modulo f(B)^, C=^c.^B; where the coefficients c,eC

are zero unless r^e, modd. If r ̂  ry (I/t) > c, - rf, then r=e, (mod(0 forces r^e,. Thus
C=Ec,^-( '.o^B„ hence 1(6)^ <= 1(6)^+0^ 3£(A),. Conversely, ifr<ro(I/i), then for

I

some ;, s ~ d ( J ^ B i projects to an element of (I/f)(B)^ which does not come from an
element of a^ 3£(A)^. We have proved (3), (2) is proved similarly, and (1) is obvious.

It is clear that r^ (I) ̂  max {r^ (f), r^ (I/f)}. But if e = max { d,}, where the d, are as
in 1.10, then max {0,e - d] + 1 = r^ (I) is an upper bound for r^ (I) and r^ (I/f). •

(1.14) Theorem. — Let M be a r'-subgroup ofL with Lie algebra m ^ I.
(1) For all r^\ the following diagram commutes'.

M(K^———^L(B^^—W(A\
<T*

exp exp exp

m W^ ——^ I (B)^ ———— X (A),
°#

(2) M (B)^ c= CT^ (<tt (A),) ;/ and only if r ̂  ry (M).
(3) L (B)^ ^ M (B)^ • CT^ 9I(A), ;/ awrf o/i/y ;/ r ̂  fo (L/M).
(4) IfM has the approximation property (see V.0.9) and in addition r^ro(L/M),

then

L (B)^ = M (B)\ • o^ 21 (A), <= CT^ (21 (A) • 91 (A),).

Proof. - Parts (1) and (2) follow from 1.6 and 1.13, and (4) follows from (2)
and (3). Suppose that r^ro(L/M). Let aeL(B)^. Then a = exp (A), where, by 1.13(3),
A=B+C, Ben^B)^, Ceo^3£(A),. Then

exp(-B)aexp(-C)=exp(-B)exp(B+C)exp(-C)eL(B),^^l.

By induction,

L (B)^<= M (B)^ • L (B)^. <^9I (A),

for all q ̂  r. As soon as q ̂  max { r y (L), r} we have that L (B)^ c o^ Sl (A),. Thus the
"if" direction of (3) holds.

Conversely, suppose that L(B)^ s M (B)^ • o^ 91 (A)^. Let ^ denote the projection
L (B)^ ̂  L (B),^/L (B)^ (L). Then

(Gi: = H (M (B)^)) • (G,: = ̂  (a, 91 (A),)) = (€3 : = L (B)^/L (B)^ ̂ ).
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The G, have natural structures as (unipotent) complex algebraic groups.
Since Gi G^ = G^ we have that Lie (GQ + Lie (G^) = Lie (G3). But
Lie (GO = (m (B)^ +1 (B)^ ^,))/I (B)^ ̂  etc., and (3) follows. •

(1.15) Let ly: = Lie (Rady (L)), and let V denote the inverse image in I of the semi-
simple part of I/Iy. By V. 3.5 the corresponding subgroup U c L has the approxi-
mation property. Let f denote span {A,' :degA^rf}.

(1.16) Corollary. (See Theorem 2.4). - (1) If ^(1/1')= 1, ̂  D9I ^ /m^/. £^-
alently, 21 /^ ̂  decomposition property (see V.0.4) ift+V=l. In particular, if M
^ <3 Y-subgroup of L 5W/? ^/^ r^ (M) = 1 a^rf m + Y = I, ^^ 91 /^ ̂  decomposition
property.

(2) L^ L^b &^ ^ V-invariant Levi factor of L (see III. 3.1 and 3.5), and let Z
denote the center of L0^. If ro(Z)=l, then 91 /z^ ^ decomposition property. In
particular, ifro(L^)= 1, //^ 91 /^ ̂  decomposition property.

(1.17) Remarks. - (1) One can use 1.5(3), 1.11(3) and the exponential map (see
1.14 (1)) to establish that o^ 91 (A) c L (B^ (cf. Ill. 4.6).

(2) There is a quick proof that there is a number ro(L) as in 1.14(2): One uses
the fact that C?(A) is a topological field, where the ^(A),, r^O, are a fundamental
system of neighborhoods of 0. The groups L (B)1^ and 91 (A) inherit topologies with
the obvious fundamental systems of neighborhoods of the identity, and
p^ : L (B^ ̂  91 (A) is continuous (see 1.9). It follows that p^ (L (B)^) c 91 (A) for some
r^O.

(1.18) Examples. - (1) In Example III. 2 .7 we have d=4, L°=C* and A^)0 is
generated by elements of degrees 0 and 2. Thus 91 has the decomposition property.

(2) In Example III. 2 ,,8 one has d=l, L°=(C*)2 and A(V)0 is generated by
elements of degrees 0 and In. It follows from 2.4 below that 91 has the decomposition
property if and only if n ̂  1.

2. Moduli

We combine the tools at hand to compute eJ^y A-

(2.1) Proposition. - Let 91° c 91 be as in V . I . 6, so that D9I=D9I°/r (V . I . 9).
Then

(1) D91 ̂  L (B^L (B)^ 91 (A),

(2) D9l° ̂  L° (B^L0 (B)^ 91° (A).
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Proof. - Via o^, we have that

D91 ̂  CT,, 91 (A)\o^ 91 (A)/CT^ 91 (A) = L (B^L (B^/o,, 91 (A).

Now L (B)1' = L (B)1' L (B)1', hence

L (B^L (B)1' ̂  (L (B)1' U L (B^AL (B)1' ̂  L (B^L (6)'-,

proving (1). The proof of (2) is similar. •

(2.2) Let L' denote the connected subgroup of L corresponding to I' c I. Then L°/L'
is a torus, and we may choose a F-stable torus Z in L such that the canonical map
T:L-^L/L' induces an isomorphism of 3:=Lie(Z) with I/I'. Then K:=Kerr |z is
finite. From V.3.4 we see that Z (B)^ -> (L/L') (B)^ and Z (B)^ (L/L') (B)^ are
bijective, r^ l . Of course, Z(B)\=[e}. We have:

(2.3) Lemma. — Let T, efc. Zw as above and r ̂  1. TTzere are ^p/;7 ^xoc/ sequences

1 ̂  L' (B)^ ̂  L (B)^ ———^ (L/L') (B)^ ̂  1,

0 -^ I' (B)^ ̂  I (B)^—^^ (I/I') (B)^ ̂ 0,

wAere T wrfyc^ T^ and T^ . Moreowr, L (B)^ = Z (B)^ L' (B)^ awrf L (B)^ = L' (B)^.

(2.4) Theorem. — (1) There is a canonical bijection

D9I°^(L/L')(B)yT^CT^9I(A)i.

(2) D91 ^ frrofa/ if and only if ry (I/I') = 1. Equivalently, 91 /M» ^e decomposition
property if and only ifl+l'=l where I is defined as in 1.15.

Proo/. - From 1.14(3), 2.1 and 2.3 we see that (1) gives (2). To establish (1),
we simultaneously show that the canonical map

v|/: D: = L (B)^\L (B)^/CT^ 91 (A)i ̂  L° (B^L0 (B)1'/^^ 91° (A) ̂  D9l°

is a bijection. It is surjective, since L° (B^ = (L0^ L° (B)^ and (L0)1' ̂  LO(B)^. Suppose
that p, P'eL(B)^ and that p '=ap<^a where aeLO(B)^ and ae9I°(A). Then
a (0) = (o^ a) -1 (0) e J: = GL( (V)° n (L0)1'. Thus

p'=aa(0)- la(0)pa(0)- la^(a(0)- la),

where aa(0)-leL(B)[ and a(0)~1 ae9l(A)i. Since J normalizes L(B)^, L(B)^ and
9I(A)i, it acts by conjugation on D, and D/J^D9l°.
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Now D=A\B/C where A=L(B)[, etc. Let E,:=L(B)^ r^o(L). Then E, c C,
E, is normal in B and AE, ̂  H:=L'(B)[ ^ A. By 2.3, B/H = (L/L') (B)^ Z (B)^ is
abelian, and AE^ is normal in B. Thus

D = A\B/E, C = AE,\B/C = B/AE, C = B/AC
^ (B/H)/(AC/H) = (L/L') (B)VT^ a^ 91 (A),.

Since L°/L' is a torus, the action of L° on (L/L') (K)\ by conjugation is trivial, hence
so is that of J c L°. Thus D ̂  D9I°. •

(2.5) Let

7r,: (L/L') (B)[ - Q,: = (L/L') (B)V(L/L') (B)^,
(TT,)^ : (I/I-) (B)^ ̂  q,: = (I/I') (B)^/(I/r) (B)^

be the canonical maps, r^ro(L). The exponential map of L induces the exponential
maps of L/L' and Q^. We consider q^ as a vector group under +, and since I/I' is
abelian, exp: q^ Qy. is an isomorphism of groups. We give Q^ the induced vector
group structure.

Since (^r)#T#a#^Wl is a linear subspace of q^, ^ T^a^9l(A)i is a vector
subgroup of Q^, and we have an induced structure of vector group on the quotient

Qr/^r ̂  <^ 91 (A)^ (L/L') (B)^/T, c^ 21 (Ah,

independent of r ̂  FQ (L).

(2.6) Let B,'=BJF project to a basis of I/I', where B,e3£(A)^, ;=1, . . .,^. For
each f, choose 0<Z?^rf such that 6^^ modrf. Note that b,=d and ^==0
(see 1.10) if ^=0 modrf, else b^a,. The s^B', project to an ^(A)-basis for
(I/I')(B)^ (note the subscript 1!). We may choose integers m,^0 such that

{C^.=^-l^Bf,)\i=l^ . . ., qj=\^ . . ., m,} c= I(B)^

projects to a C-basis of (I/I')(B)^/T^ a^ X(A)i. (Note that if e^d, then m,=0.)

(2.7) Corollary. — The double coset space D9I° /^ a canonical vector group structure
as a quotient of the vector group

Q, = (L/L') (B)^/(L/L') (B)^ ̂  Z (B)^/Z (B)^, r = FQ (L).

The group structure is induced by that of the "middle term" 91° (A) = L° (B^ of the
double coset space. More specifically, let C[p etc. be as above.

(1) The C[j and the exponential map induce an "explicit" bijection
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(C", +) ̂  (I/F) (B)[/T,, o,3£ (A)i —^ D9l°,

where p^^m^.
i

(2) Denote the coordinates on C^ ̂  x^., /= 1, . . ., ̂  j= 1, . . ., m,. Define an action
ofY on V by

Y ( . . .,x,,, . . . )=( . . ..y"^,, . . .)

(^ 1.7). Then D9I ̂  D9I°/r ̂  C^/r.

(2.8) Remark. - Suppose that e,^ d. Then ^^(e^-b^d since
^(B^^^^-B;). Suppose further that L° is a torus, so that F=0. Choose the
B, in 2.6 to be an ^ (A)-basis of X (A). Then we have m, = (e, - b^d.

(2.9) If M is a F-group, let M(B(/1))^ denote the subgroup of M(B)^ consisting of
entire analytic elements (i.e. power series with infinite radii of convergence). Recall
that M (6)^ c M (B)jr denotes the subgroup of rational sections.

(2.10) Lemma. - (1) For all r ̂  1, L (B)^ = L (6)^ • L (B)^.
(2) Let zeZ(B)^ and r-^Q. Then there is a z^ e Z (B^)[ ^c/? ^a^ ^^^(B)^.

Proof. — Since L' has the approximation property, we may use 2.3 to reduce (1)
to the case L=Z. Let zeZ(B)[. There is an isomorphism Z^C*)" for some e, and Y
acts on (C*)6 through a homomorphism to GL^(Z). Our section z is a r-invariant
^-tuple of series (z^ . . . ,Zg) where

r-i

^1+ E ^^'+0(^ ^,EC, /=!, . . .,^.
J'-l

Clearly,
r - l

?:=!+ ^ ̂ '
j-i

lies in Z(B)^ and z?-leZ(B),^, proving (1).
Now

/ r-l \ r-llog i + Z ^ , ^ ̂ Z^^+o^)
\ J-l / J-l
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for some b^. Set
r-1

^•=(exp(-^b^\).
\ \ j = l //

Then z^ e Z (B^)^ and zz^ e Z (B)^. •
Recall that D9I:=9I(A) 9I(A)/9I(A) (see V.0.3), and similarly define D9t°.

(2.11) Corollary. - (1) The canonical inclusions D9l° q: D9I° a^rf D9I c^ D9t ̂
Ay^crio^.

(2) Holomorphically, 91 Aa^ ̂  decomposition property.
Let X be a G-variety with [ X } e ̂ y. A-

(3) TT^n? is a neighborhood VofOeA such that X^ .* = n^1 (U) ^zrf V^: = Tiy 1 (U)
ar^ G-isomorphic over U.

(4) TT^r^ is a holomorphic G-isomorphism X^V.

Proof. — Since L has the decomposition property and L/ has the approximation
property, we may reduce (1) and (2) to the case that L=Z, i.e., to 2.10. Parts (3)
and (4) are reinterpretation of (1) and (2). •

(2.12) Theorem. — (1) There is an affine (G^Y)-variety 3- and an equivariant
surjective morphism T| : g -> A x D9l° where G acts trivially on AX D9I0 and Y acts on
D2I° as in V . I . 9 (cf. 2.7(2)), with the following property: Let ae9l°(A) and set
X^'^Ax^]). Then {X}e^y ,A m^ [(p (X)] = [a], and K^=pr^°r{:X-^ A.

(2) The composition

s: = z / r -^ A x D9i°/r ̂  A x ̂ ^ ̂  ̂ ^
^ ^ universal family (cf. 1.2.3 Theorem 3 (4)).

Proq/: - Let Ci, . . .,C^e3(B)[ project to a basis of l(B)\/V (K)\+o^ 3£(A)i.
Let r^ro(L), and let exp^ denote the truncated exponential series sending x
into l+x+x 2 /2+ . . . ^-.x^'"1/^-!)!. Identify Z with (C*)6 as in the proof of 2.10,
so that g^C6. For each c=(c^ . . . , C p ) E C P define C,:=^.C,. Clearly,
z=(z,, . . ., zJ^exp^QeC^B)^, and zeZ(BJ^ for the r-invariant subset B, of
points of B where det(z)=]~[z^0. Let A,=B,/F ^ A. Then OeA, for all ceC7.

Let ^ :=AxC P , let J^^AXC^ let ^ ' := [(t,c)e^: teA,] and set
^f:=^^\^f. Let 93 denote VxC7, and set ® :=(7iv x id)"1 (j^) and
337: = (TTy x id)-1 (^/). Then (^, c) ̂  (p^ exp^ (Q) (Q, c) is a r-invariant section of
91 x C7 defined over j^7, i.e., it defines a (G x r)-invariant automorphism a7 of
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2V: = SB 0 937 over ^ ' . We may glue SB and 93' together over SB7 using the identific-
ation a7. The resulting scheme g* is an affine (G x F)-variety over ^ with (9 (3')° ̂  (9 (jaQ
(see [Ha, p. 81 Ex. 2.17 and p. 91 Ex. 3.3]). Clearly, the canonical map
TI : 8- -> ja^A x D9I° has the properties in (1), and (2) follows easily. •

(2.13) Corollary. - We have JTy, A ̂  D21 = D91 ̂  C7/F. Moreover, ^y^C^/C*
where C* acts on C^ with the weights given in 2.7 (2). In par-
ticular, ^^\{ ^ }^(^V,A\{ ^ })/C* ^ ^ weighted projectile space, and
(S\P^2 °r! ~1 W)/C* -^ (DSl°\{ ^ })/C* ̂  ̂ v\{ ̂  } ̂  a universal family.

3. Rigid Representations

We find conditions on V which guarantee that ^v,A=D9I={ ^}. It will be
convenient to drop our longstanding assumption that dim V°=0. If dimV0^ 1, then
V ̂  C © W as G-module where G acts trivially on C (cf II. 0.3 or IV. 3.9).

We will denote a principal isotropy group of V by H.

(3.1) Definitions. - (1) We say that V is G-rigid (or just rigid) if ro(VO=L and
strongly G-rigid (or just strongly rigid) if r^ (I/Iy) = 1.

(2) V is stable if the generic G-orbit in V is closed.
(3) V is semifree if it is stable and the principal isotropy groups are trivial.
(4) We say that V is unreduced if G = G' x G" and V = V7 ® V'7 where V7 (resp. V7')

is a G^module (resp. G^-module) and (V^.G7) has a one-dimensional quotient, else
we say that V is reduced.

Of course, strongly rigid G-modules are rigid. Note that V is rigid if and only if
21 has the decomposition property. The case dim V° = 1 is a special type of unreduced
representation, where (V, G7) = (C, {e}).

(3.2) Theorem. — Let V be a G-module with one-dimensional quotient. Then V is
rigid if

(1) V is semifree, or
(2) The principal isotropy group of\ is central in G (e.g., G is a torus),

and strongly rigid if
(3) V is a stable torus action, or
(4) dimV00^, or
(5) dimV^3, or
(6) G° is a simple group, or
(7) (V,G°) is self dual.
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The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of 3.2. Along the way we develop
more criteria for (strong) rigidity which are not so neat to state as 3.2.

(3.3) Remark. - Let X be a G-variety as in Ch. II, with T^X=V. By the Luna-
Richardson theorem [LR], Vy/G^V^N, where N=Nc(H)/H acts semifreely on V",
and similarly for X. It follows from 3.2(1) that X" is N-isomorphic to V". It remains
to extend this isomorphism to a G-isomorphism of X and V.

(3.4) Corollary. - Suppose that the restriction map res : A (V)0 -> A (V^ is an isomor-
phism. Then V is rigid.

Proof. - The group scheme 91 of V is determined by the associative (0 (A)-algebra
Mor (V, V)° (see III. 2.3-4). Since res is an isomorphism, the group schemes associated
to V and (V^N) are the same. By 3.2(1), V" has the decomposition property, hence
so does V. •

(3.5) Proposition. - Suppose that (V, G) = (V ® V", G' x G") is unreduced. Then
(V, G) is (strongly) rigid if and only if (V, G') is (strongly) rigid. In particular, (V, G)
is strongly rigid if dim V° = 1.

Proof. - We have F = F7 x V" and

L = Aut (F)° = Aut (F7)0' x Aut (V")0" = M x Aut (V77)0",

where F7 and M are defined analogously to F and L, respectively. Then
I/I^m/m^eEnd^77)0". Now EndO/77)0" consists of degree 0 elements ofA^'7)0",
and the proposition follows. •

(3.6) Proposition. - Let V be semifree, where G is connected. Then V is rigid. If, in
addition, G is a torus, then V is strongly rigid.

Proof. - Let z^F- Then F=Gvo and L=Gacts on F by: l(gvo)=gl~1 v^, geG,
leL. Let Z^ denote the center of G. Then Z^ ^ GL^V)0 c 9X(A). There is a natural
homomorphism [I'.ZG-^L, where Vi(z)gvQ=z~1 gvo=gz~1 VQ. Clearly, [i gives an iso-
morphism from ZG to Z:==Cent(L) and from 3^ to 3. Thus 3 is generated by the
restriction of elements of X (A\^ and r^ (3) = 1. Now apply 1.16 (2). •

(3.7) Theorem. - Let V be rigid, and let G be a finite normal extension ofG which
acts linearly on V such that G/G acts faithfully on the quotient A=V//G. Then (V,G)
is rigid. If(V, G) is strongly rigid, then so is (V, G).
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Let L, F, F, /, etc. have their usual meaning relative to (V,G), and let L, F,
F, 7, etc. correspond to (V,G), where 7==^ (so ^=[G:G]).

(3.8) Lemma. — Let L" := [7eL\7 preserves F}. Then the canonical restriction map
res: L" -> L is an isomorphism. In particular, res : L° —> L° is an isomorphism.

Proof. - Since GF = F, any element of L" is determined by its restriction to F,
so res is injective. Now let /eL. For every k-th root of unity (Dp choose giCG such
thatg,F= r1 (co,). Then F=LI^.F. Define /, :g,F -^F by /,(^zQ: =^/(zQ, and define
TeAut(F) to be /, on ^.F. Then TeL: Let geG and given /, choose j such that
gj~1 ggi^ G' Then 1(gg, v) = 7(̂ . gj ^gg, v) = g^ I (g^ 1 gg, v) (by definition) = g^ g^ 1 gg, I (v)
(by G-invariance of /) = gg^ I (v) = gl(g, v) (by definition). •

(3.9) Corollary. - (1) The restriction map from Der^F))5 to Der^F))0 gives an
isomorphism res:T^I.

(2) Let A e A( (V)0 = 3£ (A) be homogeneous, and let A^A]?. Then there is an m,
0^m<k, such that ^AeA^^)0 and such that res(A / /)=A\ where A'^FA p.

Proof. — Part (1) is immediate from 3.8. Let AeA(V)° be homogeneous. Then,
under the action of G, A transforms by a character of G/G^Z/^Z, so that ^A is
G-invariant for some m, 0<^m<k. IfAeA^V)0, then A(Q=0 implies that A(7)=0,
hence (n A e A^V)0, and (2) follows. •

Proof of ̂  .1. — Since (V,G) is rigid, there are homogeneous elements A^eA^V)0

of degree ^d whose restrictions to F project to a basis of I/I7. By 3.9, there are
integers m,, 0^m,.</r, such that B,: = t^ A, e A^V)0 and such that the Bjp generate
T/T. But degB,=m^+degA^^, so ro(T/T)= 1 and (V,G) is rigid. Similarly, if(V,G)
is strongly rigid, then so is (V, G). •

(3.10) Example. - In III. 2.7, consider the action of G°=C*. Then A^V)00 is
^ /•% / ^ A \

generated by x— —y— while Ay(V)° is generated by xy[ x— —y— ).
8x By \ 8x 9y )

(3.11) Corollary. — Let V be strongly rigid, and let G be an extension of G which
acts linearly on V with one-dimensional quotient. Then (V, G) is strongly rigid.

Proof. - By 3.7 we may reduce to the case where (9 (V)0 = (9 (V)0, F=F, etc.
Let L, j£, etc. correspond to G. Averaging over G gives a linear projection
\ (V)0 —> ^t W° = ̂  (A) which induces a homogeneous projection Av: 3£ (A) -> 3E (A)
and a projection Av^ : I ->T.
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Let 0^0 denote the closed orbits of G and G in F, respectively, and let S
denote either 0 or 0. Then F is homotopic to S, hence Hq(F,Z/2)=0 if q>dimS
and H^(F,Z/2)^0 for q^dimS (see 11.3.5). Thus dim 0= dim 0. It follows that
0=0 and that there is a G-vector bundle structure on F which restricts to a
G-vector bundle structure. Consequently, Av^I^^T^, and we have a commutative
diagram (see III. 3.2-3)

0——I,——.1——.1,——0

Av,,, Av

o—.1,—.T—.4,—.0

ThusAvJU=T,.
By hypothesis,

W I = span {A; : A, e X (A), deg A, ̂  d} +1,.

Since Av is degree preserving and Av^(IJ=Ty, we obtain the analogue of (^) for T
andJE. •

(3.12) Proposition. — Suppose that every Yl-isotypic component in V is G-stable
(e.g., H is central in G). Then H is normal in G and V is rigid.
(Recall that H denotes the principal isotropy group of V.)

Proof. - Write V^V^V'as H-module. By hypothesis, G stabilizes V" and V.
The action of G on V" must be stable with principal isotropy group H, where H ^ Gy
for all z^eV". Hence G normalizes H, and G/H acts semifreely on V".

Now F ̂  G/H x V, and there is a split exact sequence of F-groups

(^) 1 ̂  GL (V7)" -> L,, -^ G/H -. 1.

p
Write V'== ® n^^ where the V\. are irreducible and pairwise non-isomorphic

1=1
H-modules. Then GL^)"^^! GL^. As G-module, each ^V^ becomes a sum @ mjWp

i

so that the center of GL .̂ lies in the center of Y[ GL^.. In other words, the center of
j

GL (V7)" lies in the center of GL (V)0, hence the center 3' of End (V)" is spanned by
degree 0 elements ofAfV^^A^V7)0.

The proofs of 3.6 and 3.9 show that r^ (^") = 1 where ^" is the center of the Lie
algebra of the group "L" of (V^.G/H). Using the split exact sequence (^) above,
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we consider ^" as a subalgebra of 3= Cent (1 )̂. Then g'+g" contains 3, so we have
^(S)-!. •

(3.13) Proof of'3.2 (1)-(2). - These follow from 3.6, 3.7 and 3.12. •

Proof of 3.2 (3). - Apply 3.6 to the G/H-module V, where H is the ineffective
part of the G-action. •

Proof of 3.2(4). - By 3 . 5 , (V,G°) is strongly rigid. Hence, by 3.11, so is
(V,G). •

Proof of 3.2(5). — Suppose that dimV=3 and that G is connected. Assume that
the semisimple part G^ of G is non-trivial. Then the only possible (effective) examples
of (V.GJ are easily seen to be (C^C.SL^) and (C^.SO^. In the first case
dimV05^ 1, and in the second the group "L" of (V,G^) is finite. Thus V is strongly
G^-rigid, hence strongly G-rigid by 3.11.

We may now suppose that G is a torus. By 3.2(3) we need only consider the
case that V is not stable. Let H denote the principal isotropy group of V. If dim V^ 1,
then dimV^G/H)^ 1 which implies that G/H is finite. Thus G=H, dimV0^ 1 and
we have strong rigidity by 3.5.

If dimV1^, then V^^W and I^Au^G^W)0 where dim W = l . Thus
GL(W)H=C^. Since dim V^G/H)^ 1, we have that G/H^C*. Thus L^(C*)2 and
so dim 1/1^=2. Now there are linear actions of C* on V" and on W commuting with
the G-action and preserving /. Thus I/Iy is spanned by degree 0 elements of 3£ (A), and
V is strongly rigid. We leave the cases when dimV= 1 and dimV=2 to the reader. •

(3.14) We now consider the case where G is simple. In Tables la and Ib below we
list the relevant modules V for the simple groups G (modulo outer automorphisms).
(See [Schi] for the notation we use. For example, (cpy,A^_i) denotes the standard
SL^-module structure on A^C").) In each case we list L=Aut(F)°, the group of
G-automorphisms of the fiber F = n~1 (1) (III. 0), the degree d= deg t of the generator t
of the invariant ring (9(A)=(9(y)G, and the degrees of the minimal homogeneous
generators ofAfV)0 (as graded (0 (A)-module). By 1.2, minimal homogeneous genera-
tors of X (A) together with the Euler vector field Ao (which has degree 0) form a set
of minimal homogeneous generators of A (V)°.

In the column listing L, the symbol N denotes the normalizer of the maximal/^/
torus of SL^. A symbol Vj denotes a unipotent group of dimension j\ and SL^ denotes
the elements of GL^ of determinant =b 1.

One can use the tables and results of [Schi] to obtain the list of relevant V and
to compute d. The versions of Frobenius reciprocity discussed in Remark III. 2.6
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allow one to compute the generators of A (V)0. To compute L, one uses results of
III. 3. In most cases, L=No(H)/H.

TABLE la

1.. . . .
2 - . . . .
3.. . . .
4.. .. .
5- . • • •
6 . . . . .
7.. . . .
8.. . . .
9.. . . .

10 . . . . .
11.. . . .

1 2 . . . . .
1 3 . . . . .
14 . . . . .

G

^n-l?

^l m-1?

^2 w?

Ai
As

A<,
A7

^2

/^2
n^l
m^2
m^2
m^2
m^2
m^2

(P
"(pi(pi+(p?

(̂P2

<P2+<Pl

<P2+<PT

<P2+<Pl

<P2+2(p?
(P?

<P3

(P3+<Pl

(p3+2(pi
(P3

<P3

d

n
1
n
m
m
m

m+l
3
4
4
4
4
7
16

Degrees

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0,3, m-\
0,2
0,2
0,2

0,2,4,6
0
0

L

\-i
C*
Z/n
Z/m

Z/m x C*
Z/w x C*

C*
(GL^ x C*) ^ U^

N
N

N X (C*)2

(N x (GL;)2) ^< U4
Z/7
Z/16

TABLE Ib

1. . . . . . .
2. . . . . . .
3. . . . . . .
4. . . . . . .
5. . . . . . .
6. . . . . . .
7. . . . . . .
8^ . . . . . . .

9. . . . . . .
10. . . . . . .
11. . . . . . .
12. . . . . . .
13. . . . . . .
14. . . . . . .

G

D^,n^4
B,,, n^2
C,,n^2
B2

Bs
B4

BS
€3

DS
De
D7

E6

£7

G,

<P

(Pi
(Pi

2 (pi
(Pl+<P2

93

(P4

<P5

tP3

2 (ps
<P6

(P7

(Pi

(Pi

<Pl

rf

2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
8
3
4
2

Degrees

0
0
0

0, 1,2
0
0

0,2
0,2

0
0,2

0
0

0,2
0

L

Z/2
Z/2
Ai

(Z/2 ^< (C*)2) K Ui
Z/2
Z/2
N
N

Sl.2

N
Z/8
Z/3
N

Z/2
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Proof of 3.2(6). - It follows from 1.16 and Tables la and Ib that there are
only two cases to worry about, namely ((p2+2(pf,A2j, m>4, and ((p3+2(pi,A5). In
the latter case, rf=4, and it is easy to see that the elements of X(A) of degrees 0 and
2 restrict to generators of a Levi factor of I. In the former case, d= 3, and the elements
of degrees 0 and 3 generate a Levi factor. •

TABLE II

1 . . . . . .
2.. . • . .

3.. . . . .
4.. . . . .
5.. . . . .
6.. . . . .
7.. . . . .

. . . . . .
9.. . . . .

G

C,,xC'i, n^\
n^l

C,,xS03, n$?2
SO,,xC'i, n-^3
BaXC'i
Gz x C'i
G4, n^\

C»xS02, n^\

<P

(Pi ® (p'i
(pi®(p'i+(pi

tpi®<P'i+(p'i
(pi®C3

C" ® (p'i
(p3 ® (pi
(Pi ® (P'i
c" e c"*
(pi ®C2

d

2
2

2
4
4
4
4
2
2

Degrees

0
0,2,4

0,2
0,2,4
0,2
0,2
0,2

0
0

L

Z/2
(Z/2 x (C*)2) ^ U^

(Z/2 x C*) ^< Ui
NxC*

N
N
N
C*
c*

We now consider the case of self dual representations. By 3.5, we need only
consider reduced representations.

(3.15) Proposition. - Let V be a reduced self dual G-module with one-dimensional
quotient, where G is connected. Then either G is simple (and V appears in Table la or
Ib), or V appears in Table I I .

(3.16) Remarks. - Table II uses the same notation and conventions as Tables I a
and I b. The modules in Tables I a, I b and II are strongly rigid. (For entry 2 of
Table II we have GLC^^C*)2 which is the Levi part of L°.) Thus 3.11 and 3.15
finish the proof of Theorem 3.2.

(3.17) Lemma. - Let (W,H)=(Wi ® W^.H^ x H^) be irreducible where the H, are
connected semisimple and n^ = dim W\ ̂  n^ = dim W^ ̂  2. Then

(1) IfW is orthogonal and dimW//H= 1, then W^((pi ® (pi,C^ x C[).
(2) IfW is symplectic, then dimW//H^l, and dimW//H=l implies that W is

isomorphic to entry 4, 5, 6 or 7 of Table I I .
(3) The dimension of(W © W*)//H is at least 2.
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Proof. — Suppose that W is orthogonal. If each (WpH^) is orthogonal, then
dim W//H ̂  dim (C"i ® C^)//(0^ x 0^). By taking 0^-invariants and then
0^-invariants, we see that dim W//H ̂ n^ ̂ 2. Suppose that (Wi,Hi) and (W^H^)
are both symplectic. IfH^ or H^ is not simple, then we may rearrange the factorization
of H so that the (WpH,), i= 1, 2 are again orthogonal. Thus we may assume that H^
and H^ are simple. A computation as in the orthogonal case forces n^ = 2 and H^ = Spi.
A case by case check of the possibilities for (W^H^) gives (1). The proof of (2) is
similar. In (3), one computes invariants for the case H^=SL^. to derive y the
inequality. •

(3.18) Proof of 3.15. - Let (V'.G7) be an irreducible subrepresentation of (V,G)
where G' denotes the image of G in GL (V). Then (V, G') is orthogonal (and we
have dimVV/G'-l), or (V\G7) is symplectic (and dimVV/G'-l if G' is not simple)
or (V, G) contains (V ® V7*, G') (and dim (V ® V'*)//^ = 1).

Suppose that (V, G') is orthogonal. Then 3.17 shows that G is simple or that
(V'.G^^cpi ® (p^.C,, x Ci). To reconstruct V one adds irreducible symplectic repre-
sentations of simple groups with zero-dimensional quotient. Since V is reduced, we
can only add copies of ((pi,C^) where C^ is a factor of G\ Thus G is simple (and V
is in Table la or Ib), or G^C^ x C\ and V is entry 1, 2 or 3 of Table II.

Suppose that (V^G7) is symplectic. IfdimV7/G'= 1, then using techniques similar
to the orthogonal case, one can prove that G is simple or that V is isomorphic to
entry 4, 5, 6 or 7 or Table II. If every possible (V, G1) is symplectic with zero-
dimensional quotient, then there must be a subrepresentation of the form (2(pi,C^),
and we are in the last case:

Suppose that V contains a subrepresentation of the form (V ® V7*, G'). Then
by 3.17, G' = H or H x C*, where H is simple (V is irreducible). Case by case checking
shows that (V',fi)^((p^,C^) or ((p^.A^), n^\. One easily sees that nothing can be
added, i.e., (V,G)=(V ©V^.G'). The relevant representations are entry 2 of
Table I a, entry 3 of Table I b, and entries 8 and 9 of Table II. •
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Chapter VII. G-VECTOR BUNDLES

0. Resume

We consider the problem of classifying G-vector bundles whose base is a
G-module P with one-dimensional quotient. There are several connections between
this problem and the linearization problem considered so far (see 1 . 2 . 5 Propo-
sition 6, cf. [Kr2]). The G-vector bundles over a fixed P are classified by cohomo-
logy sets H^, (A, ̂  where ^3 is a group scheme over A. We use the techniques of
Chapter VI to compute these cohomology sets and to construct universal families.
Non-trivial G-vector bundles give rise to examples of non-linearizable actions.

1. Preliminaries

(1.1) Let G be a reductive complex algebraic group and Y a G-variety. A G-vector
bundle on Y is a vector bundle E over Y such that E is a G-variety, the projection
p : E -> Y is equivariant and the action of G is linear on the fibers of p. If y^ is a fixed
point of the G-action on Y, then we obtain a representation of G on the fiber E

Let P and Q be G-modules. Let Vec^ (P, Q) denote the class of all G-v^ctor
bundles over P whose fiber at OeP is Q, and let VECe(P,Q) denote the set of
G-isomorphism classes in Vec^P.Q). The trivial class is represented by the product
PxQ, which we denote by ©p. If G=[e] is trivial, then the solution of the Serre
Problem by Quillen and Suslin shows that every element of Vec (A", C^ is trivial, so
that every EeVec^P.Q) can be considered as a G-action on some X=A'. Bass and
Haboush [BH2] have shown that every element E of VeCe(P,Q is stably trivial, i.e.,
E © ©Q, is trivial for some G-module Q\ where ® denotes Whitney sum. However,
our examples show that VEC^ (P, Q) can be non-trivial.

(1.2) Proposition. - Let E, E'eVec^P.Q).
(1) ([MP]) Suppose that H is a subgroup of G such that (?©(,))"=?. Then E

and E' are isomorphic as G-varieties if and only ifE is isomorphic to a pull-back: (p*E'
for some G-automorphism (p of P.

(2) ([BH2]) ^EeQpeVec^P.QeP) is non-trivial, then the G-action on E is
non-linearizable.

(3) ([Kr2]) There is an open cover { U j of P//G and G-isomorphisms
V i ' ' E |,p-1 (u,) ̂  Tip 1 (UL> x Q for each i.

Proof. - We show how to obtain (1), since no proof is in the literature: Let
vj^E^E' be an isomorphism of G-varieties. Then \|/ induces an isomorphism
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(p: P ̂  E" ^> E7" ̂  P of the zero sections, and the derivative of v|/ induces an isomor-
phism of normal bundles: v (E") ̂  (p* v (E'"). But v (E") ̂  E and v (E'") ̂  E\ •

(1.3) Remarks. - (1) Given E e Vec^ (P, Q), consider the G: - (G x C*)-action on E,
where C* acts by scalars on the fiber. Then 1.2 (1) gives Proposition 6 (1) of Chapter I,
i.e., E is trivial as G-vector bundle if and only if the G-action on E is not linearizable.
Now E//G^P//G. If dim P//G= 1, then as soon as we show that VEC^ (P, Q) ̂  {^},
we have that ^y ,A^{^}. where V = P © Q is considered as a G-module with C*
acting by scalars on Q.

(2) Using 1.2(1) and 1.2(2) we can construct (families of) non-linearizable
G-actions on E^A", but we lose the fact that the quotient has dimension 1 (see
section 5). We are unable to give a classification in these cases.

(3) Let EeVec^P^Q). Then 1.2(3) shows that E is obtained by glueing together
trivial bundles TT'^U^XQ via G-isomorphisms a^cp^cp^e^U, OU.), where
^ (U): = Mor (n~1 (U), GL (Q))0 is the group of G-automorphisms of the trivial bundle
7i ̂ (IDxQ. When dimP//G=l we show that ^P(U) is the group of sections of a
group scheme ̂  over A, so that VEC^ (P, Q) ̂  H^, (A, ^S): = Cech cohomology of the
sheaf of groups U \—> ̂  (U).

2. The group scheme ^

(2.1) Let P, Q be as in (1.1). From now on we assume that dimP//G=l. Let
t : P -> P//G = A be a homogeneous generator of Q (P)°, where deg t = d. We will also
denote t by n or Tip. Let A^, . . . ,A^ generate the (free) (9 (A)-module Mor(P, EndQ)0.
Then, using composition in End Q, we have that A, ° Aj = ̂  d^ \ where the d^ e (0 (A).
As in VI. 1.3, these formulas enable us to construct an algebra scheme C over A.
Then (£(X)=Mor(Xx ^p, EndQ)0 for any A-scheme X. We use the same symbol (£
to denote the Lie algebra scheme associated to the (associative) algebra scheme C.

Note that det: End Q -> C is G-invariant. Choose coordinates t, x ^ . . ., x^ on
(g^AxA^ and consider a section ^x,A, of®. Then det(^x,A,.) is a polynomial
p(x^ . . .,xJ in the x, with coefficients in 0(A). Consider p as a function from (£
to C. Then ^ :=p~1 (C\{0}) is a group scheme representing the functor sending an
A-scheme X into Mor(Xx^p, GL(Q))°. We call ^ the automorphism group scheme
of ©Q. One may realize ^ as

{(t,x,, . . .^JeAxA^Cxi, . . .,xJ(Q^O}

with canonical projection pr^pr^ : ̂  -> A. The fiberwise multiplication is given by

(t,x^ . . .,xJ.(^, . . .,x'j=(t,x^ . . .,x^\
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where x^=^x^d^(t).
i , J

(2.2) Example (compare III. 2.8 and [Sch5]). - Let G=O^C* X Z/2, P=Vi and
Q=V^ in the notation of III. 2.8. Let [u,v], [ x , y ] be coordinates on P and Q
corresponding to the C*-weights 1, -1 and n, -n, respectively. Then t=uv, and
EndQ^V^ @ C © 81 where C is the one-dimensional trivial representation of G and
GI its sign representation. It is easy to see that Mor (V^, End V^)0 is generated by A

(corresponding to C) and B (corresponding to V^ „ c End V^), where A (u ) multipliesw
( ) by the identity matrix and B ( l multiplies it by ( u \. Now A ° A = A
\y/ W \z;2" o )
A ° B = B = B ° A and B°B=^"A. Moreover, det(aA+bB)=a2-t2nb2. Thus
(£={(^6)eA3} and

^={^a,b) a2-!2^2^},

with both schemes having fiberwise multiplication

(^ a, b). (t, a\ b1) = (t, ad +12 n bb\ ab' + a b).

(2.3) Let Fp^Trp^Ocp. Then M : = ̂  = Mor (Fp, GL (Q))0 has Lie algebra
m^S^Mo^Fp^EndQ)0. In fact, M is the group of units in m (considered as an
Artin algebra), hence M is a connected linear algebraic group. The group r=^ acts
as usual on B and via composition on M, i.e., via m^—>m°y~1. As in III.4.4, we
define a group scheme 93 ,̂ where SJIg (x)= Mor (x x A8. M)^ for any A-scheme X.

(2.4) Remark. - Set G:=GxC*, and let V denote the G-module P©Q, where
C* acts by scalars on the second factor. Let L and T correspond to (V,G) as usual
(see III. 3.1). Then r=r, M is a F-subgroup of L and the action of F on M is the
one given above.

(2.5) Proposition (cf. III. 4.6). — The canonical morphism p iB^Fp-^P gives rise
to a morphism of group schemes (p: ^5 —> SRg, and (p is an isomorphism over A.

Proof. - For any A-scheme X, we have ̂  (X) = Mor (X x ^ p, GL (Q))°. Composi-
tion with p gives a morphism from ^ (X) to

Mor (X x ^ (B ̂ r Fp), GL (Q))° ̂  Mor (X x ^ B, Mor (Fp, GL (Q))0^

= Mor (X x ^ B, Mf = m^ (X). •

(2.6) Example (continuation of 2.2). - We have M^{(a,b)\a2-b2^0}^(C*)2.
Note that F = { ± 1} acts trivially on M (since A and B only involve even powers of u
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and v), so that SJIg^AxM. It is easy to calculate that (p sends (t,a,b) into
(t,a2-(tnb)2)e{t}xM.

(2.7) Theorem. - Let ̂  etc. be as above, and let EeVeCo(P,Q).
(1) H^, (A, ̂  IA) = { ^ }. hence E |p is trivial, where P: = Tip 1 (A).
(2) VECo (P, Q) ̂  D^P: = ̂  (A)\^ (A)/^ (A).

Proo/. - Consider the pull-back E of E|p to the rf-fold cover
BxFp-^B^Fp^P. Then E gives rise to a principal M-bundle over B, which is
trivial by IV. 3.1 (2). Thus we may assume that E = (B x Fp) x Q is a trivial G-bundle.
Now E is the quotient of E by a free G-equivariant action of F. We must have

(&,/, q)^=(b^, y-V; h^(b,f, q)\ 6eB,/eFp, qeQ, y^F,

where A ~ 1 (b): = h^ 1 (b, •, •) lies in M. One easily verifies that

^=^-(<7(Y)(^°Y))

where (j(y)(m)=m°y~1, y e F , meM. Thus the h^ give rise to an element of
H^r^lV^B)), where a : r ^ A u t M is as above. By IV. 5.6, we have
H^r^lVnB))^ ^}, and it follows that we can change the action of F on E by a
G-automorphism so that the h^ become the identity element of M. Hence E|p is
trivial, proving (1). Part (2) is an easy exercise. •

Evaluation at O e P ^ P x ^ A gives a homomorphism from ^3 (A) to GL(Q)°.
Clearly, GL(Q)° c ̂  (A). Thus we have

(2.8) Proposition (cf. VI .1 .5 (3)). — There are canonical split exact sequences

1 ̂ (A), -^(A) -. GL(Q)° - 1,
1 ̂  ^p(A), -> ^P(A) ̂  GL(Q)° -. 1.

(2.9) Remark. - The fiber ^ of ^ at teA is the group of units in the algebra
®t = span { A^ (t)} (see 2.1). The dimension of this algebra is independent of t, hence
^3 -> A is equidimensional with connected fibers. It follows that the subgroup scheme
^° of ^ (V. 1.6) actually equals ^3.

3. Moduli of vector bundles

We apply the techniques of Chapters V and VI to compute moduli and construct
universal families of vector bundles. We review, more than strictly necessary, some of
the results of Chapter VI since they become more transparent in the vector bundle
setting.
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(3.1) Let P, Q, A i , . . . , A ^ , etc. be as in 2.1. Let ^:=degA,=^rf+^ as in
VI. 1.10. Set A;: = A, [pp. We know that VEC^ (P, Q) ̂  D^ (2.7 (2)), and we have the
morphism (p: ̂  -^ SOl̂  which is an isomorphism over A (2.5). Let (p^ : ̂  (A) ̂  M (B)1^
denote the induced isomorphism. Replacing ^3 by @ and M by m, we similarly have
an isomorphism (p# : (£ (A) ^> m (B)1^.

We obtain an exponential map exp: (£ (A\ -> ̂  (A\, r > 1 in the obvious way
from exp: EndQ -> GL(Q). It is easy to establish the following analogues of previous
results:

(3.2) Proposition (cf. VI. 1.11 and VI. 1.14(1)). - (1) The A, are an (0(A)-module
basis of ®(A), the A[ are a basis of m, and the s^A^ are an G(A)-module basis of
111(8)̂

(2) (p^Ai=tki(saiAli), and (p^ :®(A) -> m(B)^ is homogeneous of degree 0 and is
an injection of free (9 (A)-modules.

(3) (p^ : (£ (A) -> m (B)1^ is an injection of free (9 (A)-modules.
(4) For every r ̂  1 there is a commutative diagram

^(A\—^M(B^
(P*

exp l l exp

(£(A),—^m(B)^
<i>#

(3.3) Proposition (cf. VI. 2.1). - We have D^^M (B^M (B)1'/^^<? (A).

Proo/. - We have M (B^ = M (B)1' M (B)1' (see V. 2.8). As in VI. 2.1, one obtains
the desired result. •

Let M', T : M ̂  M/M' and T^ : M (6)^ ̂  (M/M') (B)[, etc. be defined as in VI. 2.2
and VI.2.3.

(3.4) Theorem. — (1) (cf. VI. 2.4) There is a canonical isomorphism

D^(M/M')(B)^(p^(A)i.

Moreover, D^P ̂  VECo (P, Q) is trivial if and only if l+m'=m, where
f=span{A,':rf,<(/}.

(2) (cf. VI. 2.7) The logarithm gives an isomorphism

D^(Tn/m')(B)[/T^(£(A),,
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and, as in VI. 2. 5, this induces a structure of vector group on D^^VEC^P.Q).
(3) (cf. VI. 2.11 (2)) Holomorphically, ̂  has the decomposition property, i.e., every

element o/VecG(P,Q) is holomorphically trivial.
(4) (cf. VI. 2.12) There is a G-vector bundle VL'.SS -> P x VECo(P,Q) such that,

for every EeVeCo(P,Q), the vector bundle ^(PX^]) is an element o/Vec^P.Q)
isomorphic to E.

(3.5) Remark. - The results in VI. 2.6-VI. 2.8 on computing dimensions of moduli
spaces hold for D^}. Just replace 91 by ̂ , L by M, etc.

(3.6) Let (V,G)=(P®Q,GxC*) be as in 2.4. We compare VECo(P,Q) with
^V,A- Let [E]eVECo(P,Q). We may consider E as a G-variety, so [E] gives rise to
{E}e^v A. Note that { E } = { y * E } , yeF, where y*E denotes the pull-back of E
by y: P -> P. Thus we have a natural morphism ^: VEC^ (P, Q)/r -> ̂ y ^.

Let 21 denote the automorphism group scheme of (V, G) and Sip that of (P, G).
We consider 9Ip as the subgroup scheme of 91 of elements acting by the identity on Q.
Then 9(p normalizes ̂  ̂  91, so we have a semidirect product 9Ip ix ^ ̂ P c 91.

(3.7) Theorem. - (1) 9I=9Ip x ^.
(2) ?i:VECG(P,Q)/F ̂  M^^ is injective.
(3) If(P, G) is rigid (see V I . 3 .1), then ̂  is an isomorphism.

Proof. - Let X be an A-scheme. Then 91 (X) is the group of G-automorphisms
of the X-scheme ( X x ^ P ) x Q . Since C* only acts on Q, one easily sees that
9l(X)=9Xp(X) x Mor(Xx^p,GL(Q))G=9lp(X) ^ ^(X), proving (1). Clearly, we
also have 9l°^9Ip x ^ and using VI. 2.7 and 3.4(2) one easily sees that
D9l° ̂  D9Ip x D^P. By V. 1.9, D91 ̂  (D9lp x D^)/r, and (2) and (3) follow. •

4. Additive structure

By Theorem 3.4(2) we have a vector group structure on VECo(P,Q). We relate
this structure to the Whitney sum of vector bundles.

(4.1) Let P, Q, M, Fp, etc. be as in section 3. Let H be a principal iso-
tropy group of (P,G). Then Fp^G^W where (()(W)H=C, and
M=Mor(Fp,GL(Q))G^Mor(W,GL(Q))H only depends upon H, W and Q. Let
v|/: M -> GL (Q)" denote evaluation at 0 e W. Note that v|/ depends upon some choices,
but that its kernel does not.

(4.2) Lemma. — The homomorphism \|/ is surjective, and Ker\|/=M^.
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Proof. - One can deduce the lemma from III. 3.3, but here is a direct proof:
Clearly v|/ is surjective. Now m^((?(W) (x^E^dQ)11 is a graded Artin algebra, via the
multiplication in EndQ. The elements of strictly positive degree form a nilpotent
subalgebra m+, and clearly I + m + =Ker\|/ is unipotent and normal in M. •

p
(4.3) As H-module, Q^ ® ^.W, where the W, are irreducible and pairwise non-

1=1
p

isomorphic. Thus GL(Q)"^ ]~[ GL^M/M, and M/M^CC*)^
1=1

(4.4) Proposition (cf. VI. 3.12). - Suppose that every H-isotypic component in Q is
G-stable (e.g., H is central in G). Then VECo(P,Q)= { ^ } . In particular, ifH=[e]
(i.e., (P, G) is semifree) or G is a torus, then VECc(P, Q)= { ̂  }.

Proof. - For each i, the isotypic component ^.W, is G-stable, hence
C*^Cent(GL^.) c Cent(GL(^W,)°). Thus the composition

GL (Q)° ̂  GL (Q)" -^ M ^ M/M7

is surjective, so we have End (Q)° + m7 = m. The proposition now follows from Theo-
rem 3.4(1) since End (Q)° consists of degree 0 elements of m. •

(4.5) Let Qi and Q^ be G-modules. We compare VECo(P,Qi © Q^) with
VECo (P, Qi) and VEC^ (P, 02); Set M, = Mor (W, GL (Q,))", i= \, 2, and let M denote
Mor(W,GL(Qi ® Q^))". The inclusion GL(Q^) x GL(Q^) c GL(Qi ® Q^) induces
a canonical morphism T| : M^ x M^ -^ M. Let A'em. Then we can write A' uniquely
in the form

^'11 ^2'

^A^i ^22>
Aye Mor (W, Horn (Q,,Q.))".

P P

Write Qi= ® n^Wi, Q^= © m,W, as H-modules, where n^m^Q, i=\, . . . , p .
1=1 i = i

(4.6) Lemma. - Let Qi, Q^ A7, A .̂, ^/c. ̂  as above.
(1) 77^ morphism T[ : M^ x M^ -> M induces a surjection ofM^ x M^ 0^2^ M/M7.
(2) If n^O, i=l, . . . ,p , then the canonical map M^/M[ -> M/M7 is an isomor-

phism.
(3) m7 contains all elements B7 of the form
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/ 0 Bl,\

\^21 0 /

In particular,

., /A^ 0 \ - ,A e 11 + m .
V 0 A,J

(4) Suppose that Qi =Q2=Q. 7%^ m' contains all elements B7 of the form

( T)' T>/ \
^ll ^ ^

D/ T)/ /
^l "^ll/

/^ particular,

.. /AH+A^ 0 \ - ,A e 11 22 + m .
\ 0 O/

Proo/. - Let Mi ̂  ^ M\, etc. denote the unipotent radical of M^ etc. We have
a commutative diagram

Mi/M^xM,/M,^ M/M,
i ^ i^xnoL^. -ncL^^nGL,xnGL^. ^UGL^

where r| induces T]. Parts (1) and (2) are now clear.
The subspaces Mor (W, Horn (Q^, Q^))" ^ m are nilpotent for i^j, hence they lie

in m\ and we have (3). If Qi^C^ then the image of the subalgebra
{(C, — C) e m^ ® m^ } in m/nty lies in © sl^., and we have (4). •

(4.7) From 3.4 we have isomorphisms

VECe (P, Q) ̂  (m/m') (B)^/T^ (p^ (£ (A)i ̂  (C^ +).

We give VEC^ (P, Q) the additive structure carried over from that of (C^ +), and we
denote addition of isomorphism classes by +. The next result shows that + comes
from Whitney sum, denoted ®.

(4.8) Theorem. — Let Q, Q^ and Q^ be G-modules.
(1) Whitney sum induces an epimorphism of vector groups

WS: VECe (P, Qi) x VECe (P, Q^) - VECe (P, Qi ® Q^
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(2) If Horn (Qi^^^O}, then WS is an isomorphism.
(3) If every simple H-submodule of Q^ also occurs in Qi, then the map

VECo (P, Qi) -> VECo (P, Qi © Q2) ^A'̂  [E] into [E © ©pj ^ surjective.
(4) L^Ei, E^eVec^Q). 77^ E^ © E^E3 © ©p H^r^ [E^ :=[EJ+[EJ.
(5) 77^ m^ VECG(P,Q)-^VECG(P,Q©Q) sending [E] m^o [E © ©QJ is bijec-

tive.

Proof. — Let M^ M^, T|, etc. be as in 4.5-4.6. The inclusion
GL(Qi)xQL(Q2) c GL(Qi ®Q^) induces a homomorphism of group schemes
^i x A ̂ 2 -> ^? where ^Pi, etc. is the automorphism group scheme of ©Q , etc. The
resulting homomorphism

VECo (Pi, Qi) x VECo (P^ Q^) - VECo (P, Q)

is just Whitney sum. If Horn (01,02)"= { 0 } , then ^^i><A^2. proving (2). The
canonical inclusion.

Mor (P, End Qi)0 © Mor (P, End Q^)0 ̂  Mor (P, End (Qi © Q^))0

induces a morphism of Lie algebra schemes Q^x^Q^->(&, where ®i, etc. is the
endomorphism scheme of ©Q^, etc. One now obtains (1), (3), (4) and (5) from 4.6
using the isomorphism of 3.4 (2). •

5. Examples

We present several examples where VEC^ (P, Q) i=- [ ̂ } and examples of non-
linearizable actions of simple groups. In particular, we give proofs of the results
announced in [Sch5].

Let 0^ \p etc. be as in Example III. 2.8.

(5.1) Theorem (see VII. 2.2 and VII. 2.6). - Let G=0^ and EeVeCo(V^V,),
n > 1. Then

(1) VECG(V,,V,)^C-1.
(2) E © ©y^ and E © ©^ are trivial, where G acts trivially on C.
(3) E, considered as a C^-vector bundle, is trivial.

(5.2) Theorem. - Let G=0^ and EeVec^V^V,,), n odd, n^\. Then
(1) VECGC^V,)-^"-^2.
(2) E © ©y^ is trivial.
(3) E, considered as a C^-vector bundle, is trivial.
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(4) Whitney sum with ©y^ induces an isomorphism of VEC^CV^V) and
VECG(V,,V,®V^

Proof of (5.1)-(5.2). - Let P-V^ Q=V^ and n=lm-^\ be as in 5.2. The
principal isotropy group of (P,G) is the Klein 4-group H==(Z/2)2cG, and
(Q,H)^W\®W2 where W^ and W^ are non-isomorphic one-dimensional repre-
sentations of H. Thus M-GI^Q^CC*)2. It is easy to compute that
(£ (A) = Mor (P, End Q)0 has homogeneous generators of degrees 0 and 2w+ 1, so that
VECo(P, 0)^(0", +) (see VI.2.6-VI.2.8), proving 5.2(1). Now the representation
(Q^im+i.H) is independent ofm, and VECG(P,Vi)={^}. It follows from 4.8(3)
that direct sum with ©p gives a surjection from VEC^P^Vi) onto VECo(P,Q ® V^),
hence we have 5.2(2). Part 5.2(3) follows from 4.4. Now { ± 1} c= C* c= 0^ acts
non-trivially on Q and trivially on P, and 5.2(4) follows from 4.8(2).

Let P=Vi, Q=V^ etc. be as in 5.1. In the notation used above we have H=Z/2
and (Q,H)=C®£i where c^ is the sign representation ofH. Thus M=(C*)2. One
computes that 8 (A) has homogeneous generators of degrees 0 and In. Now 5.1 (1)
etc. follow as above. •

(5.3) Proposition. — (1) Let K be a finite group and U a reflection representation of
K with VK=(P). Then Aut (U^ = GL (U)^

(2) Let V be a stable G-module, i.e., V contains an open dense subset of closed
orbits. Let H be a principal isotropy subgroup of (V, G) (see II. 1.2), and let
(U^IQ^V^N^HVH). IfK is finite and (U,K) is a non-trivial irreducible reflection
representation, then AutOQ^GL^^C*.

(3) Let (V,G)=(C",0^ ^1, or (Lie(G), G) where G is simple. Then
AutC^^C*.

Proof. - Let (peAutQJ^ where (U,K) is as in (1). For each reflection a,, let I,
denote a linear function which vanishes on the hyperplane fixed by a,. Since (p
commutes with a, for all i, (p*/^^/, for some X^eC*. The /, generate U* (since
U^ = (0)), hence (p is linear.

Let (V, G) be as in (2). Then G-V" is dense in V, hence each (peAut^)0 is
determined by its restriction (p l^v^AutCU)^ By (1), Aut (U^ = GL (U^ which
equals C* by Schur's lemma. It follows that (p is just scalar multiplication by an
element of C*.

The representations (V, G) in (3) satisfy the hypotheses of (2). •

(5.4) Corollary. - (1) There are families of non-linearizable actions of 0^ x C* on
A4 with one-dimensional quotient.

(2) There are families of non-linearizable actions of0^ on A4.
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Proof. - Use 5.2, 5.3 (3) and 1.2 (1). •

(5.5) Example. - Let 0=02, P=V2 and Q=V3. Let u, v, x, y be coordinate
functions on P © Q corresponding to the weights 2, -2, 3, -3, respectively, so that
t=uv. Consider the following section of ^8 (A):

\(u\ (x\~\ \(u\ ( 1 r^V^M
LU'UJ^lU'l-S3 i )UJ-

The corresponding vector bundle E can be trivialized as a C*-vector bundle. Thus we
can find an isomorphism E^Qp as C*-vector bundle, where the action of Z/2
transforms to one which is linear on the fibers of ©Q, but not constant. One can
compute that an explicit such action is:

By 1.2(1) (or 1.2(2) and 5.2(4)), this action of 0^ is not linearizable as an action
on A4. Recall that by VI. 3.2 (5) there are no examples of non-linearizable actions in
dimension 3 arising from vector bundles.

Let R^ denote the SL^-module of binary forms of degree n. For n even, the SL^-
action descends to an action of S03=SL2/{ ± 1}. Recall that R^s^ and that
t = det: sl^ -> A is of degree d= 2.

(5.6) Theorem. - Let G=SL^ n^\.
(1) VEC^R^RJ^C^, where p=[(n-\)1^}.
(2) Whitney sum with ©^ gives a surjection

S,: VECc (R,, RJ ̂  VECo (R^, R, © RJ.

(3) Ifn is odd, then S^ is an isomorphism.
(4) Ifn^6, then ImS^VEC^R^.R^ ® R^) is non-trivial.

(5.7) Corollary. - (1) There are non-linearizable actions of SL^ on A7 and of SO^
on A10.

(2) There are families of non-linearizable actions ofSL^ on A^^, m^4.

Proof of (5.6)-(5.7). - Parts (1), (2) and (3) of 5.6 use no new techniques,
and we leave them to the reader. We need to establish (4) (with n even), so
consider the case Q=Q^ ® Q^=R^ @ R^^ ^^ l. Note that -leSL^ acts trivially,
so we are actually considering S03-vector bundles. Now a principal isotropy group
of R^ is a maximal torus C*, and the weights of R^ ^ relative to C* ^ 803
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are m, m - l , . . . , - m . Thus, in the notation of 4.5, M^(C*)3,
M^C*)^^*)2--2 and M^(GL,)3 x (C*)2--2, where M, and (C*)3 ^ M, map
into (GL^)3 ^ M. The copy of (C*)2^2 in M^ maps isomorphically onto M/(GL;,)3.
Now minimal homogeneous generators A, of Mo^R^EndR^J0 have degree d,'.=i,
O^i^lm. The only way that all the elements of VEC^ (P, P © Q) could be trivial is
if the restrictions A^Ajpp, i^d=l, map onto the Lie algebra of M^GL^)3 (see
3.4(1)). This can only happen if 2 m - 3 ̂  2, hence VEC^ (P, Qi ® Q^) ̂  [ ̂  } as soon
as 2m—3>d=2, i.e., as soon as m^3.

Part (1) of the corollary follows from 5.6 using 1.2(2). Part (2) results from
5.6(1), 5.3 and 1.2(1) with H = { db 1} c SL^. •

(5.8) Remark. - Let G be simple with non-trivial center C. Then Knop's construc-
tion ([Kn], see 1.2.9(2)) shows that one may choose G-modules Q with Qc=(0) such
that VEC^ (Lie (G), Q) contains families of arbitrarily large dimension. Applying
1.2(1) and 5.3(3) one obtains families of non-trivial actions of G on affine space.
One easily extends these results to the case of semisimple groups G with non-trivial
center.

In Tables Ilia and IIIb below we list triples (G, P, Q) for which (P, G) is
rigid, Q is irreducible, VEC^ (P, P) = { ̂  } and VECo(P,P © Q ) ^ { ^ } (hence
VEC^P.Q),^}). Using 1.2(1) and 1.2(2) we then obtain examples of non-
linearizable actions of G x C* and G on affine space. In each case one has to argue
as in 5.6 (4) to establish that VEC^ (P, P © Q) ̂  { ^ }. The tables, together with [Schi],
contain all the information needed for verification. Some sample verifications are
given below. In each case, the fiber ¥ p = K p l ( l ) is isomorphic to G/H where H is a
principal isotropy group of (P, G). In Table III b we list the decomposition of P
and Q (as H-modules). From this decomposition one can determine the groups
M2:=Mor(Fp,GL(Q))G^GL(Q)H and M : = Mor (Fp, GL (P © Q))0 ̂  GL (P © Q)"
(so P=Qi and Q=Q^ in the notation of 4.5). In Table Ilia, an entry (A c B)2 x C,
etc. is shorthand for A x A x C ^ B x B x C , etc. To compute the generators of
Mo^P.EndQ)0 one needs to know EndQ as a G-representation, or at least that
portion of EndQ which occurs in (9 (P). In Table IIIb we list either the decomposition
of EndQ, or only those components which occur in G(P) (entries 5, 6, 67, 7 and 10).
Knowledge of the decomposition of (9 (P) as an (9 (P)G-module then allows one to
compute the generators of Mo^P.EndQ)0. We list their degrees in Table Ilia and
also the degree d of the homogeneous generator of ^(P)°. An entry ^ < / ) denotes k
invariants homogeneous of degree/, and Qj denotes a trivial representation of
dimension j. We have:

(5.9) Theorem. — Let G be a simple classical group, a spin group, G^, E^ or E-y.
Then G has a non-linearizable faithful action on A" for some n.
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(5.10) Example. — Consider entry 4, where G=A^, m^3, P=(pi+(p^ and Q=(p^.
fc

From the decompositions (Q,H)=9i+(pi+ ® (f)\ and (P,H)=92+(pi+cp^_i , one
i=2

sees that M^C*)2 x (C*)^1 c M=GL3 x GL^ x C* x (C*/"1, where the image of
M^(C*)3 lands in the first three factors ofM. As in the argument of 5.6(4), to
show that VECo(P,P© Q)^{ ^}, it suffices to show that the number of generators
of Mor (P, End Q)° of degree ^ 2 is less than k — 1. Now the covariants of type (p\ (p^
in G(P) have multiplicity one (see III. 2.6), and the generators clearly occur in the
copies of (p1! (p^, ^ S1 (pi (x) S1 (p^ c S21 ((pi + (p^) ^ (9 (P). Thus the generators have
degrees 0,2, . . ., 1k and VEC^ (P, P © Q) ̂  {^ ] as soon as k- 1 ̂  3.

(5.11) Example. - Consider entry 11, where G=E7, P=(pi and Q=(pf. From
the decompositions (Q, H) = 65 + 4 (cp^ + ̂ 5) + . . . + ((pf + (p^ (p^ + . . . + (p^) and
(P, H) = 62 + (pi + (p5 one sees that M^ = GL^ x (GI^)2 x . . . x (GL^ = C*)5 c M
= GL7 x (GLs)2 x (GL3)3 x . . . x (C*)5. The image of M^GL^ x (C*)2 lands in the
factors GL7 x (GI^)2 of M. Dividing M by these factors and also by M' we have a
surjection ofM^ onto the quotient (C*)12. From [Schi, Table 5 b] there are 8 generators
in degree ^4 of the covariants corresponding to elements of EndQ. Thus
VECe(P,P®Q)^{^}.

(Added in Proof:) One can replace Q=(pf by (p\ for any k^4. One needs to
verify the analogues of the formulas in Table IIIb for EndQ and (Q,H). E. Elashvili
(private communication) has verified the formula for EndQ. Both required formulas
follow from Littelmann [Li].
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TABLE III a

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

G

Ai

S03

A2

A.
m^-3
SO,

7M^5

B.
m^2

Dm
w^3
C.

7M^2

GZ

Ee

E,

P

<P?

(Pi

<Pl+<P2

(Pl+<Pm

(Pi

<Pl

tPl

2(pi

<Pl

tPl

tPl

Q
(p^1

A;^l
(P^
/r^3
^

k^4
^

k^4
^

k^4
<P'i(Pm

k^l

^itPm

A:>2

^

k^7

^

k^3

<
k^2

<pt

MZ s M

/^*\2ft+2 ^ /^\2k+5

(C*cGL2)3x(C*)2 ' t-2

(C*cGL3)2x(C*) fc- l

({e}=C*)x(C*sGL2)
x(C*£GL3)x(C*)' ( - l

(C'^GL^x^*^-1

( { e } cC*)^^*)2^2

( { e } cC^x^*)^1

(GL,^cGL^5)x
(G4cG4^)x

t-inGL,
J = l

(C* £ GLa)3 x
/ ' ' t + 2 \ 3

(C*)1 2 )

(^cGL;)^^*)"-1

(GLs c GL^) x
(GL4 ^ GLs)2 x

(GL3)3x(GL2)4x(C*)5

rf

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

4

Degrees

0 ,1 , . . . ,2A:+1

0 ,1 , . . . , 2k

0,2,...,2k

0,2, .. .,2k

0,2,...,2k

0,1,. . .,2k+}.

0,2, . . .,2k

O^l)^),
O^j^k

[k+i-n / , , .\\ { k± i ) ,\ 2 F /'
O^f^A:

(k+\){2k}

0 , 2 < 2 > , 5 < 4 >
and higher

degree
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TABLE III b
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INDEX OF NOTATION

1.2.3
1.3.2
V.0.3
1.3.2
V . I . 6
III .4.5
III.2.1
1.2.4, III.2.5
III .2 .2 , 2.4
1.3.3,111.4.1
1.3.3
1.2.6, VII. 3.4
V . I . 6
1.2 .3 ,3 .7
1.3.7
1.3.2, V.0 .2
V.0.3
1.2.4, VI .1 .1
1.2.5
1.2.3, VI.2.12
VII. 2.1
1.2.4
1.2.8
I.3.2, V.0.2
II .1.1
1.2.5
III. 1.1
III. 1.3
III. 1.2 (c), 1.4(c)
III. 1.2 (b), 3.1
11.1.3
1 .3 .1 , IV.1 .1
IV. 1.1
IV. 3.0
IV.4.1
11.2.1,4.1
11.1.3
II. 1.3
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t 1.2.4, VI. 1.1 5,60
L 1.2.4,111.3.1 5,30

III. 3.1 314b
L(B), LCB)^ . . .
L(B), L(B)^
u'
L
I(B),I(B),
^"W

fiB,fl£(Y)
M
,M(Y), . . .
<X,M(B), . . .
jy^, J^V A

9K£
m
m, m'
Hd
N,
n
Or °w °.
0,
C?(X), ^(X)0

PX.PV
p , p

7̂Ix,7Iv

ro(f) ,ro(I/f) ,ro(M)
P.P*
P. P
P#
R^jt^k
<J*
CT

1.3.3 10
1.3.5 11
1.2.4, VI. 1.7, 1.15 5,62,65
VI.1.15 65
1.3.5 10, 11
III. 1.5, 1.6 24
III.4.4 34
VII.2.3 80
IV. 5.1 44
IV.6.1 46
1.2.2 4
VII.2.3 80
1.3.5 11
1.2.8 7
I .4 12
II.1.1 14
V.0.6 50
I I .1 .3 ,1 .4 ,1 .5 (2 ) 15,16
III.2.8 29
1.4 12
1.3.1 8
VII. 2.7 81
VII.2.1 79
1.4 12
VI.1.12 63
1.3.3 10
III.4.1 34
VI.1.9 63
11.1.3 15
1.3.3,111.4.5 10,35
III.4.5 35
1.3.6, VI. 1.9 11,63<7#

T

°Q
-r
v
v,v

1.3.3 10
1.2.5 6
III. 1.5 24
1.2.3 4
1.3.2 9
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V//G 1.4 12
(V.G) 1.4 12
VeCo(P,Q), VECo(P.Q) 1.2.5 6
^ III. 1.5 24
WS 1.2.6 7
X ^ 1.2.3 4
X,X I .3 .2 9
X//G 1.4 12
X 1.2.1 3
^(A),3£(A), I .3 .5 11
^,3£(Z),X(A),X(A), VI. 1.3 60,61
Y^G III.1.2(b), 1.4(b) 23
Z VI. 1.16, 2.2 65,66
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